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life experiences with a mentally ill parent build on one another. 
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Preface 
 

Memoir as Self Construction 
 
 

When I say I have written a memoir, one reaction is surprise. I am not old enough 

to be able to write my memoirs, one man said. Another reaction is suspicion. At lunch 

with a mutual friend, a woman old enough to be my mother wanted to know if my 

memoir was a happy one. When I told her that not all of it was, she avoided speaking to 

me even though I was seated across from her. The implication of both reactions reflects 

misconceptions about memoir and inhibits its acceptance as a literary genre by many 

critics. Accusations of egotism and revenge still require a defense of the memoirist, even 

after the current rise in popularity of this genre. Why does memoir elicit such responses? 

To answer this question broadly I will use critical theory of life narrative found in 

Sidonie Smith’s and Julia Watson’s 2001 book, Reading Autobiography: A Guide for 

Interpreting Life Narratives, to explain the history of autobiography as a genre and point 

to possible original prejudices that effect opinion today. To move beyond the subject of 

prejudices I will examine the memoirs of two respected writers, Patricia Hampl and Mary 

Karr, to address what memoirists are writing today and what that says about current 

literary aesthetics. Finally, as a memoirist, I must resolve for myself the conflict between 

the criticism of the genre and my motive for writing in it. To do this I will examine my 

process of writing and evaluate its result.  

Autobiographical writing existed long before it was categorized as what is now 

known as creative nonfiction. Smith and Watson offer a brief overview of autobiography 

with many references in the fourth chapter of their book. Although the writing of 

“Socrates and his self-interrogatory understanding,” the “funerary inscriptions about feats 
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of battle,” and to the “lyrics of Sappho of Lesbos” use first person singular point of view, 

it was not until the turn of the last century that autobiography became a field of its own. 

Wilhelm Dilthey was a German historian in the second half of the nineteenth century who 

admired autobiography “and called for its use in the writing of history” (112). George 

Misch was Dilthey’s student and son-in-law. In 1904 “George Misch, an eminent early-

twentieth-century German scholar of autobiography” published a “multivolume history 

translated in part as A History of Autobiography in Antiquity” (84-85). Smith and Watson 

write that he, “inaugurated the first wave of modern criticism of the field” (113). Because 

Misch admired autobiography as did his father-in-law, he read many autobiographies and 

characterized the autobiographers’ lives as exemplary. This first impression of life 

narrative points to the modern notion of the universal man, one who can stand in as an 

example for many and to the impression that to write autobiography one must live an 

exemplary life.  

Even now people unfamiliar with creative nonfiction imagine that to write a 

memoir, first, you must be over sixty-five years old and, second, you must have lived a 

remarkable life. In this view, memoir writing is pretentious but excusable as long as you 

are already famous and respected. I wonder about Dilthey’s fascination with 

autobiography. If he saw it as an insightful way to read history because it added a sense 

of immediacy and intimacy to dates and names, perhaps he was feeling something like 

we feel now when we read autobiography. History happens around someone. Facts and 

dates record the history of action. Memoir and autobiography record the action of history. 

According to Smith and Watson, Dilthey communicated his enthusiasm for 

autobiography to his student and son-in-law Georg Misch, and Misch read Western 
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history through the autobiographies of its leaders, noticing characteristics in them that he 

considered “representative” of the culture (113). It was Misch’s notion of the cultural 

representative that carried forward fifty years as Misch’s work was translated into 

English and was “invoked in scholarly definitions of ‘autobiography’” (117). This, 

however, did not happen until the second half of the twentieth century when New 

Criticism began to fade. Modernism crowded autobiography out of the literary picture. 

Until the late 1950s New Critics rejected any biography of a writer as something 

that would compromise study of the art of a literary work and disrupt the reader’s ability 

to objectively evaluate the work. To New Critics an author’s biography had to exist 

completely separately from his or her writing. Literary poetry or prose had a life of its 

own. It should be evaluated on its own literary merit without the influence a writer’s 

biography might have on its evaluation and without the temptation to turn any poem or 

work of prose into a reflection of the writer’s psychology. To the New Critic this 

approach provided each literary work its own integrity based on how fully the work 

achieved its purpose.  

For the dominant Anglo-American tradition, then, autobiographical 
writing was a suspect mode of “trivia” or “personal” writing, the site of 
writers’ flawed notions about their artistic works, and therefore was to be 
bracketed out of the canon of poetic and narrative texts and critical theory 
that the implementation of New Criticism enabled in the academy. (118) 
 

Because of its bias against authors’ intentions New Criticism did not acknowledge 

autobiography as a literary form. The argument is understandable: author intent is often, 

if not always, impossible to realize or prove. In addition, to be able to make a clear 

connection between author intent and the writing’s realization would reduce the writing 

by eliminating its potential to have more than one meaning. Proving author intent would 
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also severely constrict readers’ ability to play with potential meaning of a text. However, 

New Criticism’s influence evolved into postmodernism, and in the late 1950s “interest in 

autobiography…began to reawaken” (117). Scholars turned to Misch’s work and his idea 

of the representative life shaped academic approach to autobiography. Misch’s 

privileging of the exemplary life as autobiography influenced scholars to continue to 

dismiss life narratives of lesser known writers and to elevate prominent texts as the only 

ones “worth reading” (119). 

Autobiographical scholars established a canon of texts in the 1960s, “affirming 

that the field could boast a set of weighty, substantive texts that students should study” 

(121). While this legitimized the field, and promoted texts such as St. Augustine's 

Confessions, Rousseau’s Confessions, and Franklin’s Autobiography, Smith and Watson 

argue that scholars continued applying Dilthey’s and Misch’s idea of the representative 

author to the texts,  

assum[ing] that even though the narrator speaks of his individual life, the 
patterns of behavior, achievements, intellectual preoccupations, and 
relationships with others he rehearses are the norm—or in the case of 
rebels such as Augustine, Rousseau, or Thoreau—become an inspired 
choice of the culture. (121) 
 

This stance represents the “first wave” of autobiographical criticism in Smith’s 

and Watson’s book. The second wave began in the 1970s and was influenced by Freudian 

psychology, problematizing of language by linguists Saussure and Lacan (124), and by 

Derridean deconstruction (132) among others. Through two worlds wars, 

industrialization, and economic depression, writers and thinkers lost their faith in a 

sovereign system of government and a sovereign sense of self during the first half of the 

twentieth century. The assumptions of earlier critics that a self, equal to all other selves, 
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could achieve, discover, create, and know (124) now came under question. All 

institutions and ways of knowing became subject to dismantle, and this shift in thinking 

became reflected in autobiographical criticism because, “the project of self-representation 

could no longer be read as direct access to the truth of the self” (124-5). Whereas the 

earlier generation of critics privileged biographical fact in autobiography and its “correct” 

interpretation to measure the “truth” in a text, this second wave of critics understood the 

sovereign self now to be a subject fractured by doubt. This led to viewing autobiography 

more as art than as history. It was seen that the autobiographer, or life narrator, 

reconstructs a life instead of records it, by imposing a kind of unity on it that did not 

originally exist and by adding a second layer of experience on that life through reflective 

thinking about that life (125). This new focus pointed away from the written product and 

toward the creative process of autobiographical writing and allowed autobiography status 

as art.  

With this shift toward instability in the subjectivity of creating a self on paper, the 

autobiographical canon was read anew and voices from marginalized writers surged into 

the field. The project of constructing a self now was seen as subject to social, cultural, 

and political contexts. Feminists, writers of color, international writers all challenged the 

white patriarchal Anglo-American self-made ideal, the assumption of a linear life history, 

and the unquestionable right of hierarchy. The concepts of self and an authentic truth 

were now decentered. Self and authentic truth became blanks minority writers could fill. 

The second wave of autobiographical criticism questioned the sovereignty of an ideal self 

by inserting marginalized identities into previously privileged forms such as 

autobiography. Doing this continued to subscribe to a universalized self by using 
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autobiography as a form to legitimize selves who were formerly seen as inferior and 

whose lives were not seen as worth reading. This allowed the idea of autobiography as a 

vehicle for the privileged, exemplary autobiographer to maintain its status as a form. At 

the same time, it allowed the marginalized voice to insert itself into this form and use the 

authority of the form to tell the deprivileged stories of women and minority writers. As a 

result, self was seen as subject to context, and the identity now became called subject 

instead of self. Now that it was established that selves are subject to contexts, context 

took on more importance. This led to the third wave of life narrative criticism. 

To understand current criticism in life narrative, Smith and Watson offer three 

terms: “performativity, positionality, and heteroglossic dialogism” (143).  

Theorizing performativity contests the notion of autobiography as the site of 
authentic identity. Theorizing positionality, with an emphasis on situatedness, 
contests the normative notion of a universal and transcendent autobiographical 
subject, autonomous and free. And theorizing dialogism contests the notion that 
self-narration is a monologic utterance of a solitary, introspective subject. (146) 

 

So, as a reader of life narrative you cannot assume the author knows who she is, that she 

has free will, or that her thoughts about herself occur in unadulterated conscious 

seclusion. This provides room for critical interpretation, but what does that do to the 

memoirist? Critics and writers are frequently at odds, and as a writer I have found myself 

having to defend my field against critical attack. One perspective of the writer is reflected 

in this statement: “’A critic is someone who comes onto the battlefield after the battle is 

over and shoots the wounded’” (Lamott 142). These three waves of critical theory in 

autobiographical studies mirror the waves of evolution I experienced as a writer of 

memoir. In the face of passing into each new level I felt betrayed by the naïve beliefs I 

had so passionately and recently held, felt as if my hard-won writing lay on the page like 
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the wounded, with the new critical knowledge walking out of the woods to shoot it. 

Studying the criticism is destructive to creativity because disassembling a work reverses 

everything the writer is trying to do. Nonetheless, the intelligent memoirist must follow 

current critical theory to avoid being seen as naïve. The wise memoirist, however, closes 

the door on the critical voices, the ones who disassemble, interpret, and analyze because 

memoir is an attempt to unify, to build, and to discover a story from the disparate 

elements of a life. 

 In truth, I live in the first wave of autobiographical criticism every day. When I 

get up I hold up an ideal self worth knowing and reading about to myself, the “me” I 

most want to be. This “me” keeps a clean and updated house at all times. She raises 

bright, polite, and talented children whose adulthoods will be easily successful as a result 

of her skill and loving wisdom. She is attractive companion and confidante to her 

husband and earns his love and admiration. In addition, she writes wise and eloquent and 

loving prose, worthy of publication, prize, and prestige. In each identity I begin with the 

ideal and completely identify with it. Each ideal is a blatant and unapologetic stamp out 

of Misch’s exemplary life. That he would not have considered it possible for me to have 

an exemplary life because I am a woman does not stop me from assembling a canon of 

requirements for myself that imitate his formula. Every day I want what that canon 

represents.  

Every day also demonstrates a second wave of criticism that I live a fractured life 

of many roles and as such I am a splintered self, functioning in several competing 

contexts. My self becomes the subject of these contexts and I understand that I am 

changing all the time. This lets me think about the me-mother, me-wife, and me-writer as 
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objects of their contexts, objects of the subjective “I.” I still try to unite these selves and 

maintain autonomy in these contexts as something separate than myself because although 

I can accept changing contexts, I cannot always accept a changing me in those contexts. 

This is the wave I now occupy most. 

The third wave comes as I try to see myself as a character on the page, which 

requires me to detach “I” from “me.” It is about letting go of the expectations and 

knowing that the ideals I have created for myself are unattainable and unlike the ideals 

others have for themselves. In fact I have not created these ideals at all; I have used the 

symbols culturally available to me to interpret the culture, which interpretation becomes 

merely imitation. Each new level of critical understanding places more emphasis on 

individual choice: how I fashion my own canon of behavior, how I interpret the world in 

my own way, how I see myself in the world. Yet at every assumption of individual choice 

comes the counter idea that all choices the individual makes are a result of 

performativity, positionality, and heteroglossic dialogism. This is where I am stuck. All 

circumstances are a result of my own choices; all my choices are a result of circumstance. 

In F. Scott Fitzgerald’s essay “The Crack-Up” he writes, “the test of a first-rate 

intelligence is the ability to hold two opposed ideas in the mind at the same time, and still 

retain the ability to function” (Lopate 521). At this critical juncture my intelligence fails. 

The critic-me has slain the writer-me. I fail the words to fight. To emphasize disparity 

and fracture so threatens me I cannot resolve today’s critical theory with my motivation 

to write memoir.  

My first intention is always poetry. I pursued poetry in my studies until all my 

writing came to a standstill in one subject: my mother. When I write a poem I look for an 
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image to communicate an emotion that is persistently getting my attention. It did not take 

long in creative writing workshops for avoided emotions to insist themselves into my 

poems and I felt unhappy because I did not want my mother to rampage in my poetry. 

Poetry was my space, not hers. A workshop in the schedule of classes for creative 

nonfiction essay writing caught my eye and I asked some graduate student colleagues 

about it. They said the teacher was a good one and that she understood feminist issues 

and women’s perspectives in a way that they liked. I signed up thinking I was forsaking 

poetry as my poet friends told me I was. But from the first class to the last of that 

semester I sat in a desk as if I were starving and the teacher brought a banquet of new and 

delicious foods for me every week. No matter how much I ate there was more. The class 

changed my life. 

Patricia Hampl, Regents’ Professor at the University of Minnesota, writes poetry, 

but is better known for her work in creative nonfiction. In her book I Could Tell You 

Stories she writes, “Memoir seeks a permanent home for feeling and image” (29). That is 

what I have just said poetry does. Here is the difference: “Stalking a relationship, seeking 

the congruence between stored image and hidden emotion—that’s the real job of 

memoir” (30). Memoir gave me a space to stalk the relationship between the stored 

image and hidden emotion. The creative nonfiction essay I wrote for my teacher that 

semester described the mental problems my mother had in sidestepping ways, but my 

teacher encouraged me and showed it to another teacher who pushed me to just say it 

instead of writing circles around it. Put up or shut up, is indirectly what he said. The third 

draft told of the night when I was eleven years old and my mother’s rage was so 

dangerous to our family that my father choked her into unconsciousness to stop her from 
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shooting someone. This essay became the beginning of my dissertation. “Instinctively, 

we go to our store of private associations,” writes Hampl, “for our authority to speak of 

these weighty issues” (31). 

What is the difference between “our store of private emotions” and 

sentimentality? One of the best bits of praise a memoir can receive is that the work is 

unsentimental. For my purpose here I will use the dictionary’s second definition of 

sentimental as affectedly emotional. This phrase represents a decadent form of emotion, 

one that seizes and freezes an emotion in the effort to wallow in it—the deadliest move a 

writer can make. While Victorians made sentimentality into an art form, today it is the 

literary unforgivable sin. Richard Rodriguez writes in his essay “Late Victorians,” “So I 

was going to live to see that the garden of earthly delights was, after all, only wallpaper—

…Hadn’t I always said so? It was then I saw the greater sin against heaven was my 

unwillingness to embrace life” (767). To sentimentalize is to turn the garden into 

wallpaper. To embrace life is to experience a moment in the unity of emotion and 

intellect. To do that, you must not hold on, but allow the experience to flow like water 

through you, water that quenches your thirst, bathes your body, carries you along, and 

sometimes closes over your head. To privilege subject instead of self and transition 

instead of stability is to privilege the present moment instead and because of the past. It is 

to not hold on too tightly to any one idea because when a society is in transition, that is 

the safest way to go. Our dominant aesthetic is to intellectually see everything without 

emotionally stopping anything. 

To write memoir seems counterintuitive to letting go of memory and living in the 

moment because it focuses on the past. How can it be that this is not so? Who has not 
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heard the disparaging reaction to memoir as narcissistic, self-indulgent navel-gazing? 

Who has not thought it? Why has there been such a rise in this genre in the last twenty 

years? Eighteenth century German philosopher Georg Christoph Lichtenberg wrote that 

whenever we would think more for ourselves, we would have very many more bad and 

very many more good books. This has proved true for the end of the twentieth century in 

the United States. Has this happened because we are all egotistic navel-gazers? No. We 

are in a historical transition period. Our assumptions about the world and about identity 

have been deconstructed, and yet here we still are, having to function as if the sun will 

rise tomorrow when no one can prove it will. At such a time perhaps a return to 

autobiography is what has been needed. Montaigne provides a defense of writing about 

the self in “Of Repentance” when he writes, “If the world complains that I speak too 

much of myself, I complain that it does not even think of itself” (Frame 315). Yet in “Of 

the Inconsistency” he writes, “I have nothing to say about myself absolutely, simply, and 

solidly, without confusion and without mixture, or in one word. Distinguo is the most 

universal member of my logic” (155). These opposing ideas I can hold in my mind at 

once and still function: perhaps the critic and the writer can coexist. 

Two contemporary writers who have most influenced my writing are Patricia 

Hampl and Mary Karr. Their approaches to memoir are opposite in many ways. Hampl’s 

writing style is recursive and meditative. She is drawn to stories of trauma, and she has a 

warm, intense, round-shouldered way of exploring her indirect relationship to trauma. 

She writes of her childhood in A Romantic Education. Her background is Czech and the 

two generations before her witnessed World War II and kept a maddening, for her, 

silence about it. The secret pains she sensed as a child seduced her with their terrible 
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mystery. The unexplained silence implied superiority to her because she had never 

known terror. As family members turned away in protective shame from her questions, 

she felt like an outsider, like a guest to be humored and sheltered but never let into inner 

circles. “I come from a people polite enough to feel that nothing has ever happened to 

them,” she writes (8). As a young adult she began traveling to Prague to search for family 

history. On one visit she went to a former ghetto redesigned to accommodate tourists and 

at the door of a synagogue there she was forbidden for a moment to enter even though 

she held a ticket. The woman who punched tickets asked her if she was Jewish. When 

Hampl told her she wasn’t, the woman said, “’Stay away then…What do you want, 

troubling them…They don’t want you’” (285). Hampl relates her reaction to the 

dismissal this way. 

 I was walking toward the cemetery with these thoughts in my 
mind, teetering on the edge of repudiating all this otherness, all the willful 
sorrow of this place, its pride in its wounds, the remorseless superiority of 
that woman. That woman who knew things I did not know. Who, I sensed, 
knew me. (286) 

 

Hampl translates their individual and cultural pain as a superiority because it allows them 

to know things she can not. Because pain taught them something about their own 

humanity, it taught them something about Hampl’s humanity, too. This is the truth she 

wants to get at as she comes of age. “For the first time I recognized the truth of beauty: 

that it is brokenness, it is on its knees” (151). “[T]his brokenness was what I had been 

missing” (174). Her yearning for this kind of knowledge makes me think of children on a 

playground comparing scars. “[T]error has its own gifts” (298). Scars that represent 

adventure grant bragging rights. Scars from physical or emotional trauma do not. This is 

why Hampl’s family can not talk about their scars and why Hampl is drawn to knowing 
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about them. Hampl absorbed a version of their pain in spite of her family’s silence. 

“Sadness lingers, loss can be inherited” (168), she writes and her book is about bridging 

this gap of silence. 

 So many of the recent memoirs, such as Karr’s, Frank McCourt’s Angela’s Ashes, 

Tobias Wolff’s This Boy’s Life, have been about trauma. Hampl expresses a relationship 

to terror that many readers have: they have not experienced it directly, therefore wonder 

how they would cope. A claim to trauma grants ethos to the claimant for having 

experienced trauma and now be able to tell about it. This elevates content to something 

“worth reading” by offering the reader a glimpse of terror, a chance to stand in and 

wonder, what would I have done? Aristotle, in his essay “Poetics,” says, “If a speech or 

action has come choice connected with it, it will manifest character” (Richter 52). Many 

readers wish for a test of character they never experienced, the way a child on the 

playground may feel inferior and untried for having no scars. Hampl is a writer who 

seeks out such stories in her memoir. 

“Of course,” write Smith and Watson, “people read other people’s narratives as 

prods to self-understanding, self-improvement, and self-healing” (159). I read Mary 

Karr’s best-selling memoir The Liar’s Club to see how she would convey growing up 

with a mentally ill mother in Texas. Karr’s decision at an early age to write poetry and 

autobiography aided her ability to remember detail. She tells a straightforward story, 

opening in a scene of flashback where her delusional mother believes she has stabbed 

Karr and her sister to death after she set fire to the furniture she dragged into the yard. 

Karr then regresses and tells chronologically of the events that led up to this scene. Karr 

remains almost always in the plot of her story, recreating day by day and moment by 
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moment scenes, adhering closely to the novel’s form, successfully creating a sense of 

story without imposing too much closure.  

My original flawed intention in writing memoir was to find closure on my 

relationship with my mother, closure filled with hope and forgiveness. All my attempts to 

write this closure failed and I found no satisfactory organization for my dissertation until 

I gave up coming to the conclusion too soon. In fact, as I wrote I decided to start with the 

conclusion of my mother’s life and go in reverse chronology, borrowing Charles Baxter’s 

organization of his novel First Light. Each chapter of the dissertation links back to the 

previous chapter’s end forming a chain-stitch narrative regression, uncovering one layer 

at a time until I have the memory of my mother choking me. Though the fact of this truth 

can never be proved, it reflects an emotional truth of what I believe about my relationship 

with my mother. It horrified me to think it was true. It also horrified me to think it was 

not true; had I created the image to ease the old emotion I could not explain? This made 

me want to stop the project of thinking about my mother and our relationship. Smith and 

Watson write, “A true self can never be discovered, unmasked, or revealed because its 

core is a mise en abîme, an infinite regress” (132). There is no ending to this story and no 

remedy in autobiography. 

However, there is a space for existence. Memoir has two kinds of energy: lyric 

and narrative. Think of narrative energy as an infinite horizontal line. Lyric energy is an 

infinite vertical line. The writing is the place where they intersect. Because I now 

understand “self” as an infinite regression I must decide where in this infinite regression I 

consciously exist. I did that by finding the place in memory I wish to push no further. In a 

way I have drawn lines on the horizontal and vertical axes to mark the boundaries of my 
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self and have defined a space instead of a self. This became my unanticipated closure. 

My readiness to stop the search for self allowed me emotional room for a final meditative 

meeting with my mother where we could say good-bye to each other both on my terms 

and on hers, a psychological move that restored my own autonomy and set her free.  

Smith and Watson say relatively little about autobiography and trauma in terms of 

criticism. Critics look at trauma narratives by which narrative form the author chooses to 

relate the story. Of the fifty-two genres of life narrative they define, trauma narratives 

often fall into the category of scriptotherapy, when the act of writing brings healing to 

those who have experienced trauma. Because of the therapeutic aspect of this kind of 

writing, critics find it difficult to address. How can a critic interpret or especially evaluate 

the author’s psychological healing? In this way scriptotherapy makes critical analysis 

very touchy if not impossible. Though autobiography has attained literary status, trauma 

narrative still has not. It is not because it is less artistic, but because we do not yet have 

the vocabulary to discuss other people’s spiritual or emotional healing in evaluative 

terms. One stigma scriptotherapy has is how easy it is for the trauma writer to 

sentimentalize the trauma. Early in their book Smith and Watson mention this. 

[N]arrators of trauma are often attentive to the therapeutic effects the 
narrative might have on their readers; for many understand their projects 
as acts of collective remembering, offering readers a possibility of 
community in identifying with their stories…But the process of 
scriptotherapy may subvert its own goals…Texts…may become, in the 
end, more self-absorbed than therapeutic, as writing trauma becomes a 
means of perpetuating its self-involvement. (23) 

 

The interesting distinction Smith and Watson make here is between the therapeutic 

effects of scriptotherapy and perpetuation of self-involvement. Contemporary readers 

look for the moments of transformation in the main characters of poetry and prose. For 
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trauma narratives, when the protagonist is transformed by the trauma in a way that allows 

the protagonist to release the experience and move on instead of perpetuate it or 

sentimentalize it, readers see how to do this in their own lives, and that is what we like. 

Current aesthetics find beauty in release. 

 While releasing experiential sentiment supports the transitory terms critics of 

autobiography use, such as performativity, positionality, and dialogism, it evokes its own 

deconstruction and returns us to how we self-construct. The act of self-construction, as 

dependent as it is on context, implies the unifying idea that we want to build a self. We 

build it in spite of the evidence before us that we are only subjects. We look for a way to 

achieve stability in all circumstances, whether it is the platonic ideal self, the romantic 

negative capability, the Derridean ability to disassemble, or the contemporary failure of 

objectivity. We find a way to exist in spite of the facts.  

 Mary Karr writes of what she calls her “same self” in her second memoir titled 

Cherry. At the end of the book, this is the self that her friend recognizes as a kind of 

essential quality or integrity Karr is able to maintain from childhood through adolescence 

and into adulthood. Karr takes her friend’s alliterative label “same self” (276) and allows 

it to name the aspect of Karr’s perception of herself that experiences have not been able 

to change.  

  You’re your Same Self. 
  The truth of this flickers past you gnatlike. For years you’ve felt only half- 

done inside, cobbled together by paper clips, held intact by gum wads and  
school paste. But something solid is starting to assemble inside you. You  
say, I am my Same Self. That’s not nothing, is it? (276) 

 

There is comfort in this idea for Karr, and perhaps also for many memoirists. To know 

there is something about you that can and will never change matters a great deal, 
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especially for someone whose childhood was difficult or abusive. As she says, 

“something solid” takes place where before there was a blank space. It can represent a 

portion of the self that has not been touched, ravaged, or destroyed by experiences the 

memoirist has lived, and this is like a touchstone from which the memoirist can reassure 

herself and use as a guide in constructing a new world. Because a childhood world was 

not safe and the context was unstable, the child emotionally might bury an identity far 

away from the dangerous context over which she has no control. In this way, she can then 

construct an internal context that protects. This protected self becomes a secret self that 

the child guards until she is in a safer place. If successful, once the child has become an 

adult, she can incorporate this protected self in a newer safer outside world, the context 

the adult has been able to seek for herself. 

 Life narrative has literary status now because historians saw its value. 

Autobiography provided more than the sum of facts and dates. Readers of memoir look 

for inspiration, commiseration, and insight. All readers read to know they are not alone.  

Creative nonfiction expresses what poetry, fiction, and drama express in a way that is 

unique. Creative nonfiction does not make like poetry, shape like fiction, or act like 

drama. It creates new stories from old details, shapes them to tell it, and shows action to 

reveal, while including the unaltered facts of real experiences.  

 xxi
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CHAPTER 1 

A few days after Mama dies in May 1994, my brother Mark and his wife LuAnn 

set off flea bombs in her house so we can go inside to prepare the property for the bank to 

reclaim. Mama had two miniature Doberman Pincers, gifts from her friend who raises 

them. Her friend took them back three days ago and now that the dogs are out of the 

house, fleas attack our arms and legs as soon as we step inside the front door. Neither 

Mark nor I have spoken with Mama in two years and we don’t know her house is in the 

final stages of foreclosure. Before the birth of my second daughter, I feared Mama would 

show up on my doorstep with a gun in her hand. That was when my husband Ben and I 

told her not to call or come around until she was ready to get some help for her paranoid 

schizophrenia and her alcoholism.  

Now I am thirty-one years old and inside her house. My dark blond hair is short 

and permed. I wear soft denim clothes and no jewelry, no perfume and little makeup 

because I have a baby and a toddler and I don’t want my clothes to scratch them or a 

fragrance to irritate them. They have never been in this house. In every corner, something 

is beautiful, but I don’t touch any of the things I loved as a child, not the rocking chair, or 

the pink glass lamp with hand-painted roses, not the quilts or the china. Dust, dog hair, 

grease, cigarette smoke, and piles and piles of mail mask the familiarity of these things 

and I hesitate at the threshold of each room, each cabinet, each box, and each drawer. I’m 

the kind who would gladly have cleaned these things because I enjoy starched linen and 

shining porcelain and sparkling glass, but that’s something Mama didn’t share with me. 

That something should be clean for the sake of being clean was a claim I was free to 
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make. During the part of her life when I knew my mother, cleanliness seemed to become 

a pointless chore for her.  

It had been my chore to dust the antique oak dining room table and its matching 

sideboard, and when I was small I crawled under it to polish the scrolled squared feet of 

the sturdy legs and the supporting slats of each chair. Standing in a chair, I lifted each 

cut-glass goblet one by one to wipe, feeling its heft and hearing the lead-crystal ping if I 

bumped it as I returned it to its place on the shelf above the mirrored back of the 

sideboard.  

Mama taught me to do this when I was five or six years old. She herself had a 

reputation for keeping an immaculate house when I was born, even in Midland, Texas 

where desert dust blew in through the cracks of windows and doors. Early on, I imagine 

her mental disease showed itself in her mind through hallucinated voices and characters. I 

can’t know what she experienced; I can only guess from what I saw and what I’ve heard. 

But her friends say she vacuumed and scrubbed every day. They say that when she 

visited their houses, she brought her five-year-old and seven-year-old sons and made 

them sit in chairs against the wall for the two-hour visit while the other children played 

outside. They were to be quiet and not ask for refreshments. I imagine that cleanliness 

and order in her house and in her children paralleled the force of her will to control her 

mental illness at that point of in her life. At the end of her life, the disease slipped to the 

other extreme and she never cleaned, and she forbade anyone to clean anything for her.  

***** 

The May sun is hot and from the living room I can hear rubber on asphalt as cars 

pass Mama’s house on this suburban street. The breeze blows the rose bush by the front 
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porch and thorns scrape the orange brick corner. Although the street is fifty feet from the 

house, once I step inside the street feels far away. The house is dark and stale. Behind her 

green swivel rocker, drawn drapes over the picture frame window hide the street from the 

living room. I shove my ankle between piles of papers and open the drapes for more light. 

I want to open the windows, but they are painted shut.  

In the new light I notice the framed prints of horses, wolves, and Indian art 

hanging on the white walls. Mama collected pieces like these in the 1970s and 80s. In the 

center of one side of the room rests a full rig of tack for her horse. The saddle is on a 

wooden stand; its hand-tooled nickel-plated stirrups touch the brown carpet and tip in 

under the saddle, and pressed roses gleam from the black leather skirt. The new leather 

creaks when I lift the skirt or a stirrup. We used to put broom handles through the stirrups 

of a new saddle to get them to turn perpendicular to the saddle for the rider’s boot. Your 

ankles get sore in a hurry trying to force stirrups stiff with newness to go the same way 

your feet do. This saddle has cuffed stirrups built to go the right direction in the first 

place. A matching breast harness is fastened across the front and a bridle is looped over 

the saddle horn. I imagine her riding the five-gaited gelding she loved most, the heels of 

her hand-made boots solid in the stirrups, the corners of her mouth turned up in a smile.  

Mama had four children: two boys and two girls. My older brothers are Matt and 

Mark. To tease us, our neighbors used to call me Luke and my little sister Krista John 

after the four gospels. Now Matt and Krista have driven with their families down to Fort 

Worth from their homes in Colorado for Mama’s funeral. They stay a few extra days to 

help settle the estate and we work our way through her small three-bedroom house, 

falling to separate tasks. Matt is sifting through a tall cardboard box in the unused 
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bedroom, a box we packed for Mama’s move to this house, a box she never emptied. 

Matt is wearing a T-shirt now, but if he were at home in Colorado he’d be wearing a 

flannel shirt with his jeans and boots. He builds cabinets in a shop behind his house. 

“Karen, do you know what Mom did with my college books?” Matt asks as I walk 

by the bedroom door. 

“No, I don’t remember moving them here. The last time I saw them they were in 

the garage on McKibben,” I say with a shake of my head. 

“Damn. I wish she had kept my stuff for me. She promised she would,” he says 

and frowns. “She had a lot of my falconry stuff, too,” he says. Matt lived in East Texas 

and studied veterinary medicine at Stephen F. Austin University for a while. Those are 

the books he wants. He has his books from UT at Arlington where he later got his degree 

in architecture. While he lived in Texas, he was also certified to work with birds of prey. 

He rehabilitated them for years, and performed in local Renaissance festivals with them. I 

wish he had his stuff back, too. He turned 38 years old this year. I pause at the door and 

notice a small occasional table behind another tall box. 

“Look, Matt. Here’s the table you made,” I say, pulling the box away from in 

front of it. He walks toward it and touches its base. 

“At least this still looks good,” he says, running his hand over the intricate 

woodwork. “I carved this from one piece of wood.”  

The base of the table is blonde oak and looks like three vines braiding loosely 

with each other. He meant the table to go with Mama’s antique dining room set. The top 

is a half circle designed to fit against a wall. Mama used to keep her gold-leaf mirror 

above it in the entryway of our old house. It’s a rare gift to have some of Matt’s 
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woodwork. He insists on perfection and it takes him a long time to finish a piece. In my 

own house I have a knickknack shelf he built to showcase a special piece of satin wood. I 

keep my favorite decorations in it. 

 Krista opens the hall closet. “Here are her furs,” she says and touches the 

shoulder of each to inspect it. Mama had a mink jacket, a three-quarters length mink 

cape, and a silver fox coat, all from Koslow’s, the furrier in downtown Fort Worth, 

Texas. Her name, Robbie Ann Krey, is embroidered with 24-carat gold thread in their 

satin linings. Krista tries on the fox jacket. The sleeves rise slightly above her wrist 

bones. She strokes the collar and tucks her hands inside the velvet pockets. 

“I’ll bet LuAnn would look pretty in this,” she says. “It doesn’t really fit me.” 

“Yeah, but she already has one like it, doesn’t she?” I say. 

“Hers has more red in it,” Krista says. “It doesn’t matter—we can decide later 

what do to with it.” She hangs the coat back in the closet. 

Mama’s last job was as a bailiff for the Tarrant County Court system. She was 

living on workman’s compensation until it ran out. She was injured trying to get through 

a heavy door at work. That was several months ago. Her uniform’s leather jacket and gun 

holster are still hooked on a brass horse-head rack. The hall makes a short L and in the 

bedroom under the bed an overnight kit holds dozens of empty and out-dated tranquilizer 

and anti-depressant pill bottles. The bed itself is part of an elaborately carved, cherry-

wood antique bedroom suite, with a matching marble-topped dresser and nightstand, each 

crowded with odds and ends shrouded in cobwebs. Mama slept under a horse blanket, 

from the looks of the bed, where the blanket is discreetly thrown back and the pillow 

lightly indented. 
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Mark and LuAnn unfurl black garbage bags from a new roll in the living room 

and station cardboard boxes near the roll top desk and dining table. Mark sorts the papers, 

filing important ones in the boxes and handing the trash to LuAnn to put in a bag. His 

career as a police officer for Fort Worth suits him well because he has the courage to go 

into any situation and take action. Once there, he quickly assesses and responds, 

documents and files pertinent details as he finishes the job. He does almost all the 

paperwork for settling Mama’s estate. Now in his mid-thirties, Mark has time and again 

over the last fourteen years come to Mama’s aid by balancing her bounced checkbook or 

paying overdue bills. There is much Mark has done for Mama I do not know about 

because one thing he is not is a talker. When he and LuAnn speak to each other their 

voices are soft, his confiding, hers protecting.  

I am the third oldest. When I come in Mama’s house I touch and sack things with 

as little thought as possible, as if by being quietly automatic I could clean up a mess 

while I pretend it wasn’t made. In her closets the clothes I helped hang here three years 

ago when we moved her in are still here, their sales tags clacking under department and 

boutique store bags. When I push a group of blouses and dresses together in the 

unpainted closet, a whoosh of White Shoulders perfume rushes up and I remember Mama 

standing here beside me with her hand on her hip when I hung them. 

“You know, Karen, that’s something I really miss: being able to buy myself 

White Shoulders.”  

“Yeah,” I said and thought about how I ought to buy it for her but never did. 

 Krista leaves the furs and helps me with the clothes in the manner of a woman 

who never keeps anything more than a year unless she really likes it. We load the car 
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with clothes and drive a few blocks to Ben’s parents’ house so we can sort the clothes in 

fresher air, the air of Mama’s front yard apparently not being fresh enough. Under the 

shade of a tree we spread blankets.  

“I love to throw stuff out,” Krista says. The wind blows her hair and her eyes light 

up. “At first I couldn’t believe myself putting wedding gifts into a garage sale, but then I 

figured out how great it is to be rid of stuff I never liked in the first place.” 

“You’re more organized than I am,” I say. 

 She throws clothes with aplomb this way to the trash pile, that way to the 

Goodwill pile and another way to the keep pile. Blouse-banners and jean-bombs litter the 

growing mounds, and we laugh. I laugh at the thrill of seeing her rip through the clothes, 

considering each piece in a short glance of two seconds or at the longest, thirty.  

“Can you believe this piece of shit?” she says, holding up a leopard-print dress. 

“She looked like ca-ca at my wedding in this.” She throws it to the Goodwill pile. The 

ridiculous sense of outrage that makes me want to treat Mama’s clothes better is plucked 

like the petals of the proverbial daisy: I loved her; I loved her not; I loved her; I loved her 

not. Krista seems to have emerged from the quiet corners she occupied as a child now to 

attend to Mama without repercussion.  

Our spouses help us, and back at Mama’s house I stop short at the sight of 

engorged ticks slow rolling like blood-filled pearls around the dogs’ bedding and press 

my hand against my throat. But my husband Ben pushes past me, grabs the bedding and 

throws it into the back yard or in a trash bag, then drags the hose around to blast the floor 

clean. Ben shoves old mail and mouse droppings into bags. Careful not to scratch the 

tabletop, he chisels off a thick row of melted candles, and I remember Mama’s threat to 
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throw a voodoo curse on me. In the living room is a painting Krista wants, but won’t 

touch because it and the wall are peppered with dried vomit. Ben takes the painting from 

the wall, scrapes the canvas and cuts it out of the frame for her. In the kitchen neither 

Mark nor I could move toward the wet blob on the floor where Mama died, and I see 

LuAnn drop an old towel over it as we empty cabinets. It looks like a large flesh-pink 

sponge. Later she must have wiped it up when our backs were turned because when I 

look again it is gone. Krista’s husband Wren makes store runs for us, but avoids coming 

in the house. Matt helps, but his wife Annette is busy with their three small children so 

she only briefly visits this house. 

We four siblings work in the house both separately and together during the week. 

Matt rents a storage building. Krista and I divvy up the clothes, throw makeup away, box 

jewelry. Mark organizes papers and cleans cabinets. There is no sitting down together to 

reminisce or cry over any recovered memory. We report our separate progresses to each 

other and we notice who has done what work.  

Mark and I pause for a moment in the living room to look up from stuffing 

garbage bags with papers. “Matt hasn’t been here a whole lot, has he?” Mark says. 

“I guess not,” I say.  

“That’s typical of him,” he says. “Running off all the time instead of helping out 

more.” 

“He’s trying to help Annette with the kids,” I say in weak defense. I know Mark 

has also done more work than Krista and I have done.  

When Matt is here he has the sheen in his eyes of someone who has shown up to 

do the right thing in spite of how much he doesn’t want to be here, a kind of bright 
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energy that faces extinction with every handful. As siblings we have made a pact to get 

along and not let disagreements split us up. But that does not stop old rivalries from 

flaring once in a while. While Mark can forgive Krista and me our weaknesses, with his 

older brother, it’s different. 

 Time constraints press us. Matt and Krista have been in Texas for a week and 

they need to return to work. We are hauling the last of the furniture to storage when Mark 

stops Krista and me in the nearly empty living room. 

“We need to go over the will,” Mark tells us. “I thought we’d do that at my 

place.” 

“Okay,” we say.  

“I think it is important that it just be us kids without our spouses,” he says. “We 

need to be able to speak freely.”  

When he says this I know he means that he doesn’t want to deal with anyone 

else’s opinions before we deal with each other’s. When he asks for the spouses to not be 

present he assures me LuAnn will also not be there to make it seem equitable but I know 

it is appeasement. LuAnn keeps her opinions to herself. Ben and Wren are outspoken. I 

agree to a siblings-only reading of the will out of the instinct to protect our privacy. We 

are about to step into a world we rarely enter where we will sit at a kitchen table and set 

our private demons on plates before us like invisible whirling dervishes.  

Mama had her way with each of us and these ways are now connected as if by 

long darkened hallways we never traverse. I hover behind my closed door, the secrets of 

childhood ready to spring from behind it in a blast of light and noise. I would unlock all 

of our doors out of lonely mischief and hope, but my siblings live differently than I do.  
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Krista and I drive together the hour to Springtown and five miles behind the 

cemetery and the Sonic Drive-In. Mark lives on four rocky acres where he keeps a 

Mustang horse named Lakota, an old tractor, and a Rotweiler named Beau. There is 

usually an abandoned dog or cat he feeds hanging around when you get out of the car. 

The grass in the front yard is always mowed and he and LuAnn grow yellow and pink 

roses and white hibiscus in half-whiskey barrels set around the three-bedroom brick 

house. Mark opens the door and invites us into the kitchen. 

In one way I am ready to be amused. I haven’t thought of going by Mama’s will 

at all, haven’t even thought of reading it. Her will is one of the last tools she used to 

threaten each of us, and she’s had it changed several times, usually to cut Matt out or put 

him back in it. We sit down at the dinette table on chairs made of bent brass legs and 

padded wheat-colored seats, Matt’s back to the small bay window where white cotton 

curtains hang and a wooden blue cut-out of a man is propped on the windowsill beside a 

flowerpot. Krista sits opposite from Matt and I face Mark, my back to the brown door 

leading to the garage, Mark’s back to the living room, the brick and paneled walls painted 

white. I glance at the refrigerator covered with school event calendars and pictures of my 

two nieces. Matt holds the paper and reads it to us: 

I, Robbie Ann Stark Krey, being of sound mind and body do hereby make my son 

Matthew Christianson Krey the executor of my estate and do leave to him all my 

worldly goods. It is also my wish that my son Mark Norman Krey, my daughter 

Karen Rachel Krey Yeatts, and my daughter Krista Renee Krey Franklin be 

disinherited completely and not receive any piece of my property whatsoever. 
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My shoulders slump and Krista’s jaw drops slightly yet she keeps her eyes on Matt. 

Mark’s face does not register surprise and I now sense he already knows what the will 

says. However, Mark’s eyes look expectantly at Matt as if the last word has not yet been 

pronounced. 

 “Mom talked with me a few months ago about making me executor,” Matt says, 

his voice staying level and his face set. He isn’t tossing the will over his shoulder after 

pronouncing it to be bullshit as I might have. He isn’t tearing it into pieces. He’s looking 

soberly over the papers at us as I realize he is taking her will seriously. “She came up to 

visit me and left me a copy.” If Mama had thought she would be rewarding Matt with this 

version of her will, she surely did not know her son, for now he is placed in the most 

responsible seat of all. He must now speak for her as our judge. 

 “She never forgave you for coming to her house that day to talk to her and tell her 

what you thought of her,” Matt says. “She tape-recorded everything.” 

 Four years ago Mark, Krista, and I asked Mama if we could come over. We had 

been careful not to accuse or condemn her, had named some specific behaviors of hers 

that caused problems. As we spoke, Mama sat in her chair, bright-eyed and puppet-like, a 

miniature tape-recorder tucked beside her. We may have said I love you a hundred times, 

but all she heard was criticism. 

“What?” Tears spring from my eyes and my voice shakes, but I’m calm enough to 

be understood. Krista’s tears are silent. Mark pushes his chair from the table as he rises to 

pace. “What?” we want to know. “You believed her?” 

 Matt holds his ground by answering the flurry of our emotions with his own. 

“You don’t know how much that hurt her,” he says, clutching the will. The force of our 
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reaction confuses him. Mama had been convincing, but now so are we. “Mom played the 

tape over and over. She would call me, crying and moaning over that tape. What did you 

expect?” 

 Mark’s voice rises and he points his finger. “How many years do you think we put 

up with calls like that?” Mark asks. “How many years did Karen, Krista, and I have to 

clean up after her, get crazy calls in the middle of the night? Put up with her cussing us 

out and crying? You don’t understand, Matt. You weren’t here!” 

 “No, I wasn’t here, but I heard enough from her to know she felt abandoned by 

you and I’m not sure I blame her,” says Matt.  

“I remember standing in this very kitchen and fighting for your right to inherit 

that big clock, Matt, when she cut you out of the will,” I say. “You don’t know what it 

was like living with her.” 

Matt is trying to honor the mother he knew and also address our positions. 

Reluctantly he agrees to divide Mama’s furniture and jewelry up equally. We agree to 

meet once more at my house to draw up plans. At my own dining room table I will write 

down who gets what on a yellow legal pad. I speak for the painting of Jenny Lind, for a 

rocking chair, and for a buffet table. Mark asks for the oak dining room set. Matt takes 

the cherry wood bedroom suite. Krista takes the furs and a monk’s table. I write each 

item down and we notice no one wanted the same item. The six diamond rings we divide 

by diamonds and agree to pass one diamond on to each granddaughter. No one cares to 

keep the settings. Many things go into storage, or we bring them into our houses to clean 

up. Matt and Krista go home. I send everyone copies of my list.  
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Over the next few weeks and months I give many of Mama’s everyday clothes 

and furniture to Goodwill, but one item I take to the local costume shop: her Spanish-

style bolero hat. It is black, has a flat crown and a flat round brim, with black laces 

crisscrossed up one side. The last item of hers I have kept is that hat, hiding it in a closet 

for almost six months because its aura is too strong and ominous for me. Mama had a 

way of filling up the things she loved with herself, and the hat is too heavy with her to 

just throw away. It would be insulting to put it in Goodwill. I want to respect it, yet I have 

to get it out of my house. So one day I drive it to the costume shop, walk in and ask the 

owner, “Would you like to have a beautiful bolero hat?” When she says, “Yes,” I draw it 

from behind my back with a flourish, remembering the way Mama wore it: tipped over 

one eye, tied at a pretty angle under her chin, highlighting the arch of her black eyebrow 

and the flash of her sparkling black eyes. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 
 It is a morning funeral, already bright and hot the first week of a Texas May. 

Mama died last Sunday and now we four children enter the funeral home chapel, a 

sanctuary committed to no religion in particular. Pews face a lectern; the walls are 

paneled with long slats of polished and stained pine, and the tall windows behind us offer 

a discreet light. I am surprised at so many people, probably fifty. Mama’s circle of friends 

and family has never been large, she being the kind of person who kept a few very close 

relationships and who eschewed crowds of every kind. There are people here I don’t 

know, such as her roommate Laura, and people here I do know like Mr. Gill, a horse 

trader and trainer, and Mama’s best friend Carolyn. The casket stands perpendicular at 

the head of the center aisle. The pearl white lid is closed, but I saw the pink satin lining at 

the viewing last night. In paperwork for a prepaid funeral, Mama chose this casket herself 

and I think it’s odd for her to have picked these colors, the ones she would never have 

worn or used to decorate, colors for a blonde, not a black-haired woman with olive skin. 

Over the sound system plays Spanish guitar music because Matt grabbed the cassette 

from his pickup on the way into the chapel this morning. It’s a spontaneous match with 

the casket. Mama would have hated a spray of flowers so we draped a turquoise and red 

horse blanket across the center and laid Mama’s black bolero hat on that. Krista took a 

yellow rose from the spray our cousins sent and placed the rose on the brim of the hat. 

 We found the preacher from Mama’s childhood, a soft-speaking man who must 

have at once stirred and comforted her and her two sisters when they were young. He 

gives a few words to us. It must be difficult for him to speak about someone he knew as a 

child, but he remembers her love of horses and her fiery personality and doesn’t say 
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anything I disagree with. An organist behind a hidden panel door plays “Beyond the 

Sunset,” a song she had on an old Hank Williams album, her favorite hymn. Then we 

children speak. 

 We go in order from oldest to youngest. Matt walks to the lectern wearing an ill-

fitting dark suit, a white shirt and cowboy boots. His long brown hair brushes his 

shoulders with raggedy waves and his full beard is neatly trimmed. He remembers the 

mother of his very young days and says she raised him well and taught him the Bible, for 

which he is grateful. Mark then walks up. Taller, blonde, graying at the temples, people 

mistake Mark for the older brother, an observation that always irks him. Mark’s suit fits 

well and is an attractive multi-tone brown with the sheen of silk in its weave. He tells 

about the mother who sat in the sandbox with him and played with trucks and cars, the 

mother who taught him how to bake a cake to counter the pain when his brother bested 

him in a fight. Mark told of Bible stories, too. Neither brother mentions that none of us 

have spoken to Mama in months. 

 I am next. I wear a dress made of oil-on-water silk. It is red paisley on black with 

a mandarin collar, short sleeves, and black jewel buttons along its lightly padded placket. 

The full circle skirt swirls around my knees and my shoes are high-heeled black patent 

leather ankle straps.  

 “I’m wearing this dress,” I say, “because shopping for it is the last happy thing 

Mama and I did together. If you knew her you knew she could dress to the nines and 

when I told her I needed a dress to wear to a wedding, the wedding of my husband’s 

former girlfriend, Mama understood everything that meant. On that shopping trip, she 

pulled this dress from a rack for me.” I say she taught me the Bible, too, but there was 
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pain between her and me and I know the end of our relationship hadn’t been good. I tell 

them I am glad she encouraged me to write poems.  

“I want to sing a song I wrote this morning,” I say. “It’s about the Garden of Eden 

and the angels standing guard with their swords of fire. The way Mama described heaven 

to me, animals were all around and they lived together happily like they did in Eden. I 

like to think of Mama getting to pass back through the gates of Eden as her kind of 

heaven. The song has a rhythm like this,” and I tap on the lectern with my hand, heavy on 

the first and third beats of each measure. “You know how she loved Indian things. I want 

you to think of this as kind of an Indian rhythm. Would you help keep the rhythm with 

me?” My friend Ann smiles at me from the pews and she starts softly clapping and others 

follow. I start to sing the song, “Fly away, pretty little mama bird…” and mess it up by 

crying. My voice breaks and I can’t get the key right. Then I start over. This time I sing it 

through to the last line…”Eden’s guards are all gone.” 

I return to my seat beside Krista. Her short brown hair is combed in toward her 

face, a dark dress with muted flowers drapes down her thin arms. It’s a dress she won’t 

wear again. My sister does not want to speak and later many people will say she did not 

attend Mama’s funeral. 

 After the preacher closes the service we file out of the chapel. The casket is 

loaded into the white hearse and we get in our cars to drive to the top of the hill where 

Daddy is buried. By now the tree nearby has grown fourteen years taller. Mama chose 

this site for him because of that tree and the way the wind blows all the time here. More 

words at the gravesite and I am anxious to speak to the funeral director but I have to wait 

until people stop coming by to greet me and my siblings. My three-year-old daughter 
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Olivia stands beside me in the shade of the awning and the wind whips my skirt around 

her. That may be why she grabs the hem and pulls it over her head and I thank God I’m 

wearing a slip. No matter how often I get her out from under my skirt she goes right back. 

The thing to do is to sit down.  

In the lull when people are beginning to leave I ask the funeral director if he will 

open the casket for me. I have a piece of paper with the words of the song written on it 

that I want to put into the casket with her. He does not want to open the casket but I 

insist. This time when I see her I expect more than I see, investing the body with my 

memory of her life. She is still there in her pink ruffled blouse and white wool suit but 

her skin was going grayer under the heavy makeup. I tuck the paper in near her waist. 

Just then my cousin comes up because she, too, wants to put something in the casket. Jill 

has an eagle feather. She says she and Mama were driving around Fort Worth one day 

and Mama’s car broke down. They didn’t know what to do so Mama started singing “I’ll 

Fly Away” and they laughed until they felt better. Jealousy and relief mix as I think of 

Mama with Jill doing things I would not have done, like laughing about being broke 

down on the side of the road. Mama regularly called Jill, among others, after I wouldn’t 

talk to her anymore. After the funeral when I tell Krista about Jill’s feather, Krista will 

say she looked up at the gravesite service and noticed an eagle flying over the hill where 

we stood and she took that as a sign that Mama was finally free from what Krista called 

her demons. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 
 Krista and Wren drive down from Colorado to my house, as do Matt and Annette 

and their three small children. Our Aunt Alma flies in from Washington, the only 

representative of my father’s side of the family to attend Mama’s funeral. They gather at 

my house in Paradise and we sit around the heavy kitchen table Ben built. I stand in my 

kitchen looking in the refrigerator and wish the people from our United Methodist church 

knew how much I needed food brought to the house now instead of after the funeral. 

When my friend Ann pulls up in her red pickup, I open the front door. 

 “Here, I figured y’all could use this,” she says and walks into the living room 

carrying a cooked turkey hot from her oven.  

 “Oh my gosh, you don’t know how much we needed this!” I say and set the 

turkey on the island stove.  

 “Well, I remember how glad we were to get those sandwiches and brownies you 

made when my dad passed away,” she says, and I hug her.  

To everyone’s question, “How did she die?” I say it looks as if Mama had a heart 

attack but we won’t know for sure until the autopsy is complete. To me the words as if 

she had and we won’t know for sure are red flags and I expect listeners to notice my 

doubts, wish they would echo them, but no one does. Each time I say it there is a flat 

moment of silence, then the swerve away from doubt as the listeners perhaps seek to err 

on the side of generosity. 

 At the visitation, I ask the funeral director to open my mother’s casket.  

“Of course,” he says with a quiet nod and walks into the viewing room marked by 

a small sign with my mother’s name. I listen for the creak of the lid or the click of a latch 
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to help me feel grounded and real, but I hear nothing, and my scalp contracts in a cringe 

as the director emerges and indicates I can now see her. He steps away from the door and 

returns to his desk while I am unable to move. 

My brothers and sister stay seated in the small arrangement of loveseats and 

chairs in the waiting area. It’s Thursday May 5th and already hot. Mama died on Sunday 

and it has taken a couple of extra days to get this funeral planned because both Matt and 

Krista had to drive down here from Colorado, and in general none of us moves fast about 

anything. But the body won’t be presentable much longer and the funeral director has 

told Mark we need to hurry up. 

When our father died fourteen years ago Mama did not let me see him in his 

casket. She didn’t want that to be the last thing I would remember about him. I know it is 

against Mama’s wishes to open her casket because she told us many times not to do it. It 

offended and frightened her to imagine people looking at her, I think, in an unattractive 

light or an uncontrolled circumstance. But I haven’t seen Mama in two years and I have 

to know for sure she is dead. After I see her, Mark, too, will go against her wishes and 

look at her. He says he needs to shake the image he found in her kitchen. LuAnn says 

he’s been having nightmares. Neither Matt nor Krista go in. 

My reflection in the glass wall of the darkened chapel embarrasses me: a ribbed 

T-shirt, a denim skirt, and leather moccasins. I quit teaching high school three years ago 

when my first daughter was born. It still surprises me to catch my matronly shape in a 

mirror or a window. The light from Mama’s viewing room seems hotter now, heavier, 

and I fold my arms across my waist, take a step forward, then back. I believed all through 

my teenage years that I would be the one to find my mother dead. She wanted to die, she 
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said, and I said please don’t die, I don’t want you to die. It was like spitting on a fire to 

put it out, and then I would fix her something to eat while she poured herself another 

glass of wine. Now I am going to see what I’ve expected for so long: the indictment 

against me saying I did not love her enough mixed with relief that it is all over. 

The oak double doors of the funeral home open at slow intervals on evening 

silhouettes against the heat of the western sun. Our friends Carolyn and Eugene from the 

horse pasture where we used to keep our horses come in. Rising from his seat on the 

other sofa, Mark extends his hand to Eugene. Eugene wears a pearl snap Panhandle Slim 

shirt--the kind Mama usually bought him for his birthday--and a straw cowboy hat. 

Mark’s gray suit slides coolly over his starched shirt. He leans his tall frame in and turns 

his head slightly to the right whenever he shakes someone’s hand because he can’t hear 

much in his left ear. He’s the one the police department called when Mama’s roommate 

Laura called 911 in the early dark last Sunday morning. LuAnn sits and rises with Mark 

to wait or greet as needed. Her reddish light brown hair feathers in large chin-length curls 

away from her pretty freckled face, cheeks dimpling in the subdued smile of support and 

grief she shares with her husband. She wears high-heeled ivory pumps and a skirted suit 

that flatters her blue eyes. She extends her soft thin white hand, freckles fading up onto 

her forearm beneath her cuff, her solitaire diamond wedding rings sparkling, her nails 

manicured and painted a subtle shade of red. 

I don’t sit down at all. Together, we greet; we smile and shake hands, say “thank 

you” to condolences, nod our heads in silence if someone cries. Mama’s sister Marj gives 

us quick hugs in shock. She wears a silk blouse and a paisley skirt, matching brown 

leather belt and shoes and her jewelry: a large diamond cross, a gold bangle bracelet, and 
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her own diamond rings. Marj knows how to dress, as did Mama. She puts her small arm 

around each of us and her eyes say, “How could this have happened?" We haven’t 

provided Marj or anyone with room to grieve because we ourselves are not grieving. 

Matt, Mark, Krista and I don’t cry. We don’t need anyone to pat our backs and say, 

“There, there.” Marj didn’t really know how things were for Mama at the end of her life; 

she didn’t know none of us went to see her or why. She didn’t know Mama was out of 

money or that she let another woman live with her, sleeping on a mattress on the floor. I 

wish I weren’t so awkward and blunt about it all. “I have some bad news about Mom,” I 

said to Marj on the phone Sunday. “She’s dead.” 

Matt sits on the sage green sofa, the faded knees of his blue jeans bumping the 

glass coffee table in front of him. He’s the one Daddy called a long-hair. He looks tired 

and his brown eyes don’t focus on anything in particular. He folds his left hand restlessly 

over his right where digits from all four fingers are missing. Earlier this afternoon, 

LuAnn took his wife Annette shopping for something she could wear to the funeral. 

Annette is staying at the house with their children tonight. Krista, ten years younger than 

Matt, props her elbow on the arm of the sofa. She had to be excused from the final exams 

at the Colorado School of Mines so she could bury her mother. 

Now that there is a lull in visitors, I decide to go into the viewing room and I walk 

around to the chair where my father’s sister sits. I don’t want to go in by myself. “Aunt 

Alma,” I whisper, “will you go in with me?” She nods, rises, and walks into the viewing 

room.  

I approach the doorway, see a spray of baby’s breath and red roses in green fronds 

on a tripod and stop. The casket is against the far wall. I still can’t see it. Alma sits 
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serenely and I try to pull her calm over me like a blanket we can share. She mourns in a 

way I cannot. The room embalms me with its garish display of subtlety, the indirect lights 

blare over me. Spindly pronged wreaths blotch the room like sores and the white casket 

gleams under soft light from floor lamps at either end. Mama’s bleached shoulder-length 

hair is combed from around her face and over the pink satin pillow. I never remember her 

with this reddish-blond hair until I see her. She was one of the lucky ones who grayed 

beautifully, her curly black hair turning to shades of salt and pepper. Alma cries with soft 

resignation. I try to align my emotions with hers, but I feel Mama’s presence. I can cross 

the room only halfway and there I am stymied at a line of energy, a wall of invisible fire 

like fast rising August heat. Halfway from her casket I pace parallel to her, my eyes 

pulling my head around to look at her face, look at her face. As ridiculous as I know it is, 

my heart leaps the way your hands do when you play the slapping game, your hands 

beneath your partner’s, palms up, waiting to move faster than your partner as her hands  

swoop down to hit yours.  

Mama’s hands look nude, stiff and puffy, arranged over her sternum without the 

six diamond rings. I make myself stand close to the casket and the vacuum of absence 

death creates contradicts the pressure I felt eight feet away from her. It’s a body. The face 

is slack. Her mouth flattens over her teeth in a mask; no life animates any muscle. “She 

didn’t look much like I remembered her,” Alma will say later. This is not sleep. Her hand 

feels like stiff puffy dough. Why can’t I feel she is really dead, I wonder, as a sense of 

finality hovers briefly, then is gone. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 
 Parked in front of Mama’s house, Ben is going to wait in the car with the children. 

It is 4:00 in the kind of cool predawn he loves; often when he can’t sleep he stands on the 

deck at our front door, looking at the still night sky and the volume and variety of stars. 

Maybe he looks up now from habit as he settles back in the seat or maybe he watches me 

climb the slope of the lawn. I, however, am no stargazer, and I walk toward her front 

door, the mown dewy weeds brushing cold under my leather moccasins. Mama’s house is 

orange brick, with a picture-frame window in the living room, metal awnings against the 

west sun, a single car garage. The small square concrete porch cracks where the 

foundation heaves and falls each year from drought or flood. As we settle the estate in the 

next few weeks I will wonder where Mama would have gone after she lost her house.  

The door that is normally locked now stands open wide on the dull white hall, 

closet on the right, bedroom straight ahead, and living room one step down to the left. I 

open the screen into the unnatural brightness and stillness of the house. The only other 

light on is in the kitchen where Mark is. I step through the dark living room between piles 

of mail and paper, around the saddle, a TV, and the antique dining table, keeping my 

arms folded and my shoulders narrow. Mark hears me come in. He leans on the counter 

by the refrigerator and then steps forward to reach his arm briefly around my shoulders 

when he sees me. I do not see Mama’s body on the floor but my mind keeps putting her 

there.  

 “The ambulance left about twenty minutes ago,” he says as he shifts his lanky 

frame from one long leg to the next. I can tell he’s been filling out paperwork, signing 

forms. Crime scenes are his business. He’s served on nighttime shifts, patrol duty, and 
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different divisions in the department until he was the youngest officer ever promoted to 

lieutenant in Fort Worth. His demeanor is efficient, his observations thorough and quick. 

I imagine the suburban Richland Hills police may have been polite because they were 

familiar with his name. 

 “I’m so sorry about your mother, Lieutenant.” 

 “I appreciate that,” Mark would have answered with a handshake, his placid voice 

riding the kind of native Texas drawl I never cultivated in myself. I’ve lived here all my 

life yet people assume I’m from somewhere else when they hear me speak. 

 “What happened?” I ask, waiting for the answer I expect while trying to appear 

unbiased.  

 “It looks like a heart attack,” he says, briefly meeting my eyes before walking 

back toward the refrigerator. He moves his arms up and down, drawing a diagonal line 

over the carpet to show where she was found. “Her feet were by the stove and her head 

was near the sink.” 

 “Did she hit her head?” 

 “No, there was no evidence she hit the sink in the fall. She must have been fixing 

herself something to eat,” he says. “There’s soup in this pan.” 

 I watch him as he talks. He rarely looks at me, and when he does, his face is 

relaxed in a slightly affected nonchalance. His voice takes on the tone of studied 

uncertainty as if he wants to guard against my reaction. Maybe he thinks I will become 

hysterical. Maybe he should let me. I never do the thing he expects me to: be prim at a 

ceremony or bawdy at a party, love babies and hate camping, condemn the sins of 

cussing and drinking and skipping church. I vote liberal and it surprises him every time. 
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However, Mark and I are more like each other than we are like Matt or Krista. We take 

after our father’s German/Danish ancestors with our blue eyes, blond hair, and sharp 

noses. Matt and Krista are the ones with brown hair and brown eyes and olive skin like 

our mother. Mark is stricter about church than I am but we both attend regularly and 

teach Sunday School. Five years older and a foot taller than I, Mark learned young to stay 

away from me because I was a girl, to not play with me or be rowdy, and that was 

probably when he got the idea I was spoiled. Now he doesn’t want me to think Mama has 

killed herself because it may not be true, and if it is, he believes I’d be better off not 

knowing. 

 “What are they going to do with her?” I ask. 

 “They’ll take her to the morgue and they’ll have to do an autopsy,” he says. The 

word “autopsy” sounds suspect to me. 

 “Why would they do an autopsy?” 

 “They have to do one on anyone who dies alone in order to determine the cause of 

death,” he says, and that sounds reasonable. 

 It is easier to talk about autopsy reports than it is to stand in silence in Mama’s 

kitchen. For Mark, perhaps that’s when his officer-self slips over into his son-self and the 

image of his mother’s body floats up through the paperwork’s checked boxes and signed 

X’s. What he saw when he found her struck hard, and the weight of the dark house pulls 

on the edges of the kitchen. I look around. In the sink and along the counter lay dirty 

dishes, the odd pieces left over from stoneware sets I recognize from childhood. Plastic 

storage containers and cheap bowls she might have bought at a discount drug store show 
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she hasn’t been starving herself. The dishes haven’t been washed in a few days, but there 

isn’t more than a week’s worth and I take that as a good sign as well.  

 “She died in the kitchen,” I say and catch Mark’s eye. 

 He smiles a half-smile. “That’s what she wanted,” he says. “Just like Clyde.”  

Our whole family has sat through Mama’s monologues about how her daddy died 

independent at home in his kitchen. Fell right off his chair there at the table, she said, 

grinding out her cigarette in the ashtray, her voice ringing with admiration. No hospitals 

for my daddy. He told those sons-of-bitches to go to hell. 

I nod my head at our inside joke and notice something on the floor near the sink, a 

pinkish wet, spongy blob. “What’s that?” 

“That’s what spilled out of her mouth when they put her on the stretcher,” he 

says, his smile sobering under his police officer’s mustache.  

The reason I am here throws its arms around my neck again like a skeleton. I feel 

tired. Is it now 4:30? Mama’s presence truckles through every item I see: dishes, papers, 

carpet, shadows, purse, keys, shoes. 

“I need to check on Ben,” I say. 

“Yeah, let’s go,” he says. “We’ve got some phone calling to do.” 

We lock up the house just before dawn and leave, and then Ben and I drive to his 

parents’ house nearby. They are out of town attending his youngest brother’s college 

graduation. We let ourselves in, and I stop trying to discern the ambiguous clues at 

Mama’s house that point both toward and away from suicide. Dying in her kitchen now 

and years of wanting to die up until now make suicide seem most likely. Having eaten 

recently and appearing to have cooked something tonight make her death seem more of a 
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surprise than a plan. Neither Ben nor Mark jumps to what I think is an obvious 

conclusion--her suicide--so I continue to suspend judgment. Instead I begin the chores of 

a death in the house, making phone calls and travel arrangements, and thinking of the 

funeral. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 
The phone rings at 2:30 in the morning and Ben answers it beside the bed. I shove 

myself up to a sitting position. 

 “It’s LuAnn,” he says. “There’s something wrong with your mom.” The phone’s 

ringing did not wake up the children and the house remains dark and silent except for our 

voices.  

“What’s happened?”  

LuAnn’s words crowd in my head, furtive words about someone finding my 

mom, about an accident at her house. LuAnn speaks as though to a child, never saying, 

“Your mom is dead.” My brain waits for the words I’ve anticipated since I was twelve 

years old. Then they were the words I most dreaded. Now I expect relief when they tell 

me Mama has killed herself, but no one will say it. 

Through the phone I hear the clink of a belt buckle and the sound of pants 

slipping over feet and knees. My brother Mark was getting dressed when LuAnn called. 

She hands him the phone.  

“Her roommate Laura found her,” he says. “When she called 911, the Richland 

Hills police put mom’s name and my name together and called the Fort Worth PD. That’s 

how they got a hold of me.” 

For fifteen years I wanted to be the one who was called, the one who found her 

dead on the floor or in a chair. My mind readies for her death, anticipating the suicide 

scene she set up for me when I was twelve, thirteen, and fourteen as I promised her I 

would miss her and I loved her, as I asked her to please not die. After I was grown and 

understood I could not love her enough to save her, I looked grimly forward to the 
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probable end of her days, thinking that my staying by her no matter what for so long had 

earned my place by her side when she fell. Before I married and moved out of Mama’s 

house I thought that when she did die, I could find her soon enough and hold her in my 

arms and she would forgive me for not being enough to save her. But I had children and 

she became worse. I have made it too hard for her to find me.  

“I didn’t know she had a roommate,” I say to Mark. I am angry with him for 

knowing things I don’t know. He hasn’t spoken to Mama in months either, but because 

he’s a policeman for Fort Worth he hears about her from his friends at work. Mama had 

managed to get herself a full-time job as a bailiff for Tarrant County. She never would 

have gotten such a job if Mark had not been a police officer. She followed him 

downtown, and he hated the attention she drew.  

“I’m going,” I say. 

“Now, hon,” he says and the phone clicks as he slips on his jacket. His protective 

tone surprises me. “There’s no need for you to get those babies out of bed to go to Mom’s 

house. There’s nothing you can do.” 

“I still want to go,” I say.  

“Well, I’m on my way now,” he says. We hang up and I sit on the bed. 

“What do you want to do?” Ben asks. 

“I don’t know.” 

Forty-five minutes later we are dressed, our two-year-old and our nine-month-old 

daughters are buckled into their car seats and tucked in with blankets. Ben and I talk in 

the car about whether Mama killed herself. For me, there is no other answer, but Ben is 

not so quick to judge.  
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Because I took her threats seriously, there was terror in them. During quieter 

times, the rest of the family heard her words but patronized what she said with reason and 

psychic distance. My father had said he planned to divorce her after Krista graduated 

from high school. Matt rebelled without much attention to Mama; Mark did Mama’s 

chores for her and suffered for his tenderness, but Daddy was his buffer and they talked 

as confidants. Krista hid in her bedroom or her books and was grateful I stayed with 

Mama so she didn’t have to. During more violent times, one or the other of us met her 

blow for blow, defending ourselves without hurting her. And around her we imitated 

what we thought of as a normal life, hardworking, church-going, straight-A normal. 

I was the partial listener, and she told me over and over she wanted to die. I 

learned when I was a teenager the odd response to the pressure of these threats. I began to 

anticipate her death in two ways: to woo her to life by my words and actions, and when 

that did not work, to wish she would make good on her threats and be done with it. I was 

torn in two. I believed and told her I wanted her to live but I also began to wish in my 

heart she would die. Death any way but suicide for her now would have emptied her 

threats to me, erasing the pain that was blueprinted on my soul and leaving me with the 

causeless effect of duplicity in my thinking. I would be guilty of misjudgment and 

incapable of ever judging correctly. Of course, to allow for complication requires 

tolerance. To oversimplify panders to despair. Yet all I can look for in Mama’s death is 

her own hand. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 
For about the last six months, I have been having nightmares of my mother 

shooting me. I live an hour northwest of Mama’s house in a rural town called Paradise on 

twenty raw acres of red clay and buffalo grass. In eighteen months of weekends Ben and 

I cleared the property ourselves, fenced it, put in a septic system, built a barn, a 

warehouse, and poured a concrete slab foundation for our mobile home. Mama last visits 

here on an October Sunday in 1991 for Olivia’s infant baptism.  

Five photographs show us in our Sunday clothes: Ben’s mother and grandparents, 

his sister and one of his brothers sitting or standing around Ben, Olivia, and me on the 

couch, all of us smiling at the camera. Mark came to the church but he did not come to 

the house because he wants to avoid Mama. It’s too far for Matt and Krista to come. Only 

Mama is here from my side of the family, driving up with her hooded eyes and her white 

smile in a 1974 blue Lincoln sedan. At an earlier time she would have called it a nigger 

car, preferring new Cadillacs and any other color to this cool blue. If we hug when she 

comes in I won’t remember. She never asks to hold the baby and neither do I offer as we 

read each other’s body language. What she sees in me I do not know. What I see in her is 

the sharp light of her eyes leaping from the passive lines of her body’s slow deliberate 

walking, sitting, and standing. How she will love to turn it down if I offer her a seat 

beside me, all things between us being equally damning. I am terrified of her and tired of 

being terrified at the same time. For me to offer her a seat beside me would give her the 

chance to reject it and buttonhook me to her signals that I am in trouble with her, so I let 

anyone sit beside me who will. Guilelessly, Ben’s grandparents do.  
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In the photos, Mama sits off to our right in a brown wooden rocker, and I might 

not remember later that she is here at all if it weren’t for these pictures. She is not like a 

real person to me anymore but a frame and a hook. My individual memories of her have 

funneled into one storm, a cyclone hovering near the stem of my brain. What looks 

obvious and threatening to me in these photos, my mother’s facial expressions, her 

postures, her presence, might strike anyone else as harmless. In three years we will find 

handwritten instructions from her for us to bury her in the suit she wears today: this 

straight white wool skirt, lined and tailored; this pink blouse with its pleated bib and 

mandarin collar. Her delicate ankles and pretty-boned feet arch at the end of her slim and 

well-shaped calves into her beige kid stiletto pumps. She never looks at the camera, knees 

crossed, smile forced, eyebrows still black, eyelids slashed with a dark taupe shadow, 

black eyes poised against the attack of attention, always staring at the baby Olivia. I look 

at Olivia, too, in one photo or at the camera in the others and smile the distracted, tired 

smile of a new mother, wearing my long dark blond hair in a matronly flop on my head 

and my grandmother’s amber beads around my neck.  

 

In one nightmare, Mama and I are in a field of light and I run. I am unarmed. 

When the bullet from her .22 hits the base of my spine I fall and play dead. She walks 

toward me and I lie still, hoping that if she thinks I am dead she will go away. My lungs 

collapse my breath into the ground as I try to make myself lifeless until she stands over 

me and sends two more bullets into the same bloodless hole in my back. In the other 

nightmare she’s standing across a field close enough to hit me if she pulls the trigger but 

I’m hidden just inside the mouth of a cave, where shadows draw a crescent in the noon-
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hot sun. I squint and she waits. Her hair is short, curly and black as it was when I was a 

young child and her stick-figure arms hang straight beside the hard curves of her breasts 

and hips. Her face is immobile, the flaccid brow telling me she doesn’t see the daughter 

she loves and I imagine the plashy thud of her bullet in my chest. But this time I have a 

loaded gun, too. I hesitate to raise the gun because even if she sees me aim it at her it 

won’t make her stop wanting to shoot me or lower her gun. A heavy lid drops over the 

back of my eye. This is the metallic cold that clamps its shield over my chest and surges 

through my arm as I choose not to be killed. The dream ends the moment she senses I 

will fight back, and we recognize each other in our eyes: mine blue-gray sadness and 

fear, hers black pain and, perhaps, a cusp of gratitude. 

 

The signs of mental illness are ubiquitous and recalcitrant. Temperamental is the 

word Mama preferred to characterize herself. Moody. Zero to bitch in 60 seconds. Lone 

wolf. Mean drunk is what Daddy said. Mommie Dearest is what my sister and I said. 

Dumber than dog shit is what my husband said. We never said paranoid schizophrenic or 

bipolar. As an adult I said to her alcoholic instead of drunk and until you are ready to get 

some help, don’t be in my life instead of I’m abandoning you.  

To talk about my dreams is to tell about fear. It looms autonomously against the 

cave wall of my mind, like the gown of the boogie monster, magnified by the small fire 

of my own imagination. What a betrayal that is, to know that my memories are 

illuminated by what seems to be my own discretion, and then for them to be so shadowy 

and illusive, so overpowering. Even now I begin a sentence about fear of my mother and 

end it with my failure to control that fear, and that has been my life long self-indictment. 
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I failed to control my fear. If my daughter told me a story like this one I would contradict 

her impulse to control that fear by recognizing the cause of that fear. I would argue 

against the illogic of controlling a fear like this one by telling her no wonder she’s afraid 

and it’s normal to be afraid of someone whose rages are deadly. And I would protect her 

from what she’s afraid of by getting her away from it. First I would try to walk away. If 

that didn’t work I would fight the thing that caused my daughter to be so afraid and I 

would kill it. I would cut it deep, wide, and frequent as my mother used to say, make it 

bleed like a stuck pig, and slice its belly open so it could watch its own guts fall out. 

 I am angry because I have been afraid. Mama’s anger must have also grown from 

fear. Her illness was hardly benign and I will never know what terrors she suffered in her 

own skull. That her illness terrorized her is an assumption I make based on the rages she 

acted out on my dad, my brothers, my sister, and me, on our spouses and children, and on 

herself. Her first violence was always against herself, the image, the thought, the word, 

the blow, the knife, the gun. By the time Mama died, I’d spent 31 years stopping her from 

killing and not stopping her.  
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CHAPTER 7 

 
 Although I’ve lost count of how many times I’ve told Mama or started to tell her I 

won’t keep on in our relationship under her conditions, as I hold the phone this time in 

the late summer of 1992 it feels again like the first. Afternoon sun in the west window by 

the front door of our mobile home in Paradise brightens the room. I sit on the bench at the 

kitchen table Ben built while he listens from the study. I am calling her today because I 

now have a child and I can’t control Mama’s hooks in me, never could, but now it 

matters more because of Olivia. I am dreaming at night that Mama comes to my front 

door with a loaded gun. Ben has told me I have to put an end to her phone calls and I am 

calling her right now to do that. Ben says, if I don’t do something he will. He has given 

me lots of chances and I have tried, but now he is drawing the line between his family 

and my mother because she is hurting us. 

 “Mama, I need to tell you…” I begin. I hold a new denim vest in my lap, a 

ridiculous symbol for me, a reward to keep if I successfully tell her goodbye or a 

punishment to return if I fail. 

 “Tell me what, Karen?” she says and her mind takes one step away as if to move 

behind a curtain. If I could see her I would know that stepping back by the way her eyes 

lose focus just a bit as she cognitively withdraws, the way she rocks back in herself, 

lowers her eyelids, and smooths the hackles on her neck. When she senses a challenge 

from me, she acquiesces into mental oblivion, a position of defense I won’t attack. 

 “I can’t keep talking to you on the phone every day,” I start and already my words 

fail. “I don’t want to call you every morning to wake you up…” 

 “All right, Karen,” she says. She doesn’t resist me so now I must push on. 
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 “I can’t see you anymore until you get some help,” I say.  

 She cries and says she doesn’t understand. It’s always this point I can’t explain. 

“It’s too hard to do things with you when you can’t remember anything and you have fits 

about everything,” I say.  

 “What do you want?” she cries over and over but anything I tell her doesn’t 

matter because she can’t do it. She can only ask this question and a wall goes up in her 

mind that no one can scale. I start having a change of heart and cry, too. 

 Ben is listening and walks to me and takes the phone. “Robbie, this is Ben. I don’t 

want you around my family until you get some help. We love you but you need to go to a 

hospital or a doctor to help you quit drinking and get well. You give me the word and I’ll 

do anything I can to help you; I’ll take you anywhere you need to go; I’ll help pay for it. 

But until you get some help, don’t call here any more.” Ben hangs up. 

 A cord is cut with the click of the phone. I won’t call Mama again. I wish she 

would call me to say she wants me to help her get well, but I don’t hope she will call me. 

A wish doesn’t push you to make it come true; hope does. I hope she finds somebody else 

to help her feel less lonely. She always does. 

***** 

 Six months earlier in the middle of the night in the middle of my bed I press the 

phone to my ear. A woman my age is calling from Missouri. 

 “Karen, this is Charlotte, Karl Hamm’s daughter,” she says, her voice pitched 

high and loud, though she tries to be calm. “Your mother is here and she is threatening to 

shoot my father. She’s upstairs right now. What do I do?” 
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 I am shocked that Mama has traveled away from home. She hates to sleep 

anywhere but her own bed. Karl knows my last name and they found my number. I look 

at the clock—11:30. “Charlotte, my mother doesn’t usually travel that far and she doesn’t 

like to spend the night away from home. Has she had anything to drink?” I ask. 

 “No. She’s been screaming at my father, mad at him for something we don’t 

understand. She says she has a gun.”  

 “Mama is used to drinking wine at this time of night. She’s probably like this 

because she hasn’t had a drink. If you can get some white wine she might calm down,” I 

say. “She also takes tranquilizers. See if she has any with her and get her to take them.” 

This is not good advice because I know Mama is beyond being cajoled into taking 

medicine. 

 “What do I do?” Charlotte repeats her voice accelerating against the background 

noise. In my mind I see Mama’s fiery black silhouette at the top of some stairs and I hear 

her voice striking the floor like red thunder. She does not have the gun in her hand yet.  

 “Charlotte, get her out of your house. Take her to a motel,” I say. “She’s an 

alcoholic. Don’t let her act this way in your house.” This is not what Charlotte wants to 

hear. She is calling me because she thinks I can get my mother to stop doing what she is 

doing—ranting and targeting everyone around her with javelins of rage. Charlotte is 

afraid and I talk to her in a voice jaded with false calm. What I tell her doesn’t take the 

threat away and we both feel the awkward slack. “Call the police,” I say, and she is left 

there hundreds of miles away with a woman in her house who wants to kill her father and 

no one to help her. 
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 I have never said those words: My mother is an alcoholic. I shake as if I have 

severe chills, and gag on the thick rope of betrayal. Telling her to call the police does not 

bother me at all compared to saying Mama is an alcoholic. Any normal person would 

assess the situation as I did without hesitation, but I am doubled over by the opposing 

ideas that I have turned against Mama and that I must turn against her. These ideas 

oppose each other because with Mama, either you are with her or you are against her and 

that hinges on a choice you make—a choice that smacks of free will to her, the kind for 

which she will condemn you, the kind for which I condemn myself. 

 

The first time I stop talking to Mama in 1990 is after Mark, Krista, and I have a 

talk with her at her house about how we wish she would change some of the things she 

does to us. That silence is broken after several months by a phone call Matt makes to 

Mama, telling her I have had an accident and am in the hospital. Not only that, but he 

also tells her I am pregnant.  

 

 It is now the week after Thanksgiving 1991 and I have been in the hospital for 

two days. The phone rings and a voice spears me through the top of my head. “Karen!” it 

shrieks. “This is your mama! How could you not tell me you were in the hospital?” She 

gasps and screams the words, climbing the register of her range like a bat on a ladder, 

rising and falling from rung to rung. “And you are with child,” she says, moaning over 

and over, “You are with child,” using her favorite archaism for “pregnant,” to her a 

vulgar word we children were not allowed to say. She tells me how much she loves me. 
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 On the night of the accident Ben and I drive from our Bible study, toward home 

down the center of dirt roads with no other traffic. I am three months pregnant and 

teaching high school German. Ben has started his own business by inventing a pickup 

truck accessory. We are happy and talk about our friends at church and how much we 

like the study, ignoring the way the wind pulls the trees toward the east along the side of 

the road. It has not yet started to rain, but the cooling temperatures react against the 

summer’s still dissipating heat. Ben opens the gate and drives the car through. Our house 

sits about 100 yards away. Driving slowly toward the house, wind raking the leaves from 

the post oaks, we see our two horses in the headlights and Ben honks the horn. He inches 

the car forward and honks, but the horses won’t move, especially the sorrel-colored 

Fancy. 

 The sky looks like a dark tent of clouds against the car’s headlights. Barbs of 

anger prickle my skin as I think about how much I don’t want to get out of the car and 

shoo the horses away in this weather, how annoying it is that they so stupidly stand there 

as if they can’t hear us. I think about their bulky balking selves and irritation reels me in. 

“Let’s drive up to them and I’ll open my door and scare them,” I say to Ben. I’d like to 

see Fancy spook and run, shake her up a bit for being so inconvenient. Ben creeps 

forward and I pull the handle to the door, opening it about eight inches as we near 

Fancy’s hind end. 

 Fancy’s back hooves shoot through the window of my car door, sending a spray 

of glass across the interior of the car. The sound of it is like a cannon. Glass hangs in my 

hair and blood drips from tiny cuts on my face. In shock Ben pulls the car under the 

carport and helps me inside. I am calm but shaky. We go inside through the bedroom and 
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I feel no pain, but something is wrong with my left eye. I’ve kept it closed until now and 

when I open it, a vertical flap of membrane across my pupil flicks under my eyelid and 

my vision sinks below a milky cloud. I close my eye. Ben leads me into the shower to 

wash the glass off and then he calls the hospital in Decatur. 

 All I say to anyone in the emergency room is that I am pregnant, don’t give me 

any medicine. I lie on an exam table and they look at my eye. “We’d better send you to 

Denton,” they say, and they call the ophthalmologist under my insurance. We are 

instructed to meet him at his office. The doctor examines me and schedules surgery 

immediately. Glass has cut through my cornea and punctured my lens. I repeat to 

everyone that I am pregnant. At 2:00 a.m. the surgery is performed to sew up the wound.  

I stay in the hospital for a week to guard against infection. My students from high 

school come to visit me and sing me the German Christmas carols we have been learning. 

Mark visits me; people from our church come by. I get an eye-patch and four different 

kinds of drops, creams, and pills to take; I return to work. And Mama is back in my life. 

 

A few months before this, Karl asks me about this ability of my mother’s to will 

herself to hate someone. He has been her next door neighbor and now he’s her boyfriend. 

 “Why does she get so angry?” he asks. “I do what she wants; I fix things around 

here. I love her.” 

 “Yet that doesn’t make her get well, does it?” I say to him. “That doesn’t mean 

she will love you back.” 
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Most people just stop answering their phones when they don’t want to talk to 

Mama anymore, stop going by her house. Not me. I have to do things the right way. I 

have to tell her what is wrong, confront her. The first time Mama and I stop speaking is 

when Mark, Krista, and I agree to have a meeting with her to tell her what we wish she 

would stop doing. I am informed by what I’ve read about doing interventions on family 

members who are alcoholics. The idea is to come together as a group to visit the 

alcoholic because it is more difficult for the alcoholic to disregard the concerns of 

several. The family members then tell the alcoholic what they see and give specific 

examples of what the alcoholic does that causes the trouble and pain.  

Here I am with Mark and Krista in Mama’s front yard. We have arrived en masse, 

an action that comforts us and threatens Mama, but she responds by opening the door 

with an invisible bow and closes it behind us as we file into the living room. She’s 

dressed in creased slacks and a tailored blouse. She’s playing a role but I don’t recognize 

it. I am too concerned with saying the right things, exerting the perfect balance of love 

and force to get her into rehabilitation. Although none of us would sit in her chair, she 

moves in a controlled rush toward it, sitting lightly, looking at us with bright eyes. With 

some difficulty we pull chairs from under piles of mail or from behind stacks of 

magazines and arrange them witlessly before her like panelists and we sit. Mark talks 

first. “We have come to see you, Mama, to talk about how to make things better.  

“Tell me, Mark, what things need to be better?” she asks pleasantly. 

“I want you to stop calling the house every day,” he says. He explains how hurtful 

the phone calls are to LuAnn when Mama calls to criticize and cuss. “You’ve got to get 

out and get some friends. Join a club.” He doesn’t tell her to join a church, but he tells me 
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later that she ought to. He wants her to build a life for herself and get off his back, only 

he thinks he’s telling her in a nice way. 

“All right. I’ll stop calling every day,” she parrots, and turns to me. “Karen, what 

do you have to say?” 

I panic for ideas. “When we get together you have a fit about what to bring to eat. 

You don’t have to bring anything, but even when it’s the drinks you still blow up,” I say. 

Out of habit I sit straight in the chair without resting my back against it. I am wearing my 

teacher clothes, a burgundy polo shirt, matching accordion-pleated skirt and loafers. 

Missing the irony I say, “I wish you would just come and relax.”  

“All right, Karen. I’ll do that,” she says. 

Krista agrees with Mark and me and she, too, asks Mama to stop phoning her so 

much. We say we love her but we need her to stop treating us in these ways. No one talks 

about rehabilitation. I think about how what we say to her sounds absurd and how the 

things we can name about her behavior crumble into insignificance with their naming. I 

think about how perfect and cooperative her responses are. I do not know she is tape-

recording everything we say. 

 

A friend of Mama’s calls me on a different night months before that. Debbie is 

everything I hate in a woman: stupid and mean. Her family brags about her brother’s 

fame as the murderer in True Crimes, and she lives near Mama’s old house on McKibben 

in a neighborhood of two-bedroom frame homes. Mama now occupies the orange-brick 

house she just bought and Debbie has come there, perhaps because Mama called her.  
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 The phone rings. “Karen, this is Debbie. I’m over here with your mama and she’s 

sick. She wants me to get Matt on the phone, but she doesn’t have his number. Give me 

his phone number.” 

 “What’s the matter with her?” I ask. 

 “She’s throwing up blood,” she answers, her voice trying to slide up into a wail. 

“She’s rocking back and forth on the floor,” and I imagine Mama’s forehead touching the 

floor and her arms folded in on her stomach the way she does when her ulcer is hurting. 

 “Why don’t you take her to the doctor?” I ask, knowing full well why she doesn’t. 

 “You know your mama won’t go to a doctor!” she keens. “This woman is a better 

mama than I ever had! I love her so much I wish she were my mother. If you only knew 

how good you got it, you’d be here helping her!” 

 “If you care about her so much, why don’t you take her to the hospital?” I ask. 

 “I would never do that to Robbie,” she says. 

 “If you really loved her, Debbie, you’d make her go,” I say. 

 “Give me Matt’s phone number!” 

 “If Matt wanted Mama to know his number he would have given it to her. I’ll call 

Matt and tell him to call her,” I say and hang up. When I talk to Matt he tells me not to 

give Mama his phone number. He doesn’t want her calling his house and upsetting 

Annette anymore. Matt checks on her in a day or two. 
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CHAPTER 8 

 
 On the day we move Mama from the old rent house to her new orange-brick 

home, the boxes still full from the previous move are taped back shut. Other boxes are 

packed and Ben and Mark and Wren take one pickup load after another to the new house. 

In the old house the refrigerator and the freestanding oven/microwave duo are the last 

two things to go I think because we all hate the kitchen the most. The house itself is not 

so bad and I like the wooden windows and its bright white walls. The kitchen floor slants 

down toward the yard and away from the living room where the foundation has shifted 

and the kitchen tips so that when I walk in there at first it throws me off balance.  

I think the kitchen is dirty even though it is not. Some crumbs, some grease, some 

ants. LuAnn’s sun-yellow curtains are still on the windows. Mark opens the tall, double-

sided refrigerator and we see eggs, milk, condiments, cheese, leftovers. We’re angry that 

Mama did not even unload the refrigerator and Mark takes the dolly over to the 

refrigerator and props it under one side. Shoving the dolly against the almond colored 

base. 

“I can’t believe she would leave this thing full.” He tips it toward the dolly and 

wheels it away from the cabinets. Bottles clink in the door, and as he backs through the 

kitchen the door pops open and a jar of pickles that has fallen over spills green pickle 

juice on the floor. I cringe as the stain lays itself on the carpet like a stripe across Mark’s 

back. He bought this carpet; he installed it.  

“I fixed this house up without asking for a break on the rent or for any money,” he 

says as he sets the jar back inside the door and tapes the door shut with duct tape. I know 

he would never have told us what he did to the house if Mama hadn’t made such a mess 
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out of it now. Duty does not bother Mark as long as good is still served. He can self-

sacrifice and can feel happy about it if he sees somebody benefiting, even indirectly.  

When they find the food in the refrigerator, I put my hands on my hips and say, 

“Gaw. I can’t believe this! Oh brother!” and other things to show I agree with their 

disgust, but I knew before I got here this morning that Mama wouldn’t pack the food in 

an ice chest as we would have. To her, packing an ice chest would be submitting to our 

expectation that she be at least clean as we are and it would be accepting our self-

righteous judgment as correct. That’s a form of suicide she would never commit. Her 

scorn presses its thumb down my spine and the kitchen now reeks of pickle juice. 

The refrigerator rides in Mark’s truck, the microwave/stove unit rides in Wren’s 

truck, and Ben and I follow with the remaining boxes in our truck. By now it is dark and 

we are punchy with exhaustion. The streets leading out of this neighborhood are full of 

potholes and we are driving less carefully than at the start of the day. After the light at an 

intersection turns green, our caravan accelerates. From the cab of our truck I see the door 

of the microwave oven fly open at a bump in the road because an iron skillet was inside 

and is now sailing like skeet over the bed of Wren’s pickup. It falls on the pavement 

before us, cracks in half, and skids to the side of the road.  

No one thought of looking in the microwave, especially for an iron skillet. Even 

in the dark I recognized it with horror. It’s Mama’s special iron skillet, the one that is 

seasoned to a flat black sheen, the one nothing sticks to, and the one she has said many 

times she loves. It takes a long time to season an iron skillet. Every time she said to me 

when I was a child, “Don’t mess up my iron skillet,” or, “I love this skillet,” it was as if 

she put her arm around the skillet and drew it closer to her, possessively marking her 
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territory with her declaration of love. The immediate implication was that I might take it 

away by being careless with it. And now the skillet has flown out of a microwave oven, 

glinting under streetlights, cracking like a smile, and sliding into the gutter. When Mama 

asks about her skillet, I look surprised and perplexed, shrugging my shoulders. 

 

Because we haven’t found any property for our mobile home yet, Ben and I live 

in a local mobile home park in a suburb of Ft. Worth and I have just started my first 

teaching job at a high school 30 miles north in Denton. Hired two weeks into the school 

year to replace the German teacher who is in the hospital, I leave the school every day, 

my feet flying above the sidewalk, my book bag stuffed, and my mind exclaiming, “I’m a 

teacher!”  

Ben’s mother Joy makes an urgent call one night to say something is wrong with 

my mother. They were talking on the phone and Mama just stopped saying anything. Ben 

and I rush to her house on a cold fall night and I think she may be dead this time. The 

narrow streets to this house are curbless, and we jerk to a stop at the corner underneath 

the tall streetlight. It’s a white frame house Mama and Daddy bought as investment 

property with the money she earned from the horse pasture. The two-bedroom house was 

rented to various couples and then to Mark and LuAnn while they saved their money to 

buy their own home this year. They painted the house, had a garden, and put in new 

carpet before they moved to Springtown in September of 1985. Now I can see Mama 

through the window. She’s slumped in her chair with her arms hanging motionlessly and 

her head lying over on her shoulder. Beside her is her bottle of wine, and on the end table 

next to her chair there is a lamp, and the ashtray has a smoldering cigarette in it. 
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Cardboard moving boxes stand open and unemptied where we placed them, and the 

brown carpet is littered with unraveled patches where the dog’s dew claws have pulled it. 

The phone’s receiver lies by her foot. I bang on the flat front door. I yell. “Mom, can you 

open the door?” Ben yells, “Robbie, wake up!” 

 We must be making a lot of noise because Debbie comes walking up the street. 

She moves like a tank to the porch and bangs on the door. Mama rouses, staggers to the 

door and doesn’t know why we are here. “What?” she says. Like a child being shaken 

awake in her bed she says, “What is it?” 

 “Joy thought something was wrong,” I shout from my place on the dark sidewalk. 

“You were on the phone and you stopped talking to her.” There’s no room on the porch 

for Debbie and me.  

Debbie descends the steps. “I think you should go,” she says and I rush at her with 

my fists. Ben grabs me by the shoulders. I want to knock this woman out but I don’t think 

she’d know the difference between being conscious and not. I look at Mama in her ivory 

quilted robe and she’s shaking her head, trying to wake up.  

Now that I see she’s not dead I’m mad at her for scaring me. Ben and I go home 

and the next day I call her. “Do you remember me and Ben coming to your house last 

night?” I ask. 

“No,” she says, “I don’t remember that.” Her voice is soft and vague with 

surprise. Absent of its fury and suffering, Mama’s voice sounds real to me, neither 

monstrous nor maudlin. Hearing her this way, I want to put my hands on her arms and 

pull her toward me for the comfort of the plain flesh of the real woman who is my mother 

and who needs me to take care of her.  
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“You don’t remember talking to Joy on the phone? She called us because you 

passed out and she thought something was wrong.” I wish Mama would know what it is 

like to beat on a window at night like a moth, to scream at a picture I can’t touch without 

breaking the glass. Why didn’t I smash the window and grab her up in my arms?  

“No,” she gently stammers, “I can’t recall that.” She’s telling the truth. I wonder 

why I flew to her house as if it were on fire last night. I didn’t have to smash the glass 

because she wasn’t dying or dead, just drunk, sleeping under the blanket of oblivion she 

craves.  

 

This is one boyfriend I wish Mama would keep. Allen drove his blue Ford pickup 

out to Mark’s house in Springtown for 4th of July hamburgers and hot dogs. LuAnn 

cooked potato salad and baked beans, Krista and Wren brought bread and drinks, and I 

brought a chocolate cake. We go out front after eating to shoot the breeze, and Allen lets 

us drop the tailgate on his truck to sit there. The yellow, pink, and white roses are 

blooming in their whiskey barrels around the front door and the Bermuda grass of the 

front yard is cut neat and low. Mama sits on the side rail of the pickup bed, her shoulder-

length curly gray and black hair pulled back from her pretty face with jeweled combs. 

Her blue jeans are starched and her keys dangle from the right front pocket. She smiles at 

Allen, a big guy with graying black hair. She has nicknamed him Tuffy. He looks up at 

her from the back of his truck, smiling at her even after she has turned to someone else. 

He has that combination of strength and compassion she needs but won’t allow around 

her for long. 
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She keeps her keys on a strip of latigo that is looped through a key chain 

decoration she’s had since she was eighteen years old. It is a small rectangle of clear 

plastic encasing a tiny rose against a white plastic back. She got it one day at her job as a 

telephone operator in 1952. A salesman was passing them out for free, two styles: a 

yellow rose or a red one. Mama chose red. Anytime one of us children had to use her 

keys to unlock her trunk she would open and close the command with the phrase, “Don’t 

lose this key ring.” 

However, today we relax because there is no ill wind and Mama has been 

occupied with Allen, so we’ve had no late night calls or crises to manage this summer. 

Hanging around a pickup feels easy to us after our years of keeping horses. Mark relaxes 

with his elbows propped on the side rails with a Coors, its silver top glinting above a 

yellow cozie. LuAnn helps their 3-year-old red-haired daughter up onto the tailgate and 

her 7-year-old blonde-headed sister climbs up beside her for a picture. Ben grabs our dog 

Pappy, a Border Collie mix we bought at the Humane Society, to get her to be still. Krista 

and Wren lean in next to Mark and I snap the picture. Mama and I could be friends on a 

day like this. We’re the same height, 5’3”. She’s dark and I’m fair. She might put her arm 

around my shoulders and hug me a little; I might look away or straight into her eyes.  
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CHAPTER 9 

 
 I call a meeting, asking Matt, Mark, and Krista to get together a week from now 

because I want to talk about Mama. They agree. Ben and I drive up to Mark’s house on 

McKibben. It’s hot summer now, and we’re wearing shorts. The smell of paint is still 

fresh in the house when Mark opens the door. LuAnn has gone to buy groceries, and 

Mark asks that Ben not be present for this private family meeting. Ben takes offense but 

drives to his parents’ house to wait for me. Matt is divorced from his first wife and Krista 

does not bring Wren. They share an apartment near the University of Texas at Arlington. 

I sit on the couch beside Krista facing the windows, Mark sits in his recliner in the 

corner, and Matt sits in a rocker. All the pictures have been taken down from the white 

walls in early preparation for Mark’s move. Mama has been swindled out of the house 

she’s about to leave, the four-bedroom house Krista and I lived in until we married, the 

house Daddy lived in until he died, by allowing the buyers to move in early and do minor 

cosmetic remodeling. The buyers then balked at the selling price and put a mechanic’s 

lean against the property for the work they’d done, forcing Mama to sell it for less than 

she wanted. When Mark and LuAnn move out of this house, she will move in. 

 “I wanted to talk to y’all about Mom,” I say after we all sit down. “I think we 

need to do an intervention with her about her drinking. I think she’s an alcoholic.” 

 “What’s an intervention?” Matt asks. 

 “It’s where the family members of an alcoholic meet with the alcoholic to tell him 

or her there’s a problem because of the drinking. The family comes ready to take the 

alcoholic to a rehabilitation program so that if they can get him or her to understand that 
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there is a problem and that the family wants to help, they can go immediately into the 

rehab facility,” I say. 

 “What makes you think she has a problem?” he asks, shifting his weight in the 

rocker, and sharpening his gaze at me. 

 “She drinks wine every night until she passes out. She can’t function in the day,” I 

say, the words sounding trite somehow. 

 “I think you need to leave her alone,” he says. “She’s not hurting anybody.” 

 Mark keeps his feet up in the recliner, but his weight of his voice shifts as he 

answers Matt. “You aren’t the one she calls. I can’t count the number of times I have 

gone to her house to clean something up, to balance her checkbook and call the bank to 

straighten things out, or bought her groceries. Matt, she hates my wife and she makes no 

bones about it. I won’t leave my kids with her. She treats the ones I love like crap, but 

won’t leave me alone. We know she has a problem,” he says, then turns to me. “What do 

you think Mom will do if we try to get her into rehab?” 

 “She’ll get mad,” I say. 

 “Exactly,” he says. “She’ll hate our guts for putting her there. I’ve seen these 

places. What you’re talking about is the psych ward at John Peter Smith Hospital.” 

 “I know, but we’ve got to do something,” I say, leaning forward to put my elbows 

on my knees. I look at Krista. “Did you read that book I gave you?” 

 “No, I didn’t want to,” she says. “I don’t care enough to do anything about it.” 

 “I knew you wouldn’t look at it,” I say. “God, that pisses me off. You couldn’t 

bother to look at it for me.” I jab at her with guilt because I know she’s uncomfortable 
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and because I was hoping she would support me. I look at their three faces and sputter, 

“So you won’t help me?” 

 “Here’s something else, Karen,” Mark says. “Who is going to pay for her rehab?” 

I was also hoping we’d have agreed to help Mama before this question came up. None of 

us has any money.  

 “I talked with Mom’s psychiatrist,” I say. “She says Mom has paranoid 

schizophrenia and thinks she ought to be hospitalized. The alcoholism is a secondary 

problem to Mom’s schizophrenia. The trouble is committing her against her will. The 

hospital will only keep her up to two weeks. Plus you have to prove she’s a danger to 

herself or others.” 

 “And that’s what I’m afraid of,” Mark says, “what we’ll have to do to get her in 

there and what she’ll be like when she gets out.” 

 I have no answers to that. To prove she’s a danger to herself would be difficult 

because what she does is never in public but always at home with only one of us at a 

time. It would be my word against hers. I could describe her drinking and talk of suicide, 

but it can sound mild and easy to dismiss to some people as the unaccountable rantings of 

a sot. Lately Mama has been more depressed than anything, low on energy and therefore, 

low on rage. No recent examples of violent behavior. I withdraw my unaccepted request 

for a group intervention by sitting back on the couch. I have nothing else to say. 

 LuAnn gets home with the groceries and carries them in several trips through the 

living room into the kitchen. She tries not to interrupt us, but the meeting is broken now, 

each of us standing in the open doors of our childhood rooms, separated by long gray 

halls we have walked along without finding one another.  
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I telephone Ben. LuAnn offers us something to drink. We pretend to put the 

problem on hold until we can decide what to do, get in our cars and drive away. 
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CHAPTER 10 

 
 April 25, 1985, the letter reads  

 

Dear Mrs. Yeatts, I received your letter. I feel your mother needs to be hospitalized. 

Please call me and let me talk to you or take your mother to the hospital. I will be waiting 

for your call. 

 

This is not the reply I expect when I write a letter to her psychiatrist explaining that I 

think Mama is an alcoholic. I’ve heard alcoholism is frequently misdiagnosed as mental 

illness and I’m sure she would not tell her psychiatrist she drinks. I want to do something 

about her drinking. I want to do something to help her get well. 

 When I’m not in class at North Texas State University or working at the 

bookstore I come home for the afternoon. Ben and I moved here to Denton in January so 

I can finish my bachelor’s degree. Next month we’ll celebrate our first wedding 

anniversary by going to the Fort Worth Water Gardens downtown and eating a piece of 

the wedding cake Ben’s mother froze for us and by drinking champagne. A year ago I 

worked in a junior college print shop, running a press and then typesetting, a job I left so 

we could move here. Ben worked for the bank when we married, but now he sells pickup 

truck accessories. Because his sales territory is all of the north Texas region it does not 

matter to him whether he lives in Fort Worth or Denton, but I love being close to school. 

Maybe it is these 30 miles between Mama and me that give me space enough to think I 

can do something different to help her. I never thought of talking with her psychiatrist 

before. However, reading this letter in my hand paints a numb stripe through my chest 
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and around my spine: I have to stand against her to hospitalize her. She would never go 

voluntarily.  

 In this three-room rent house, the wooden floors are too dry and dull from 

cleaning. A large oak tree grows next to the house so the windows are dappled with leafy 

light and shadows from the warm afternoon sun. I pace a horseshoe from the kitchen, 

back to the living room, to the bedroom, to the living room. The windows are tall and 

narrow, their pitted and flaking wooden frames rent-house brown, the kind of cheap paint 

you can buy in five-gallon buckets. I made skinny curtains from brown and tan flowered 

bed sheets Mama gave me, neglecting to cut the fabric twice as wide as the windows. The 

curtains move when the wind blows against the closed windows in winter, but now they 

brush against the screens where the windows are open. I should call the psychiatrist but 

instead I fold the letter and put it in its envelope, then turn on the TV. 

 Two days later the phone rings. I recognize the psychiatrist’s voice because I’ve 

heard Mama imitate it and am amused by how accurate the imitation is. At the same time, 

the voice pulls me by the collar through the phone and I have the odd sensation that we 

are very close. I’ve never talked to anyone about this part of Mama; no one has ever 

talked to me as if they saw the same thing in her I did.  

 “I waited for you to call me, but have not heard from you,” the voice says.  

 “I can’t afford long distance phone calls,” I say. “That’s why I wrote the letter.” 

 “Your mother is sick,” the doctor says. “I think she should be hospitalized, 

Karen.” The use of my first name makes me know the doctor knows me through what my 

mother has told in their sessions. In my letter I called myself by my middle name Rachel.  

Mama never calls me that. The doctor’s pronunciation of my name sounds mocha-smoky 
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warm like Mama’s pronunciation, and I know she has spoken lovingly of me; the voice 

also has a thread of urgency. “The alcoholism cannot be addressed until the schizophrenia 

is under control.” 

 I don’t ask what I should do next and am not told. I don’t realize the risk the 

doctor is taking by breaking patient confidence even this much, and I don’t understand 

that this breaking of confidence represents one of the few circumstances where patient 

confidence can be broken: when the patient is a danger to herself or to others. The doctor 

doesn’t tell me this. Perhaps I must initiate the process of committing my mother to a 

psychiatric facility in order for the doctor to proceed, and perhaps telling me to do so 

would be telling too much. 

 “I have to talk with my brothers and sister,” I say, hedging instead of committing 

to action. 

 “All right,” the doctor accepts. “I will wait for your call.” 
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CHAPTER 11 

 
We rent a two-bedroom tract house near Southwestern Baptist Seminary in Fort 

Worth from a man who usually offers the house low-cost to seminary students. People 

often tell Ben he should be a preacher. He comes from a preaching family, but he will 

never want to be one. Charismatic and persuasive, Ben will make an excellent and 

honorable sales rep, but for now his dependability and accuracy make him a good bank 

teller, and Glen’s dad warms to him as he would to a seminary student. 

I commute in my gray 1976 Mustang across town to the junior college where I’m 

a typesetter. When I come home, Ben is sitting on the front porch, sanding the wooden 

stand he’s making for my hammered dulcimer. The stand is my wedding present. I park 

the car beside Ben’s cloth-top Jeep and hop out of the car. We beam at each other. As I 

hurry across the grass, he’s setting the stand aside, making room for my hug just before I 

throw my arms around his neck, kiss him, and we roll backward onto the porch. 

“How was your day?” he asks. 

“It doesn’t matter now that I’m with you,” I say. “I’m hungry,”  

“Me, too,” Ben says. “Let’s have rice and gravy.”  

“I wish you’d teach me how to make gravy,” I say.  

“Come on,” he says and we go into the kitchen. He takes out a skillet and melts 

some cold bacon grease in it. He adds salt, pepper, and flour. “You have to cook the flour 

until it turns brown and the lumps are out,” he tells me. “Here, stir this for me.” 

I take the spoon and mash the flour lumps around in the grease. “What do you 

think of having my family over for Thanksgiving?” I ask. 
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“Sure. We could serve it buffet style from this counter,” he says. “Let’s have 

Mexican food instead of turkey. Let’s do something different1” 

“Hey, this stuff is smoking!” I say.  

Ben pours milk into the skillet and steam rises on sizzle. “Keep stirring!” he says. 

“Now you’re cooking.” 

 Thanksgiving is cold enough for coats this year. Ben and I serve a Mexican dinner 

with two kinds of enchiladas, rice, beans, guacamole, and salsa. Mark and LuAnn fix 

seven-layer dip and come with 4-year-old Leighann and the redheaded baby Lauren. Six 

months ago, LuAnn served reluctantly in our wedding as a bridesmaid, pregnant with 

Lauren and rounder than she wanted to be in a pink bridesmaid’s dress. It is not yet dark 

when they arrive and they park in the street, walk through the thick St. Augustine grass of 

the front yard and knock on the white front door under its diamond shaped trio of 

windows. We welcome them into our brown-carpeted and brown paneled living room, 

invite them to sit on our $50 sofa and loveseat that feel as if they’re stuffed with 

Styrofoam, and offer them iced tea or coke. Mama and Krista arrive in Mama’s pearly 

beige Cadillac with her boyfriend Wayne driving.  

Matt is not here yet because it’s deer season he’s been hunting all day. 

 “That figures,” Mark and I say.  

We think family get-togethers ought to be more important that anything else and 

that Matt ought to think so, too, and show up on time. But I would rather he come in late 

and still feel welcome than to make a fuss. I would rather move out of Mama’s house and 

have her get better by herself than to force her into treatment. On one hand I am glad 
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Mama has boyfriends because they keep her company and on the other I worry because 

of the ones she picks.  

 As much as I wanted to get out of Mama’s house I feel guilty about it. Hosting 

Thanksgiving brings everyone to my house where we offer a happy place with good food. 

That Ben and I do this doesn’t make anyone get along any better. We can’t forget 

everything and start over. Mama’s illness is getting worse, but she’s already stopped us 

from helping her by refusing to be helped. It’s the thing no one can talk about and the 

thing we all think about.  

Wayne’s a truck driver, tall and thin, with grizzled curly hair and beard, and large 

gold-framed glasses. He stands in front of the turntable of our stereo while Mama sits on 

the ottoman beside him. I bring them drinks. As I hand her the tea I smile and look in her 

eyes. She looks up from the ottoman, no trouble in her face, smiling and saying thank 

you. She’s settled beside Wayne, restful as if someone is taking care of her. When I hand 

Wayne his tea he thanks me, too, and sloshes it around in his glass. He throws a “How 

you doin’?” at us, trying to make a dent in the walls of silences behind our smiling faces. 

We are friendly enough to Wayne but when we look at him there’s a stillness in our eyes 

that tells him we don’t like him. 

 Krista comes into the kitchen with me. She hangs her head a bit, causing her long 

brown hair to slope over her shoulders and toward her waist, holds her arms against her 

stomach. What we say does not matter. I hover with attention and she hangs with 

forlornness. We miss each other. Things changed when I married and moved out of 

Mama’s house. It was different when Ben came to see us all the time. We took Krista on 
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nearly every date. I lived at home, but now I don’t and it’s just Krista and Mama and 

whoever Mama’s boyfriend is: Wayne, Leonard, Ross, Henry.  

“How’s it going?” I ask Krista.  

“It’s a drag,” she says. “One night when Henry was over Mama told me to raise 

my shirt and let Henry feel my tits.” 

“What? What did you do?” I ask in alarm. 

“I didn’t do anything. I just looked at them like they were stupid and went to my 

room.” 

“They didn’t bother you anymore?” I ask. 

“No.” 

“You can live with us,” I tell her. “Why don’t you move out of there?” 

“No, I don’t want to live here. Nothing against you and Ben, but y’all are real 

busy with each other. Don’t worry about me. I won’t be there too long.” 

Krista’s dating Wren now and one Sunday without warning Mama, he drives up 

with a small van and they load all of Krista’s things and leave. 

 When it’s time to eat Ben directs the crowd through the buffet of dishes on the 

table and the counters. People sit where they can find a seat. We wonder periodically 

where Matt is as the meal ends and dark falls, when the headlights of his pickup streak 

across the side of our house. He opens our front door and walks in, oblivious to time and 

with blood smeared across his green goose-down coat, goes toward the clean plate on the 

counter and fills it from what is left from the dishes. 

 “How’d you do?” Mark asks. 

 “Pretty damn good. Go look in the truck,” he answers. 
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 We walk out and in the light from the house we can see an eight-point buck lying 

in the bed of his truck, gutted, tongue sticking out of its gray muzzle and its head propped 

up by its antlers. Matt’s eyes glow. He’s been in east Texas hunting, sitting in a tree since 

before dawn. This one he dropped in one shot. 

 “There’s 80 pounds of meat for this winter,” he says. Matt uses nearly every bit of 

the deer: he tans the hide, eats the meat, and has the antlers mounted. In the field before 

he dresses it he sends a prayer of thanks to the spirit of this animal and respect for the life 

he took. He’s a set of honest contradictions.  

One day a few weeks before Mama and Wayne break up, Wayne asks Ben if he 

will come to his house and help him move his refrigerator, washer, and dryer. Ben is 

always willing to help and they drive in Wayne’s pickup to the trailer where he lives. 

Inside Ben helps him move the appliances out of the house and into the pickup. Before 

they leave Wayne tells Ben, “Check this out,” as he pops a videotape into the VCR. It’s 

pornography and Wayne points to his collection and says, “Women go for this stuff.” 

About the mirrors on the ceiling and walls of the bedroom Wayne says, “Robbie would 

love this.” Ben declines Wayne’s offer to let him borrow some tapes. When Ben tells me 

this I smile at the tension between letting Mama have what she wants and knowing where 

it is leading her. 
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CHAPTER 12 

 
 In September of 1983 I buy my wedding dress. The sample dresses hang on racks 

in Monnig’s Department store downtown, and when I choose the style I want, it must be 

special ordered. After four weeks, the dress arrives and I try it on at the store. The skirt is 

sewn off-center and must be redone. Four more weeks and the dress is now perfect. I try 

it on again and stand on the platform before the three-way mirror. In this department on 

the far end of the third floor behind ladies’ coats, I look at my reflection. The hem of the 

dress falls in a circle around the edges of the platform, a deep border of white lace 

overlay on the skirt tapering along the train. The ivory satin glows underneath the lace 

appliques on the skirt and my eyes follow the line up to the fitted bodice and the portrait 

neckline under the sheer lace collar, down the loose sleeves gathered at the top of the 

long fitted cuffs. When I look at my face in the mirror, it shocks me to see I am beaming 

and I am glad I am alone. The saleslady wraps the gown in plastic bags after I pay for it, 

and as I push it into my Mustang, the dress fills the back seat with froth. 

 At home I leave the dress in the car and walk into the kitchen where Mama is 

sitting. 

 “I bought my dress today,” I tell her.  

 “You did?” she says, looking at me with a so-what arch of her brow. “Where is 

it?” 

 “It’s in my car,” I say. 

 “Go get it. I want to see,” she says. 
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 I pull the dress out of the back seat and fold it over my arm as I carry it through 

the front door. The satin makes a sliding sound against itself as the skirt puffs over my 

knees.  

“Get out of my way, you dogs!” I say as I kick my foot toward Dusty and Yogi to 

get them to back up. In the kitchen I hang it on the knob of the tall kitchen cabinet, lift the 

plastic bag above the shoulders of the dress, and fan the skirt out for her to see. Her eyes 

look the dress up and down and she sets her cigarette in the ashtray. 

 “It’s beautiful,” she says and crosses her arms. 

 “Thank you,” I say and run my hand lightly over the satin. 

 “Why did you choose ivory?” she asks. I know what she’s getting at. 

 “I think it looks better with my complexion than white,” I say, trying not to sound 

defensive. 

 “Really?” she says and picks up her cigarette. “I would think you’d choose white. 

I always thought you looked better in white.” She takes a drag from the cigarette. “Could 

it be that you’re not a virgin anymore? If you were a virgin you’d choose white.” 

 “I chose this dress because it’s beautiful and just what I wanted,” I say, pulling 

the plastic bag down over the dress and lifting it off the cabinet knob.  

 “Of course,” she says to my back as I take the dress to my room. 

***** 

Ben and I walk around the mall on a Saturday. Built in the 70s, the mall is looking 

a bit dated now. Heel clicks and tennis shoe squeaks echo off the polished concrete floor 

and the splashes from the turquoise and white tiled fountain behind us slap the air. It is 

April 1984 and booths are set up throughout the mall for customers who are planning a 
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wedding: florists, photographers, and caterers. Ben extends his hand to the girl sitting in 

the kiosk advertising a drawing for a free band to play at your reception. 

“Hi, how’s it going?” he says. “Let me introduce myself. I’m Ben Yeatts and I’d 

like to sign up for this drawing.”  

“Would you like to listen to a tape of the band?” asks the man in the dark jacket 

sitting beside the girl. 

“Sure. Let’s hear it,” says Ben. “You must be the gentleman in charge of the 

band.” 

The man grins and says, “That’s right. I’m the leader. It’s my orchestra.” The tape 

plays the beginning of a swing piece and we hear saxophones, clarinets, electric bass and 

drums.  

“We love big band music,” I say, grabbing Ben’s hand.  

“Yeah, we go dancing nearly every Friday night at the Stardust Ballroom over off 

Highway 80,” Ben says. The man nods in recognition of the place. I love to dance and 

Ben is willing. Every Friday night, we go boot-scootin’ on North Side or ballroom 

dancing. I have Glen Miller albums at home and we practice our moves in the kitchen: 

the sidecar where I jump up and he swings my legs over one of his hips then the other, 

fancy arm moves and hand catches we’ve learned watching TV dancers. Our best move is 

called Over-the-Rainbow, where I face Ben’s back, do a handstand so my knees land on 

Ben’s shoulders and I sit up, then I hop backwards off his shoulders. 

We sign up, shake hands again and finish shopping. Later that week Ben gets a 

phone call saying he won the band for our wedding. We jump and holler yahoo! At the 

reception the band leader tells us that when it was time for the girl to draw the name, he 
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was sitting beside her and he said, “Why can’t you pick up that name?” pointing to Ben’s 

entry slip, and she did.  

***** 

 Except for Mama, the members of the wedding party meet in the asphalt parking 

lot of Zion Lutheran church in Fort Worth the night of our wedding rehearsal in May of 

1984. This is where Matt and Mark attended the little private elementary school when 

they were boys, where Krista and I were confirmed, and where our father’s funeral was 

held. This parking lot holds maybe fifty parking spaces and has a basketball goal on one 

side and a box painted for four-square a few feet from that. A rusty set of monkey bars 

stretches over a patch of bare dirt and pecan trees shade it. The church is built of large 

rough bricks of limestone and it has a tall steeple rising above the heavy brown wooden 

doors at the front. Tall narrow panes of stained glass are set in the sides running the 

length of the sanctuary, a place more beautiful from the inside than the outside. 

 Matt and Mark are here, Ben’s sister Donna, and my friends, Caren, Lisa, and 

Ann. Ben’s groomsmen drive up, best friend Jeff, friend James, and brother Joel. Mr. 

Collever the organist and principal of the private school is here, Ben’s grandfather arrives 

and the pastor of this church has been waiting for us. My friend from the print shop 

where I work arrives with the flowers. She used to work for a florist and she went with 

me to help me pick out the flowers for the wedding. It is popular now to use silk flowers 

in your wedding but Ben wants fresh. Jan helps me find pink gladiolas, purple statice 

latifolia, tiger lilies, and baby’s breath and she makes the altar arrangements, my bouquet, 

and the table arrangements for the reception. There are a few pink roses in my bouquet.  
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The Lutheran pastor has reluctantly agreed to preside over the ceremony as Ben’s 

grandfather, a retired Pentecostal preacher, performs the wedding. We pass through the 

prayer garden with its gray stone bench under a bent tree and holly bushes frothed under 

the stained glass windows on our way to the backdoor of the church, then we make our 

way through the crooked halls to the sanctuary. 

 I love this church but I will leave it. The pastor we have now is conservative, even 

by strict Lutheran standards. He doesn’t want a Pentecostal preacher performing any 

sacred ritual in his church. He doesn’t want any music that is not traditional sacred music. 

This isn’t Pastor Schmidt who knew my father. This is a new pastor and he doesn’t trust 

me. 

While I want to keep the traditional form of a wedding ceremony, I don’t want 

any of the traditional vows or music. Ben and I write our own vows. I write two of the 

songs for the wedding and my friends will sing them. At the rehearsal, Ann cues up the 

tape for the first song. Caren and Lisa and I are now in the choir loft at the back of the 

sanctuary. I recorded the bluegrass melody two weeks ago at LuAnn’s father’s house. He 

plays the fiddle and he agreed to play my songs for me, and one of my former boyfriends 

agreed to play guitar. I play the mandolin and we made a cassette tape of the two songs 

on my tape recorder. Caren will sing the first song and Lisa will sing the second. They 

both stand with the lyrics in their hands when the pastor bursts up the stairs to the choir 

loft and yanks the lyrics from their hands.  

“Let me see that music!” he says. He reads the lyrics quickly, flicking one page 

behind the other. The pastor looks at me and pushes the lyrics back at Caren and Lisa. 
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“The only reason I’m allowing you to use these songs is that they are part of the 

processional and recessional, and not part of the holy ceremony.” He huffs down the 

stairs and I pretend to spit on the floor after him. 

When it is time for them to sing I go downstairs and wait for lightening to strike 

me dead because of my sin. I outwardly stood my ground about the music, but inwardly I 

accept the pastor’s condemnation because maybe he’s right. Maybe I’m not good enough 

inside my heart to write songs to God. I stand at a pew and hold onto the back of a pew in 

front of me. I look at the altar I have approached in awe and reverence to receive Holy 

Communion, the blue carpet that rolls over the steps up once and twice to the long table 

covered in white linen and from the kneeling rail before it. The thin straight lines of the 

giant wooden cross glow with a white aura, back-lit by a field of soft lights, reaching the 

peak of the sanctuary’s steep pitched roof high above the pews. The music cues and my 

friend’s clear voice fearlessly carries the song to us. It’s a happy song and no one else 

notices anything remiss in God’s house. No one else thinks I am wrong.  

Ben’s mother hosts a rehearsal dinner at her house. She has covered a large oval 

dining room table with dishes of every taste and color: glazed carrots, roast beef, green 

beans with pearl onions and bacon, deviled eggs, mashed potatoes and more. Jan, Mr. 

Collever, the groomsmen and bridesmaids sit with their plates in their laps in the living 

room and Ben and I pass out their gifts to thank them for being in our wedding. I thank 

Ben’s mother and Ben walks me home. We have lived within three blocks of each other 

since Ben moved here in his sophomore year of high school. He tells me good night and I 

walk in to a silent house where Mama has closed herself in her bedroom. 
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In the morning Mama tells me she is going to the goddamn wedding. I spend the 

morning preparing food for the reception with my Aunt Alma in our kitchen. Mama helps 

some, too, fix plates of lunchmeat and cheese finger sandwiches, raw vegetable plates 

and crackers, pickle rolls, and fruit. When it is time to dress, Mama puts on a mother-of-

the-bride dress she bought that she must hate. It doesn’t suit her at all: it has a fitted 

bodice and a long dirndl skirt of ivory taffeta covered with organdy striped in muted 

shades of metallic mauve and pink and orange. A ruffle flounces over her shoulders from 

elastic shoulder straps. Maybe this dress says how out of place she feels in my wedding. 

She’s wearing something she thinks I might wear, something she finds revolting and 

frilly and sugary. She’s the one who has to drive me to the church and she makes me late. 

After the ceremony, we take photographs. She never looks at the camera and never stands 

near me. 

After the ceremony we drive to the Police Officers Association hall, a plain 

rectangular one-story building set on a bluff above the highway, a place I rent for free 

because Mark is a cop. Friends and relatives have set up the reception with their own 

table cloths and paper plates. We bought a keg of beer and a case of wine. The best thing 

is the band, and after Ben and I dance to a recording of our favorite song, the music starts 

and everybody smiles and moves around the hall. 

No one in Ben’s family dances or drinks alcohol and here I am doing both. After 

Ben and I share the first dance, his family points and hoots and shushes each other as his 

grandfather asks me to dance. After that Ben dances with his grandmother and neither of 

us sits down the rest of the evening until one of Mama’s friends says to Ben close to 
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midnight, “Boy, you’d better slow down or you won’t be any good for the wedding 

night!” 

We don’t want the evening to end, but we can see everyone is tired and they still 

have to clean up, so we get ready to leave. I throw the bouquet and Krista catches it. Ben 

takes the garter off my leg and when he throws it over his shoulder, his littlest brother 

John catches it. The guests wish us well and Ben in his rented gray cutaway carries me, in 

my wedding dress, to his ragtop Jeep International Harvester with its hobnailed mud tires.  
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CHAPTER 13 

 
 

 I rush through the boarding tube from the airplane, drunk with jetlag from my 36 

hours of nonstop travel on a train down from Denmark to my plane in Rome to 

Dallas/Fort Worth airport. It is the end of June 1983 and has been six weeks since I’ve 

seen Ben and he’s all I can think of as I thump down the tube in my Italian sandals, my 

French Riviera tan, and my sun-bleached hair. No one recognizes me as I enter the 

terminal with a giant teddy bear under my arm, a gift I carried from a Danish carnival 

because my cousin won him for me. Ben has never seen me this tanned or this blond. I 

see Ben looking handsome, leaning against the glass wall opposite the gate, wearing the 

black pearl-snap shirt I bought him before I left, boots, and jeans. He keeps his hands 

behind him while I walk toward him. He doesn’t understand that it’s me and I don’t 

realize how much I’ve changed. Krista and Mama stand to his left and they see me 

differently, too. I hug Ben, kiss him, but he returns it with reserve. It has been hard on 

him for me to leave and now that I’m back it’s not me anymore. He’s not sure he still 

loves me. 

 When we get home I find Charles’s things in my bathroom. I’ve been displaced 

by Mama’s boyfriend, and I know I’ve sprung the trap she laid for me. I feel my face set 

to impassivity, and drop my bags by my bed. This is the house on Labadie, the one 

Daddy said he never imagined he could own. By many standards this red brick four-

bedroom house is modest, but to the son of Danish/German immigrants it is more than he 

expected. The bedroom I occupy is the former master bedroom, now papered for me in 

pink roses and carpeted with short green shag. The new master bedroom is at the other 
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end of the house in the converted garage, glowing with salmon colored carpet and 

matching drapes. Charles will begin sleeping in there now. 

 After my bags are all in, I go to the kitchen where Mama sits at the oval table in 

the breakfast nook smoking a cigarette. She watches me closely to gauge my reaction to 

Charles’s ass in my room, and although my face is blank and my eyes are set, she pulls 

what she wants from me. She wants to see that I feel something has been taken away 

from me and the change in my eyes from just knowing he’s in my room is enough for her 

to get satisfaction.  

To counter her pleasure I face it plainly. “I see Charles has been staying in my 

room,” I say. 

Her eyebrows flick like the tail of a cat and she taps ashes into the ashtray. “I 

figured you weren’t using it,” she says. 

“I suppose you’re right,” I say. “I wasn’t.” 

Charles comes home in the evening after work as a journeyman electrician. 

Around 6:00 he shuffles through the front door and clumps through the living room in his 

work boots and jeans. I can hear him wheezing before he comes into the kitchen and as 

he rounds the corner he says, “Oh, hello, Karen—so you got home!” He gives me a hug. 

“Hi, Charles,” I say and hug him back. 

The breakfast nook heats up with the western sun beating the window and the 

dingy yellow walls. Charles grabs the green vinyl chair at the head of the table, swivels it 

around, and lights a cigarette. His gold-brown mustache is so long that the cigarette parts 

it as he puffs. His watery brown eyes droop a bit and the pink tint of his thick glasses 

doesn’t fade indoors like it’s supposed to.  
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“Seems like a long time since you’ve been home,” says Charles. “How was your 

trip?” 

“It was great,” I say. “Denmark was the best, but I liked Germany, too. Even Italy 

was okay. I don’t care if I never go back to France.” 

“Never been there myself, but I might like to see England someday,” he says. 

“You didn’t make it to England, did you?” 

“No.” 

“Hm,” he says and puffs on his cigarette. “I guess you noticed my stuff in your 

room.” 

“Yup.” I look at him straight on and wait for him to mention something about 

how he’s moved in with us now. 

“Your mama and I decided it would be good for me to stay here for awhile. I keep 

my stuff in your room so I don’t disturb Robbie in the mornings when I get ready for 

work,” he says. 

“Uh-huh,” I say and cross my arms. 

“I guess I’ll move my stuff to Robbie’s room,” he says and gets up from the table. 

He makes a couple of trips through the kitchen from my room to Mama’s. After his 

things are out I put myself back in my room. In the bathroom the towel on the rack 

behind the door hangs askew. The rug on the floor has a wrinkle in it. The mirrors are 

smudged. It’s not near as messy as I thought it would be. I set my bag on the floor until I 

can clean. 
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Around 10 o’clock the next morning I walk through the kitchen carrying some 

clothes to wash. Mama sits in the breakfast nook having a smoke and drinking a mug of 

ice coffee.  

“Morning,” I say. 

“Morning,” she says. The sun comes in from the window over the kitchen sink. 

The breakfast nook is cool and gray, restful as Mama wakes up, and the cigarette smoke 

floats white around her. After I start a load of laundry I walk back into the kitchen and 

stop at the sink to wipe it down with a sponge. The morning sun moves over the 

backyard, over the wisteria vine growing by the carport, over the mesquite tree, over the 

monkey grass around the brick of the half-circle patio, but the house is still cool. 

“Why don’t you tell me some more about your trip,” Mama says. “I’d love to hear 

about it.” 

“Okay,” I say and sit across from her at the table. “What do you want to hear 

about first?” 

“Anything you want to tell. What was it like?” she asks. 

“The food was great,” I began, repeating what I had written on the postcards, 

“especially the calzone at the restaurant in Rome. Every night for supper I’d go to Il 

Delfino’s and order the same thing. There you have to shove yourself up to the counter 

and wave money at them before they’ll take your order. I didn’t want to do that at first, 

then I learned. It was fun after a while, seeing if I could get them to wait on me before 

anyone else.” The words rushed out on their own while I kept my eyes on her face, 

watching for signs of displeasure. She hadn’t wanted me to go on this trip.  

“I missed you,” she says.  
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The threat of her displeasure fades. “I missed you, too,” I say. 

“I can’t decide what it was I missed,” she muses. “It’s not really what you say; it’s 

the way you say it that I missed.” 

That information tumbles in my mouth like hard candy. “Do you want to see the 

pictures?” I ask. “The relatives in Denmark gave me some of theirs. They take pictures 

like crazy and get them developed right away. I’ll go get them!” 

I bring them to the table and pull a stack out of the yellow envelope. “Here’s the 

house Grandma was born in…the school she attended…the church she was confirmed 

in.” The pictures show the hometown of Daddy’s parents. “When I crossed the border 

into Denmark,” I say, “it was night. I woke up unexpectedly on the train and looked out 

the window just in time to see the sign. It felt like going home to a place I had never been 

before.” I glance up and notice that Mama is watching my face closely, her eyes alert, her 

face silent. The pictures show rich green fields and thatched roofs, red and white Danish 

flags, golden beer in glasses, and my smiling face. In a few days they will disappear and I 

will never find them again. 

 

I won’t realize that what I’ve seen in Mama’s face is jealousy until I am grown 

and she is long dead. It won’t have a name until Mama comes to me in a meditation, on a 

day I seek God but find my parents instead. My church is providing a chance to do a 

labyrinth walk on a Saturday morning and I go. This labyrinth measures over 40 feet 

wide and is painted in purple on canvas. The series of 11 concentric circles is an exact 

duplicate of the medieval labyrinth carved into the stone floor of Chartres Cathedral in 

France, a geometric symbol of God’s perfection. This is a unicursal labyrinth, meaning 
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there is only one way in and one way out, no way of becoming lost as you travel a path 

that winds toward and away from a rosette center which represents the place God is. The 

path takes about 20 minutes to walk slowly, a time meant for purging your troubles and 

burdens before you enter the presence of God in the center. The return trip is meant to be 

a kind of rebirth, and if you look at this labyrinth you might be reminded of a womb.  

I remove my shoes. Twelve candles are stationed evenly around the labyrinth and 

music is playing softly in the background. Others are here as well, but I am aware only of 

my own presence, and a few steps into the labyrinth tears drip from my face. I wish to be 

healed and I imagine God as a place of welcoming light that will burn my need for 

perfection out of my soul so I can have peace. I get pissed off at God. I tell him I’m not 

the one who’s lost because he knows where I am, and how am I supposed to know where 

he is when I am not the one who’s God? It’s always the same. God won’t heal me; I’m 

supposed to heal myself. Fine. I will try to do that. I will work hard toward doing that by 

thinking and praying and reading and trying to sincerely change my life. But on this walk 

I cry because I am tired of trying so hard and I know I’m trying too hard but I don’t know 

how to not to do everything except by doing nothing. By the time I get to the center all I 

want is a pat on the head from God.  

This walking meditation is now at its imaginative peak. I am surprised because in 

my mind I see an impression of my parents standing together as they face me, my father 

on the left and my mother on the right. She’s void of all flame and fury looking small and 

delicate and harmless. She tells me something; is it that she’s sorry? If it is, I know she 

tells me because she thinks I need to hear it, not because she has the need to say it. 

Whatever was wrong with her on earth was not her fault, so she can’t take responsibility 
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for it. Daddy’s arm is around her. His only message to me is for me to be nicer to Ben 

and not be so hard on him. I guess I must still be angry too often. As I leave the center of 

the labyrinth they walk me out and Mama has one more message for me. She wants me to 

tell her sister Marj that she regrets that she was always jealous of her. Marj could do 

things Mama could never do. She wants me to ask Marj to forgive her, and suddenly I am 

at the exit of the labyrinth. 

The next time I see Marj I tell her the message and she is shocked because all her 

life she has felt jealous of Mama. Mama was the pretty one, the spoiled baby of the 

family. Marj was the oldest of the three sisters, close to their own mother. Mama was the 

only daughter allowed to finish high school, but Marj not only earned her high school 

diploma, she also earned a master’s degree in English and taught public school for many 

years to support her family after her husband had a heart attack. Marj learned how to fly a 

plane. If Mama was jealous, it was because she never could study hard or apply herself to 

anything for long enough to accomplish the things Marj could. When I tell Marj the 

message, I think the message is meant only for her, now I understand Mama a little 

better.  

Maybe she was jealous of me. She had encouraged my interest in poetry by 

buying me pads of paper and by enthusiastically reading what I wrote, and she 

encouraged my interest in piano by paying for lessons. But her encouragement was also 

her way of insinuating herself into my interests. If I wrote poetry, she wanted me to sit 

with her sometimes and writes poems with her to her father. If I played the piano, I had to 

perform for her aunt and uncle whenever they came to visit. The largess of her 
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encouragement became the skills I acquired, and those plodding and paltry 

accomplishments became goods for her to appropriate when she needed to feel admired.  

***** 

Now that Charles has moved in, Krista and I like that he fixes pancakes and eggs 

every morning in the iron skillet for us. Krista likes him because he teaches her how to 

drive his little brown standard shift Nissan pickup, all the patience in the world for her 

killing the motor when she lets the clutch out too soon or not soon enough. He never 

yells. She turned 17 last February. Ben lets her drive his blue and white Toyota Celica 

sometimes, but driving a stick shift never clicks for her until she practices with Charles.  

 

At work in the print shop I make a lateral move from printer to full-time 

typesetter. No more classes for me this year as I save for my wedding. I work with a 

woman named Margaret who can type over 100 words per minute. In high school I never 

broke 35 words per minute without cheating. When it’s time for me to type I strike keys 

as silently as possible. Margaret’s swift whisper-clicks on the plastic keys rain tidal 

waves of mortification over me and I wonder when they are going to send me back to 

running the press. 

“How are you doing, Rachel?” she asks from the light table. “I don’t hear you 

typing.” 

“Oh, I like to see how quiet I can be when I type,” I reply, hoping she can’t hear 

the difference between my hitting the backspace key to correct mistakes and my typing 

ahead on the assignment.  
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“Hm,” she says, and the next day she puts stickers over the letters on the keys of 

my keyboard. “You have to learn to stop looking at the keys,” she tells me. 

I attain the quality of mind that allows me to see the words and to type them 

without looking at the keys, but I can never really sustain it. Nevertheless I remain under 

Margaret’s supervision and we become friends. 

Margaret has large round, brown eyes and graying black hair. She makes her own 

clothes because her waist is so small and her hips are so big, and I laugh when she says, 

“You know you’re getting old when your short and curlies are getting gray.” Her oldest 

child is 14 and has blonde hair like mine. This daughter runs away from home a lot and 

keeps their family upset most the time. Her matter-of-fact confessions tickle my brain and 

I admire her buoyant flippancy to the world, her sense of humor, and her deep loyalty to 

her husband. 

I tell her my mother is crazy and how it’s impossible to find the right mother’s 

day card, ha ha, you know, one with a picture of someone’s hand giving the finger and 

words inside that say, “when you care enough to send the very best.”  I tell her about 

when people don’t know my father is dead I joke about how hard it is to take him 

anywhere. She looks at me and says humor must be a good way to deal with grief.  

When the phone rings at our workstation today I answer. Mama’s voice sobs 

through the wires. “Karen,” she says, “you have to come home. The dogs have gotten 

into your room.” She sounds as if she’s woken up in a place she doesn’t recognize and 

she cries, “I don’t know how they did it. They’ve torn it up.”  

“Okay, Mom, I’m coming.” Margaret needs no explanation when I say I’ve got to 

go. 
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It’s midday. I drive my 1976 gray Mustang coupe to the intersection at the 

campus entrance. Across the street is the horse pasture where Mama kept her horse 

before she leased Fair Oaks and before I was old enough to have a horse of my own. The 

red barn leans like a deck of cards in on itself and the dirt runs that lead from barn to pens 

to pastures form mazes among the short mesquite trees. My father’s Danish mother 

declared mesquite trees to be ugly bushes that should be cut down. The skinny leaves of 

mesquite trees are shaped like miniature palm branches and provide scanty shade. Horses 

will eat their long thin green beans in the spring until they colic on them. The sun is high 

now above the mesquites and blares through the sky from a hot blue magnifying glass as 

I shift gears from stoplight to stoplight on my ten-minute drive home where I park in the 

street. 

I do not run to the front door. Instead I plod like the monster in a chase, like the 

heat in summer, heavy with knowing and sizzling with apprehension, and dirty with 

repetition. Cool house. Tiled entry. Closed French doors to the dining room, red-brick 

fireplace angled in toward a generous living room paneled in pine and painted pale green. 

Mama’s a ghost in her robe and nightgown; she wavers and points toward my room. 

Avocado green shag hall, yellow walls end at my room where the door is ajar. I always 

close my door when I leave for work. The air is still. The hall is dark and my room is 

light as I put my hand on the door and push it open. 

Ready for shambles, at first I look and see nothing. Dresser, night stand, 

bookshelf all in order. The mess is at the foot of the bed. Two, three, four oak picture 

frames lie in splinters and broken glass, the academic awards from high school and junior 

college I recently framed. Some childhood toys flop over each other, their faces gashed. 
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Raggedy Ann’s cotton forehead and cheeks bloom stuffing. Ralph, the lop-eared toy dog, 

has had his eyes, nose and mouth ripped off his blonde face, and the panda bear’s eye is 

also missing. I pick the awards up, incredulous as the idea of the dogs wanting to chew 

these. Is the bedspread rumpled? Did the dogs get on my bed? I notice Mama standing 

mute in the door, her hands clasped, looking bewildered. Her dog Dan is a white Great 

Pyrenees, a dog the size of a St. Bernard. The other dog Ivan is a small cross between a 

poodle and a dachshund. Could they have done this? Why? These dogs have never done 

this in the house before and we’ve had them a long time. Mama looks grieved and lost. 

The thought that she might have done this flutters against the window of my brain, but 

standing in my room as the air conditioner hisses cool air over our heads I feel the 

stillness of loss, and whether the dogs did this or not, the loss is not really mine. For this 

rare moment Mama’s face shows me how helpless she is, afraid either of knowing she did 

this but not remembering how, or of remembering herself doing this and not being able to 

stop. At the very least, she’s trying to explain to herself how the dogs could have come in 

my room and cracked wood and glass without her hearing it. Wouldn’t they have 

growled? Aren’t these the signs of anger? 

“It’s okay,” I say. “I can clean it up. It’s not too bad.” When she hears my voice is 

calm she retreats back to her room. I remove the awards from the frames and am glad 

they are not torn, except at the corners a bit. I vacuum up the glass and throw away the 

frames. I place the awards in my keepsake chest and do not take them out again. The toys 

I pile up in the chair at my desk to mend later. In the evening I sew Raggedy’s face with 

ecru colored thread intending to make satin stitches to close the gashes, but my work is so 

clumsy I stop in frustration. For the double rip in her forehead I find a square of calico 
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material and I make Frankenstein stitches all around its edges to secure it to her. No 

invisible scars for her I think. The panda gets a jaunty red patch for his eye. Ralph’s kind 

of yarn-ball nose and his shoe-button knob eyes are not easy to replace so he remains 

blind and mute for many years until I give him to my younger daughter to sleep with to 

comfort her from bad dreams. I will tell her how Ralph was my guardian from the 

monsters under my bed when I was small and one day at her insistence and with her help 

we will give him a new face. 
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CHAPTER 14 

 
 The winter sun is bright in January 1982 on the yellow kitchen walls. Mama, 

Krista, and I sit at the table. There’s not a time that I see this table and these chairs that I 

don’t think they’re ugly and I remember how Mama and Daddy let Krista and me choose 

it more than ten years ago, giving them one less decision to make. The table fills the 

breakfast nook until there is only room enough to pull the chairs out to sit down and a roll 

top desk. Mama always chooses to sit with her back to a wall and of the three walls in 

this room, one is mostly French doors to the dining room, one has a window, and one is 

behind Mama. That is where she had the boys place her roll top desk. Piles of opened and 

unopened mail shuffle against each other on the desk’s writing surface over key rings, 

ashtrays, pens, perfume samples, and a hand-tooled leather billfold with her name Robbie 

pressed under the latch.  

 Above the billfold Mama set some decorative items on the narrow ledge where 

the roll top retracts: a hurricane oil lamp, a picture of the profile of an Indian warrior 

sitting sadly on his pony, a small sign that says, “Warning! Mood change every five 

minutes,” and a replica of an antique Japanese letter opener. The letter opener rests 

horizontally in a carved wooden sheath and its seven-inch blade has the curved tip of a 

buck knife. Mama likes to unsheath it before unsuspecting guests and then open a letter 

with it. Once Ben takes it out while she’s in her bedroom and he winces in surprise at 

how sharp an edge the blade has. 

The billfold is special because a guy named Frenchy made it for her while he was 

in prison. Mama became interested in corresponding with prisoners while Mark was a 

prison guard down in Huntsville. He worked there full time while he attended Sam 
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Houston State full time just after he and LuAnn married. Frenchy was in prison for 

second degree murder, a case of self-defense that went too far. When he got paroled a 

few months ago, Mama invited him to our house and he spent one night in the study. He 

said he was grateful for her letters to him and her encouragement that he set up a saddle 

shop in the area. He was polite and soft-spoken, a Creole man not much bigger than 

Mama. When she had told me he was coming I pitched a fit, which meant I objected 

verbally to this idea, which in turn, spurred Mama on. I threatened to leave the house for 

the night and take Krista with me, but I did not go. What if he murdered Mama in her bed 

while I was gone? I imagined leaving to prove my point that she shouldn’t be inviting 

convicts to spend the night and then coming home to find her in her bloody bed. That 

would be worse than if I stayed and he murdered us all, worse for her to die alone than 

for me to die with her. Frenchy slept in the study. We slept in our own beds and woke up 

there. All that fuss for a miss-call. 

Marie and Bill, our neighbors across the street are always friendly. They 

remember Daddy. Bill is retired and keeps their lawn looking full and green and their 

house in good repair with its white wood and red brick. An American flag waves beside 

their front porch on the 4th of July and Flag Day, and all other flag-type holidays. Ben and 

I have been dating more than a year now, but I won’t say yes when he asks me to marry 

him. We sit on my front porch for hours after dark and kiss. I think that Marie and Bill 

can’t figure out why the bulb in their yard lamp is always coming out and that they never 

see Ben or me sneaking across the street to unscrew it. During the day whenever Bill is in 

his front yard and Ben drives up he waves. If he has time he’ll shake Ben’s hand and talk 
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about lawnmowers or golf. Once Bill tells Ben, indicating our house with a nod of his 

head-- the mother is strange, but don’t let that run you off. The girls are fine. 

***** 

Mama watches me closely. Four or five o’clock in the afternoon is her time to sit 

in the kitchen and drink ice tea or ice coffee and smoke. When I was little Daddy used to 

come home around this time of the evening and he and Mama would visit for a pleasant 

hour. If I’m home I sit in the kitchen with her at this time of day. 

“So how are your plans for Europe coming along?” she asks, her elbow on the 

table as she taps a Tarlton 100 out of its white and red pack. 

“Fine,” I say. “I’ve got nearly a thousand dollars saved up.” 

“I’ve been thinking,” she says, lighting the cigarette and taking a drag. “I’d like to 

go with you,” She blows a stream of smoke into the air. 

“Why do you want to go to Europe?” I ask, backing with my tone away from the 

table.  

She looks at me and taps ashes into the cloisonné ashtray on the table. “Why do 

you?”  

If I have to explain it, she’s not going to get it, I think. Mama’s side of the family 

reacts to my desire to go to Europe by asking me this: Why would you ever want to leave 

Texas? We have mountains one direction, the ocean another, forests, another. We have 

deserts, too, but God only knows why you would want to see that. There’s no reason to 

even cross the border. Do you think their mountains are prettier than ours? 
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I pick up a clothes catalog from the pile of mail on the table and look at the cover. 

I decide to put my answer in academic terms. “Because I want to try out my German and 

French,” I say. “I want to improve my accent.” 

“I could meet you in Frankfurt,” she says. “I’m worried about you being over 

there by yourself.” She pulls her elbows in toward her sides and her shoulders slump a 

bit. She’s never thought I could take care of myself and I see her struggle between the 

urge to accompany me to “keep me safe” and the black gulf in her brain that says her 

daughter is going somewhere she can’t follow. 

“I don’t think you would like Germany,” I say.  

Neither of us can use placid terms to label these tug-of-war afternoons as a 

daughter’s growing pains, nor can we wax philosophical about mothers learning to let go. 

Instead she thinks of dirty disloyalty and I think of mutiny. 

***** 

On a different afternoon she says, “If you get married you’ll never finish your 

education,” and leans back in her chair with an omniscient expression. She knows I’m 

proud about school, so she scoffs at my ability to complete a degree. 

“Oh, yes I will,” I say, and she just smiles and shakes her head. 

Some nights she’ll sit in her green swivel rocker with her wine bottle and her 

smokes, and when I come in from necking with Ben on the front porch, she’ll watch for 

my face to appear from the entryway. As soon as she sees my flushed cheeks and my 

smitten expression she’ll ask me, “Is the crotch of your underwear slick? I’ll bet it is,” 

she’ll say. This embarrasses me and I won’t answer. As I walk toward my room, she’ll 

yell, “You dress like a whore on Saturday night, and then go to church on Sunday 
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morning like a saint. You’re nothing but a hypocrite,” before I can close the door to my 

room. 

***** 

 This afternoon when Ben comes over, Mama is complaining about the bank. 

 “They’re screwing me,” she says and slaps a letter down on the table. I tell Ben 

it’s a letter saying she’s overdrawn, the fourth or fifth one she’s received lately. She 

mutters that Mark won’t come over any more and fix her checkbook. With the benefit of 

the doubt Ben offers to look at it for her. After all, he works for a bank; he knows they 

sometimes make errors, too. 

 She takes the checkbook out of her large leather purse and hands it to Ben. He 

flips to the check register expecting the usual addition or subtraction mistakes, or perhaps 

a few forgotten entries. Glancing over the alternating gray and white columns, he tries to 

decipher the numbers she’s written but can’t. Some payee lines are half-filled, some 

blank. There are gaps where twenty checks are unaccounted for, and he closes the 

checkbook and changes the subject. 

***** 

 We’ve been dancing and it’s late. Instead of coming inside the house, tonight Ben 

goes on home and I go in by myself after a goodnight kiss. Not only is Mama still up, but 

she’s also dipping and swerving around the living room and the kitchen doing nothing in 

particular besides moving from counter to refrigerator, sink to chair. She’s not angry 

about anything. On nights like this there is no fight, and I treat Mama more like a dance 

partner, one I lead without touching. She doesn’t know herself on nights like these 

because she has no memory of them. Only I know who she is. The slow swivel of her 
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brown eyes under the two sets of false eyelashes she wears, the swish of the high-necked 

gowns and robes that mixes her White Shoulders perfume with cigarette smoke. When 

she knows my name she says Karen with the breathy voice of a movie star, the sound 

petting my ears before I wince at the fruity bitter odor of Blue Nun. I let her move where 

she wants to go as long as she’s not hurting herself, sensing she will quietly stumble into 

her room in the next hour or so. 

 When I walk in the door I notice all the lights on and that Mama is still up more 

than I notice the layer of smoke at the ceiling. I automatically ignore warning signs of 

danger now in another kind of miscall. When I open the front door, seeing the smoke 

registers in my brain as a sense of numbness. It’s the lights that get my attention and 

Mama’s still being up. My brain immediately knows there’s a problem and my emotions 

shoot anesthesia over it.  

 After I see that Mama is fine, I look behind me into the hall. Definitely a couple 

of feet of smoke there now, not too thick, but there. I turn on the hall light.  

“Krista,” I call.  

She steps out of her blue bedroom next to mine and ducks her head at the smoke. 

“Shit,” she says. 

I go to the phone and call Ben who has just gotten home after the three-block 

drive to his house. He answers the phone and I tell him there’s smoke in the house. Have 

I called the fire department, he wants to know. No, I called him first. He says he’s on his 

way. I call Ben first when I’m in trouble, whether I’ve cut my finger, lost my cat, or my 

house is on fire. I know it’s childish but I don’t stop myself. While Ben drives back to my 

house I call the fire department. 
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“Hello,” I say when the woman answers the phone. “I don’t know whether I 

should be calling you, but I see smoke in the hall.” 

“Do you know where it’s coming from?” she asks. 

“No. I’m sure it’s not a big deal,” I say. “I’ll call you back if it gets to be a 

problem,” and I hang up the phone. Ben knocks on the front door and I let him in. He 

ducks his head at the sight of the smoke. 

“Where’s your heater,” he asks and he opens the sliding closet door on the right as 

you enter the hall. 

“It’s in the attic,” I say.  

The pull to the attic door is in the ceiling of the hall. Ben opens it and climbs the 

narrow ladder into our dark short-pitched attic. The heating unit has been installed on its 

side. Ben crawls toward it through gray blobs of blown fiberglass insulation and he feels 

heat in the insulation next to the heater. By the light coming from the attic door he scoops 

insulation away from the base of the heater until he sees a blue flame running the length 

of a 2 x 4 that is supporting the heater. 

“Turn it off! Turn off the heater!” he yells. Krista and I don’t know how to turn it 

off. 

I see Mama in the kitchen and ask, “Where’s the switch to the heater?” She looks 

at me and shakes her head as if she’s trying to understand.  

“I don’t know,” she slurs. 

“Get me some water!” Ben calls from the attic and I grab a bucket out of the 

utility room and begin filling it in the kitchen sink. Krista has filled a glass with water 
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from the bathroom and she climbs the ladder, reaching it up to Ben who’s reaching down 

for it. He throws the water on the flame. 

“More water!” he says. 

I run-walk with the bucket sloshing over the carpet and I hand it up to him. He 

pours that and we hear hissing sounds. I go back to the telephone and call the fire 

department again. Ben turns the thermostat in the hallway down to turn the heater off.  

“The house is really on fire. You’d better come out this time,” I tell the lady at the 

fire department and give her our address. 

It’s a very cold and clear midnight. Ben is back down from the attic and 

adrenaline rattles my nerves in the afterglow of a crisis. Krista and I are giggly and we 

shove each other with our shoulders. Ben looks at us in exasperated alarm. 

Two fire trucks arrive and their wands of flashing lights sweep the house and 

pierce the windows and open door. I let the firefighters in and note their slowness. My 

senses reverberate around me and I do not give them credit for being unfamiliar with our 

house. I think their faces look slow and dumb. This is the anticlimax. They’re too late! 

Usually I sit in the stagnant waters of anticlimax alone, but this time I thrill at the faces of 

other people who look shocked, who take action, who say this should not have happened! 

I also feel the clean flush of crisis, a word that means a separating, a decision. The 

eggshells we walk on every day are smashed and we can whoop and jump all we want. 

Normally, living with Mama, we stew in the ever-oncoming crisis, not being able to 

speed or slow its approach, automatically trying to avert its path even as it overtakes us. 

One of the invisible little disasters we harbor in our rib cages has escaped into real life, 

separating from us by birthing itself from the womb of anticipation to fact. We step back 
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to watch the firefighters work and we clap and dance side by side, singing the chorus of 

“Burning Down the House” from the Talking Heads. The firefighters chop a hole in the 

back wall of the hall closet. They hack a hole in the ceiling under the heater. They say 

that if Ben hadn’t poured water on the fire when he did the house would have burnt to the 

ground. 

Now they are gone and the house is quiet again, the lights are mostly turned off, 

and the air is getting colder. Krista and I pull couch cushions and blankets in front of the 

fireplace. Mama has sobered a bit and sits in her green swivel rocker saying we’ll be fine 

and for Ben to not worry about us. He keeps trying to get us to go to a motel. We aren’t 

budging so he carries in some wood from under the carport in the backyard and builds a 

fire in the fireplace. As the fire catches and swells, sparks pop out onto the carpet and we 

stomp them out. Krista suddenly says “ow,” from her spot in the cushions, and jumps up 

saying her ass is on fire. A bright orange cinder has burnt a black hole in the gold velvet 

cushion. We laugh while she slaps at her skinny bottom and yells, “my biscuits are 

burning!” Yosemite Sam-style. 

The house remains cold and we wear our coats and see our breath until Monday. 

When Mama calls the insurance company she cusses about them not paying. She can’t 

explain why they say that. Ben calls them and they tell him it would have been better if 

the house had burned down. The deductible is too high for them to pay to fix the damage. 

Mama calls the heater repairman to fix the heater. Ben goes to the hardware store and 

buys some metal flashing and screws it down underneath the heating unit, covering the 

hole in the ceiling of the closet. This hole will remain until Mama loses the house to the 

buyers who move in and put a mechanic’s lean against her. 
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CHAPTER 15 

 
Krista and I are restless in the still heat of afternoon. Maybe we sense the 

eggshells cracking under our feet. We tell Mama we’re going on a walk to the park in our 

neighborhood, about five long suburban blocks away. “Go,” she says. I am wearing a 

white top and a red gingham skirt and sandals. Krista has on shorts. The heat has finished 

its peak for the day, and the black asphalt overflows with it and we feel it through our 

shoes. We talk about Mama and that it’s hard to live with her but we don’t know what 

else to do. It’s a slow hot walk, but the pressure of hot sky and heavy air sooth us and 

keep us from feeling so much like stir sticks in a vacuum the way we feel under Mama’s 

air-conditioned roof. 

It’s plain stupid. We’re at the park; we sit in the listless rubber seats of the swings 

and pump our legs. No one else is here because it’s too hot. I must have some money in 

my pocket and I say, “I want some ice cream. Let’s go to Braum’s.” I know this is a bad 

idea but my feet move like that movie monster, neither fast nor slow but steady. It’s 

another five or six long blocks. I think it might be near dark by the time we get home. 

While we’re at Braum’s we talk about calling home and to tell Mama where we are, but 

we don’t. I think about how her voice would spear me through the ears from the receiver. 

We eat our ice cream on the walk back home. 

In the meantime Ben has gotten off work early. He stops by the house and Mama 

tells him we have gone to the park. He drives there and doesn’t find us. He comes back to 

the house and asks Mama which park did we go to? She says we went to the only park we 

had permission to go to, her voice tightening like a whip. He says don’t worry, he’s sure 

he just drove up the wrong street. He drives up and down all the streets between our 
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house and the park and still doesn’t see us. Back at the house, he knocks on the door. 

When Mama opens it he asks if we are back yet.  

The whip pops and she says, “Fuck no!” A switch in her mind flips and her black 

eyes dilate. “Oh my God, oh my God,” she says, putting her hand over her mouth as if 

she might vomit. She paces the living room. “God damn it all to hell! They’re always 

lying to me.” She picks up the phone to call the police and screams something they don’t 

understand. She slams the phone back down. She wrings her hands, saying, “and Karen 

has on a dress,” as if that’s an even plainer invitation to rape me than just being on the 

streets in the first place. Rape is always the first thing she thinks. 

“Now, Robbie, be calm. I’ll go look again. I’m sure I’ll find them,” says Ben, 

backing out the front door and turning toward his car. He peels out a little as he leaves the 

curb. 

To Krista and me as we lift our lead shoes up the steps, the house looks quiet. I 

feel a bit defiant, a little bit on fire. The glass screen door flashes against the sinking 

sunlight as we go inside. Mama’s pacing, stomping, whirling with a cigarette trembling 

between her fingers. The little flames along my silhouette extinguish and the room begins 

a slow spin. Mama’s voice rings like falling bells, from the huge clapper of you liars and 

I ought to beat the shit out of you to the crystal ping of you could have been kidnapped or 

raped or killed.  

Ben comes back. I let him in and he watches Mama pound her fist on the back of 

the recliner. You girls are going to kill me, she says. You are so bad. Ben starts to talk 

and I shush him. Krista’s voice pleads a weak protest that we didn’t mean to upset her. 

Mama’s like a horse with the bit in its teeth now; she’s got her head, as we say when a 
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horse wrangles the metal bar of the bit from the corners of its mouth to between its teeth. 

When that happens, it can run away with you if it wants. 

“You need to go now,” I say to Ben. “Leave.” He looks from me to her, not 

knowing what to do.  

“Leave!” I repeat and shove him toward the door. He reluctantly complies and I 

hear the engine start as I push the door closed. I return to my place in the center of the 

living room. 

Mama flies headlong into her rage. “By God you are not going to do me this way 

anymore!” She goes to her purse on the kitchen counter and lifts out her keys with the red 

rose key ring. She’s screaming now. Does she say God damn you both to hell as she 

burns through the living room toward the front door? She hurls I am not going to live this 

way. Krista and I watch her go out the front door and we stand in silence like children 

waiting to be whipped with a belt. My mind ices over and my consciousness skids across 

my skull. Slow motion takes over. 

The door whooshes open. Mama has the .22 in her hand. Maybe it was already 

loaded or maybe she stood at the car trunk in the driveway long enough to put the bullets 

in. Krista and I have no doubt it is loaded when we see it. Krista moves as soon as she 

sees the gun. They fan out in a circle, Krista’s hands upturned, Mama’s shaking and 

jerking the gun at us. She cusses us, her voice rolling from rage to sorrow. How could you 

do this to me? I can’t take it anymore. You goddamn sluts. Why can’t you love me? 

You’re so cruel! 

The only thing my memory will show me after this is a dark tunnel and the gleam 

of the black gun barrel where a bead of light slides from nose to hammer, Mama poking 
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the barrel into Krista’s thin belly, Krista slapping it down with her palm, her fingers 

splayed out like a star. At the other end of the tunnel I wait to the see the flash and hear 

the pop as the hammer strikes and the chamber rolls another bullet into position after the 

muscle splits and the bone splinters and the blood loses its way from between Krista’s 

hips. 

I don’t know how we get the gun away from Mama and neither will Krista be able 

to tell me when we talk about this years later. As mad as Mama is, she’s not all that 

strong; something keeps her from fighting us too hard. Once we have the gun away from 

her I unload the chamber and put the bullets into Krista’s hand. “Get rid of these,” I say 

as if Mama doesn’t know where there are more. Krista runs out the front door and throws 

them behind the hedges under her bedroom window. The angry light goes out behind 

Mama’s eyes and she withdraws into her bedroom. Maybe she’ll start drinking earlier 

tonight. I call Ben. All this has happened in only a few minutes. “We’ve had a problem 

here,” I say. “Can you come back?”  

The next few days are sober silence as Mama weakly accuses us of driving her 

over the edge like that, neither Krista nor I arguing with her. We tripped a mine and we 

gather ourselves, each behind her own eyes. 

The next time Mama goes for that gun is to kill herself. Living at home now 

means I camouflage myself behind an emotional screen, a tumbleweed of steel wool that 

fits over my head and scrambles the signals I receive from Mama so I don’t argue with 

her, don’t even feel the impulse. I will not remember why she is so upset tonight. 

Probably I don’t pick up on her cues. Something sends her crying through the living room 

as I sit on the gold velvet couch and I hear her say she’s going to blow her own fucking 
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brains out. She’s out the front door just ahead of me, in time to open the trunk and grab 

the loaded .22. Krista has run out behind me and we must be saying something like don’t 

do this, Mama, and she must be crying I want to die, I don’t want to live anymore. I stick 

my hands down into the black soup of the trunk and close my hand over hers. The gun is 

cold where the barrel and the butt stick out from Mama’s fist. It’s nighttime. We stand in 

front of the house and shuffle in the driveway in where it dips toward the street under our 

feet. Our neighbors’ yard lamp shines a yellow circle. No one drives by. The only sounds 

are our shoes grinding the gravel and our loud shallow breathing. Our voices are like 

whispers and my hand goes up with Mama’s, the gun barrel pointing like an arrow’s tip 

at the stars above our heads. My hands are built just like hers, square and meaty and 

small. Her hands are hot, they’re always hot, and I hope she doesn’t squeeze the trigger 

but I wait for the little kick of the .22. Once I get her hand down again she’s crying too 

hard to keep me from digging the gun out of her fist. I hand Krista the bullets and she 

throws them in the grass on the other side of the driveway. Mama leans into the trunk, 

still crying, and we set the gun back in its corner and get her to back up. We close the 

trunk, put our arms around her and lead her back inside the house. I help her undress and 

pour her some more wine. We sit together on her bedroom floor until she passes out; I 

turn down the covers, drag her up onto the bed, lay her head on the pillow and pull the 

blankets over her shoulders. . 

***** 

 Ben gives me the engagement ring just before I leave for Europe. Standing at the 

sink, I tell Mama I’m afraid to marry. She comes over to me from her chair at the table 

and puts her arm around me, looking at my profile as I look out the window. 
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“Why, Karen,” she wants to know. “Ben is a wonderful man.” 

 I like it that she calls Ben a man and I know she means it as a compliment. Ben 

and I will both be twenty-one years old in November. Tears plop on the back of my hand 

as I look at the engagement ring I picked out myself. It’s really an anniversary band with 

diamonds set in a trellis of thin gold boxes. Mama lent me her little black jeweler’s loop 

the day I shopped for this ring and she showed me how to place my fingers to steady my 

hands when I looped a stone, looking for imperfections and clarity.  

“I’m afraid I won’t be able to say ‘no’ anymore,” I tell her. “I’m worried that I 

won’t have a right to say ‘no’ to sex.” 

“Of course you can say ‘no,’” she counters. “No man ever has a right to force you 

to have sex. You can always say ‘no.’” Her voice is certain and soft. Not really satisfied, 

I give her a hug anyway and change the subject. 

Although I have said I am afraid I won’t be able to say “no” to sex, that is not the 

“no” I mean. It’s not about sex. There is something about myself I don’t like, and sex is a 

euphemism for a vulnerability I can’t control if I love somebody. I don’t trust myself to 

keep me safe because when I love, it’s all yes’s and invitations to touch my soul. I won’t 

protect myself because that means defending, putting up a wall or a fist, shutting my soul 

off and saying “no” to somebody I have already told yes. Yet by now I have done just 

that with Mama, and protecting myself doesn’t feel like love at all. Love is supposed to 

be unconditional and it means that to truly love, it had better be all right for me to die on 

the prongs of that love. What I’m knowing right now but not accepting, is that I will draw 

a line between love and myself to keep myself alive. If that is simply a function of 

biology, then I’m not much more than an animal. If that is a function of free will, then I 
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am selfish. We’re still Victorians at my house in Fort Worth, Texas, or romantics. I don’t 

have enough discipline to die for love, and that thought whips a cold yellow line down 

my spine. But at the same time I won’t live for it either. I must not know how to love 

enough. In this way I aggrandize myself as a lover into an all-or-nothing role that means I 

lose no matter what. 
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CHAPTER 16 

 
When Daddy was alive, neither Krista nor I would go a whole week without 

getting at least a new shirt or a pair of shoes. I learned the sweetness of finding the right 

earrings or purse, the snug feeling of putting the pieces of an outfit together like a puzzle. 

It began to be less fun when I saw the invisible wince of disapproval in Daddy’s face 

after we’d come home from the stores and Mama would have Krista and me model 

everything she’d bought. He never understood the pleasure. I did not know the way he 

had to shift money around to cover checks Mama blithely wrote. When we showed him 

our new things, his eyes would see how pretty we looked and he’d smile at us, but once I 

heard the pinch in his voice when he whispered to Mama, “I wish you wouldn’t spend so 

much money.” Hearing that made me feel as if I’d been caught taking the last serving 

from the plate, helping myself without regard for others. 

I go sit on the gold couch in the evening one night before I go to bed. Mama and 

Daddy are watching TV. Daddy still has his reading glasses on and a glass of brandy on 

the table between his and Mama’s chairs. Mama sits in her chair with the wine bottle on 

the floor beside her. She is in a quiet mood tonight and doesn’t say anything to me. 

“What’s on your mind, Punkin?” Daddy asks, glancing from me to the TV to me 

and back. He can tell I want to say something from the way I’m slumped on the couch 

like a rag doll and the way my eyes look worried but I have this smile as if I’ve figured 

out a tough problem. 

“How much money do you think y’all have spent on me in my lifetime?” I ask. 

Daddy looks at the TV and sighs, “I don’t know, honey. How can I know 

something like that?” 
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“Well I figure it’s got to be twenty or thirty thousand dollars,” I say and wipe the 

back of my hand across my cheek. “I don’t know how I’m ever going to pay you back, 

but I can do it. I’ll get a job. It’s not fair for me to cost so much.” 

He looks at me as if he wonders how I come up with this stuff, but he doesn’t 

seem surprised. He shakes his head and smiles a little. 

“Where in the world did you get that idea? You’re not going to pay us back! You 

don’t need to worry about something like that, Karen. It’s our job as parents. You haven’t 

done anything you’re not supposed to.” 

I accept what I know I have to: that I cost a lot of money and I can’t ever pay it 

back. I accept that I’m not supposed to pay it back. The trouble is not how much I have 

cost them to raise. The trouble is the loss my dad has suffered through trying to help my 

mom. There’s a toll for loving. That toll is supposed to be reciprocal in that whatever it 

costs to love, there are supposed to be rewards that compensate you. Those rewards are 

being loved in return and seeing the one you love grow in health and happiness because 

of your love. That has not happened for Daddy in his relationship with Mama. It has 

happened for him with his kids, but for me, it’s the sense of loss in the house that I feel 

most keenly. 

After Daddy dies, Krista and I buy our own clothes more often, but Mama still 

likes to take us shopping and she likes for it to feel the way it used to. She watches as we 

thumb through a rack. If our eyes light up at all, if we smile, if we caress a collar, she 

can’t wait to buy it for us. Krista and I are steeped in the thrill of the buy and the 

afterglow of taking some new clothes home to lay on our beds and match up with what is 

already hanging in our closets, but by now I have lost my taste for shopping completely.  
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I know we don’t have money, but Mama will have her pleasure. I play the role. First I 

wander around a store looking bemused, then I “discover” something perfect and my face 

shines. I shyly accept Mama’s offer to buy it and I say lots of thank you’s on the way 

home and afterward. Whenever I wear the new item I should look at her and smile, and 

show my gratitude by enjoying the new clothes. 

Then after our Saturday of shopping Mama likes to stay home on Sunday, cook 

roast and potatoes, or once in a while spaghetti, and listen to her country western albums. 

Ben has gotten to where he’ll come over, either to go to church with me or to hang 

around at the house if we don’t go to church. Sunday morning is a good time to clean the 

house and I haul the vacuum out, the feather duster, the glass cleaner, and a roll of paper 

towels. The morning sun will shine in through the three walls of French windows where 

the white sheers are open and the pale green sills are wiped. Carpet bruised in three 

shades of green stretches under heavy, square upholstered chairs, coffee tables, antique 

occasional tables, two sofas back to back, a TV, Mama’s green swivel rocker, and  

Daddy’s old gold recliner. In a wicker basket on the wall and in the brass wood carrier 

Mama has stuffed stems of eucalyptus because she thinks they smell good. Their oil is 

used as antiseptic and disinfectant but none of us knows this. Mama loves it when I clean. 

About the time I was old enough to not break her antiques she gave me a dust rag and 

that became my chore along with folding the laundry. Now she buys carpet freshener in 

yellow plastic bottles. She likes for me to sprinkle it over the sculptured carpet before I 

vacuum to cover the stink of a big dirty dog.  

In truth, four dogs live in the house and one lives in the back yard. Yogi is a 

Pembroke Welsh Corgi and his allergies cause him to scratch sores into his back. Dusty is 
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a tan three-legged terrier mutt with greasy wiry hair. Ivan is the fluffy poodle-dachshund 

mix Mark brought home from college. The big dog is Mama’s Great Pyrenese named 

Dan. All of them sit around and scratch or lick themselves, or wallow on the floor until I 

throw my shoe or a book at them. I can’t stand that noise. There’s usually a spot of dried 

pee or a pile of poop near the back door when we get up in the morning. Once a week 

when that powder gets tossed over the carpet and sucked up into the canister of the 

vacuum the smell is so sweet it twists the nose hairs right out of your head.  

While we clean, Mama’ll have a stack of her favorite albums on the console 

stereo: Freddie Fender, Donna Fargo, Hank Williams, Dottie West. She’ll slip Doug 

Kershaw in there, too, for some Cajun fiddle music. I’ll be vacuuming and Ben and 

Krista will be dusting and squeaking Windex on the windows when Ben’ll say, 

“Something smells good, Robbie. What’re you cooking?” 

Mama’ll say, “Spaghetti,” and stick her tortoise-shell cigarette holder between her 

teeth so she can put her hand on her hip and stir the sauce. A half dozen dusty bottles of 

dried spices will be sitting by the stove: oregano, basil, thyme, and rosemary. I can see 

her through the window cut between the kitchen and the living room. As she stirs, the 

tomato sauce will boil and she’ll jut her chin up and say, “I like it spicy!” If the timing’s 

right, the Doug Kershaw album will fall to the turntable and the first measures of “Cajun 

Joe” will saw through the air, thick with cooking and cleaning. Mama will set the spoon 

down and do a little dance around the kitchen, shimmy and shake and smile like sin, and 

shout “eh-oo!” when the song is over. 

We eat our lunch and Mama wants to laugh, so she sends out short shrieks after 

every little thing we say. She watches Ben eat a big helping of her spaghetti and can’t 
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wait to bring him another. When he tells her it tastes good, she says, “I’m so glad you 

like it.” When lunch is over Krista and I clear the dishes from the table and Ben stretches 

out on the gold couch. As soon as he’s breathing heavy Mama taps my shoulder and 

whispers, “We got him now! He trusts us, or he wouldn’t be able to sleep like that! 

There’s no bigger compliment.” She shakes a little shimmy and I learn how to snare a 

man.  

One sparkly Sunday I go into my bedroom for something and Krista is out in the 

back yard swinging on the porch swing Ben bought me for Christmas. Mama is cooking 

at the stove and she says to him, “Ben,” making his name sound lovely, “I know you love 

my daughter and you’ll take good care of her.” He’s in the living room, not looking at 

her, but hearing her voice carry itself to him over the boiling pot on the stove, feeling her 

blessing fill his pockets with gold. She was hard for him to win over. “Thank you, 

Robbie,” he says. “That means a lot coming from you.” 

When Ben says to Mama that he wants a horse, she’s all over that. “Why sure you 

do, darlin’. We’ll find you a horse!” and her mind draws a bead on just that task. In the 

evening while we’re at the horse pasture, Mr. Gill drives up in his old blue and white 

Chevrolet with its tall aluminum camper. The bed of the truck is filled with farrier’s 

tools, hoof trimmers, rasps, horseshoes, nails, and old coffee cans filled with hoof 

dressing that Mr. Gill makes himself. He calls it barbeque sauce and we put it on the 

horses’ hooves with paintbrushes. If Mr. Gill is shoeing a horse and he notices a nick or 

cut he’ll slap a little hoof dressing over the wound.  

Mama waits until Mr. Gill goes to working on a horse. Once he’s settled in his 

task, she walks over, sits on the tailgate, and swings her boots over the ground. I bet Mr. 
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Gill can smell her White Shoulders perfume. It’s like gardenias but not as sweet. 

Something in that recipe breaks the heavy fragrance just so it washes by you without 

drowning you. People always notice the way Mama dresses and they wonder how she can 

keep herself so clean out here fooling with the horses. Mama wears her western slacks 

creased and her custom-made boots shined and her diamond rings glistening. In the 

winter she’ll wear her furs out here if she wants to. If she calls Mr. Gill by his first name, 

Harlan, I never hear her. He has Big Boy’s hoof secured between his knees and he’s 

hunkered over, working the snips around the edge of the hoof. His brown hands slide 

over the hoof’s ragged edges, hands as smooth as his leather chaps worn slick with work. 

He’s not much taller than Mama, and I’ve never seen his arms uncovered or his head 

without a hat. He wears his work shirts long-sleeved and his jeans lightly drag the ground 

behind his work boots. His eyes are pale in his weathered face and his smile is square and 

white. Once in a while when he talks the sound of an “s” will whistle around a gold 

molar. If he weren’t fifteen years older than Mama I think they might fall in love with 

each other. Mama motions for Ben to come over there. 

“Ben here’s looking for a horse,” she says, smiling at Mr. Gill and motioning 

toward Ben with her cigarette. 

“Well, now, you looking for a horse. Hm” he says, not looking up. He finishes 

smoothing the hoof and lets it drop to the ground. Straightening up and leaning his hand 

against Big Boy’s rump, he looks at Ben and asks, “What kind of horse are you hunting?” 

“I don’t know exactly,” Ben says.  

“Oh, he needs a big horse,” Mama says. “One that’s no dead head.” 
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“You want one that’s broke?” Mr. Gill asks. He always has some green young 

horse that needs breaking. 

“Yeah, let’s find one that’s saddle broke,” Mama says.  

I love to hang around Mama when she’s talking about animals. She’s especially 

good at matching an animal with a person because she intuits something from the animal, 

watching it move, feeling it flinch or give under her hand, letting it respond to her voice. 

She learns people the same way, and they give away their secrets to her without knowing 

they’re doing it. 

“We’ll just see what we can do for you, son,” says Mr. Gill, and I grin at Ben 

because I know he’s in on Mama’s good side. 

After a couple of months of looking, Ben gets a phone call. 

“We found your horse,” Mama tells him. 

When Ben comes over she tells him the plan. “All right,” Mama says. “This 

lady’s asking $1,200 for the horse, but I think she’ll take $1000.” 

“Okay,” Ben says. “Next time I get paid I’ll have enough.” 

“That’s all well and good,” Mama says. “But you don’t go acting too anxious to 

buy this horse. You bring cash money with you, and if you like the horse, you step up to 

the barrel and lay $800 on it. Tell her that’s all you have. Give me the other $200. If she 

won’t come off her price I’ll step up and act like I’m going to cover it for you.” It’s great 

fun being part of Mama’s plan. She learned to deal this way from her days as a girl 

helping her mother buy antiques for their shop. That and horse trading in general. 

We drive with Mr. Gill over to the stable just off Beach St. It’s getting colder and 

the sun’s going down. This is a new barn made with bright white rails and gates and 
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circled by sturdy metal fences. The owner of the horse we are here to look at is a 

Hawaiian lady with long black hair and thick wide legs. She’s selling a strawberry roan 

Appaloosa gelding, sixteen hands high with a chest and a rump round as barrels. She 

shows us the horse in his stall. He’s got those rolling pale Appaloosa eyes, and his mane 

and tail are thin. The insides of his nostrils are speckled pink and gray like his ass. He 

moves, tossing his head at the attention from us hanging over his gate.  

“His name is Ikaika,” his owner tells us, pronouncing it “ee-kye-ka.” In Hawaii 

that means “strong.” Ikaika stomps and his muscles twitch from fetlock to wither and I 

feel the thump of his stomp in the ground. The lady leads Ikaika out of the stall and into a 

pen. She throws a saddle over his high round back and tightens the girth.  

Mr. Gill says to let him ride first, and he jumps up on Ikaika, who goes to 

springing a little bit on his front feet and swishing his tail. Mr. Gill pulls the horse’s nose 

around until it touches the toe of his boot and goads the horse into turning tight circles 

until he settles down.  

Mama watches them and says to the owner, “This horse is a lady’s horse.”  

“Yes,” the owner agrees. “He’s used to women, not to men.” 

As Mr. Gill swings down from Ikaika’s back Ben takes a step toward them. Mama 

tosses down her cigarette, steps on it and says, “Let me ride him.” 

Mr. Gill holds the reins for Mama and she takes them from him, lightly tossing 

one rein around the right side of Ikaika’s neck and bringing the other rein up the left side 

as she puts her foot into the stirrup and lights in the saddle. She touches his sides with her 

boot heels and he steps into a brisk walk. Her shoulders are square, her back is straight, 

and she guides the horse around the pen with the reins draped between the fingers of her 
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left hand, her right hand resting on her hip. She makes him turn quickly left and right, 

backs him, and coaxes him into a trot, then a lope before she brings him to a stop in the 

center of the pen. She steps down and pets the horse on the neck. She keeps her face set 

and says to the owner, “The horse is a skittish.” 

Then she holds the reins out to Ben. He takes the reins and it is clear to Ikaika that 

this is no little lady getting on. The horse behaves himself, though, and Ben hops down 

with a grin on his face. When it’s time to deal, Ben puts cash on the barrelhead, but the 

owner won’t budge. “If you don’t want to pay $1000 I’ll sell him to someone who will,” 

she says. Mama walks to the barrel and lays two more one hundred-dollar bills on the 

stack and the deal is done. Ben has more horse than he’s dreamed of, and it would not be 

possible without Mama. 

In fifteen months Mama’s moods will run off both ends of the scale many times. 

We’ll move Ikaika out to our pasture until Ben can lease the land next to ours. Then his 

family will buy more horses and we’ll ride back and forth between pastures. I’ll try to 

teach Ben to race Kanella and, but he’ll never feel comfortable riding at an all-out run. I 

like to ride bareback and I’ll take Kanella from one end of the pasture to the next in a full 

gallop, my hair straight out behind me, the wind pushing tears from the corners of my 

eyes to my ears.  

Ikaika will never learn to mind much and one day Ben’ll drive up to the pasture 

and wonder why all the horses are in the hay barn. The barbed wire fence will be down 

and three T-posts will be missing. Ikaika will be nowhere around. Ben will see him far 

off in the pasture and as he walks closer to Ikaika, he’ll see the three metal T-posts and 

some bloody barbed wire. As he gets closer to the horse he’ll see him dragging his back 
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hooves, rivets of blood drying on his legs where the wire was wrapped around them. 

Ikaika will keep moving at a walk, half dragging his back hooves, not letting anyone 

touch him until he falls. Ben will call one vet, then two, then three. No one will know 

what is wrong. Finally Ben will get a hold of the rodeo vet for the Fort Worth Stock 

Show and he’ll come out and tell Ben it’s a broken back. He’s seen it in rodeo horses. 

There’s no remedy and he tells Ben to have the local vet put him to sleep.  

This is late in the evening, and the vet won’t come until the morning. When I tell 

Mama I’m going to stay with Ben at his pasture all night, she’ll scream that I had better 

not spend the night with that boy. I’ll go anyway and sit beside Ben while he holds 

Ikaika’s head and strokes his neck and tries to keep him warm. We’ll stand at the trash 

burning barrel by the fire and a cinder will pop out and burn Ben’s nice black overcoat, 

the one he wears to the bank, the one he wears tonight because it is the warmest one he 

has. In the morning the local vet will come and give Ikaika the shot, and Ben will say 

he’s sorry through his tears as the horse gives a jerk. Ben wants to bury the horse himself 

but the vet says that’s against the law and gives him the number to the knacker who will 

heave the horse’s body onto a trailer and take it away. 
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CHAPTER 17 

 
I will wonder someday why Ben sticks around for me, but now I expect him to 

accept the way we live the same way I do. By the time Ben and I have both told the other 

love interests in our lives we want to date only each other, and Ben has fallen into the 

rhythm of our life. Most of what I am used to doing is sitting in front of the TV if I am at 

home. I keep myself emotionally available to Mama at all times. For now the emotion is 

more rational because she acts in more or less predictable ways, so I can keep a few stock 

reactions on hand to use for whatever she will most likely do. To imagine myself this 

way lets me think I am in control as I ride herd on an ocean. 

Krista and I keep Mama in a fairly good mood by being quiet in the morning until 

ten o’clock or so and by having her coffee ready when she wakes up. We leave her alone 

while she smokes and wakes up. When she wants to get dressed it will take at least an 

hour. Krista and I should be ready to go out to lunch when she emerges from her 

bedroom, whether it’s 11:30 or 2:00, and no eating beforehand. Krista’s fifteen and she 

will remember long into adulthood how hungry she often is now.  

We have to go where Mama wants to go for lunch and it’s frequently some small-

town style diner that serves grizzled chicken fried steaks or gray meatloaf with green 

bean casserole. Mama will chew very slowly, wearing her sunglasses throughout the 

meal, and light a cigarette at the end. Krista and I hate the food in these places but Mama 

ate in the diners her parents owned during World War II and this is comfort food for her. 

A meal like this can take two butt-numbing hours. 

In the afternoons we might go with Mama to the drug store to buy some makeup 

or to the automatic car wash. We’ll watch game shows on TV until time to have iced tea 
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and then to feed the horses. Deviations from the routine can cause a meltdown, and I do 

whatever I need to do to prevent that. When I’m at home and nothing is going on I cruise 

the house like it’s a test pattern. Krista and I read a lot. If I’m in the mood I will play my 

mandolin or the piano. We page through shopping catalogs or call the automated time 

and temperature number, placing bets on who knows exactly how hot it is.  

When Ben comes over, I realize what a stupor we live in. He livens things up, 

takes us to Trinity Park in Fort Worth or to the Kimball Art Museum and the Water 

Gardens. He buys Krista and me ice cream almost every day. We go to play miniature 

golf, to the video arcade, to Six Flags, and ice skating in the Tandy Center downtown. He 

pays for the three of us more happily than he would for himself. Some days he sits around 

in the living room with us. 

“I don’t understand how y’all can just sit here,” he says one afternoon while we 

watch The Price Is Right. I’m wearing a red sundress and slouching in the corner of the 

gold velvet couch because it faces the TV.  

“You need to relax,” I say after he jumps up from the couch and makes another 

circle of the room. He’s fiddling with the knob on the beveled mirror door of the 

secretary desk.  

“What’s in here?” he asks when the door opens. I am appalled that he would open 

a door like that in somebody else’s house, and I feel a subtle outrage that I do not act on. 

Doesn’t he have any manners? Was he raised in a barn? At the same time that I hate his 

nosiness I admire the sort of gregarious innocence he has. While I often find other 

people’s lack of inhibitions embarrassing, even revolting, I envy what I think that 

freedom must feel like. Mama taught Matt, Mark, Krista, and me how to be polite and 
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quiet children, especially in other people’s home. I never “child-proofed” my home, she 

would say. Instead I’d slap the shit out of the kids for touching what they weren’t 

supposed to. 

“That’s just a bunch of old pictures in there,” I tell Ben. We keep envelopes 

stuffed with black and white and color photographs of our family dating from the late 50s 

when Matt and Mark were born until when Daddy died a little more than a year ago in 

1980. Ben takes a large handful from behind the rectangular mirror. I used to play with a 

doll on that desk. Behind the door was her bedroom and on top was the balcony where 

scrolled wood made a nice rail. Ben returns to the couch beside me and opens an 

envelope. A flea jumps on my left arm and I catch it, smash it between my thumbnails, 

and wipe the blood on my dress. As soon as I see a black speck appear on me or Ben I 

pick it up before it bites and I roll my thumbnails over its body from head to toe until a 

pinhead of blood spurts. If the flea is on Ben, it seems fair to wipe the blood on his 

corduroys.  

“Is this your dad?” he asks, showing me a picture of a smiling man with a wave of 

fine gold hair across his forehead and a red beard on his chin.  

“Yes, that’s when he grew a beard for something to do after his first heart attack,” 

I say. “I was in first grade then. Why I liked that beard so much I don’t know. I remember 

crying and crying when he shaved it off.”  

***** 

Daddy grows a beard during the six weeks he has to stay at home and stay in bed 

directly following his heart attack. I won’t recall climbing onto the left side of their king-

sized bed where he sleeps by the telephone to sit with him and color in a coloring book or 
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read. I won’t recall pushing my fingers through the fine wiry red hairs of his beard, 

pulling, and wondering how it would feel to have a beard on my chin. I won’t recall 

pushing myself up under his hairy armpit because I feel welcomed and tolerated. I will 

only recall the day he stands in their tiny bathroom with the gold-flecked wallpaper, the 

medicine cabinet over the white sink, the window above the toilet, and starts to shave the 

beard off. He’s never had a beard and he doesn’t know exactly how to go at this. He leans 

toward the mirror, pulling the beard out here at his chin then there at his neck, looking for 

a place to begin. He wears a white A-shirt and there are freckles across his broad white 

shoulders. I clutch his pants leg and pull him to shake his hand so he can’t put the razor to 

his neck.  

“Don’t shave it off, Daddy, I like your beard,” I cry, shaking him by his pants as 

hard as I can.  

I must sound desperate because he sets the razor on the side of the fake marble 

sink and picks me up so I can be in his lap, sitting us on the closed toilet seat. It surprises 

him that I would carry on so. It always surprises him to think I understand something he 

doesn’t imagine a child would care about. It surprises him but he believes me anyway. 

“Well for crying in the bucket, Karen. What’s this all about?” he asks, laughing a 

little at the degree of my distress. Daddy never had a big belly; he’s been skinny all his 

life, but I don’t know that now. At 41, I think his middle is thick and solid, and not 

poochy. In truth, photographs show his hipbones pressing against his loose polyester 

slacks. He has lots of smile lines in his face and when he exhales his nose almost always 

whistles. His voice sounds a little gravelly from loud laughter, and his breath carries the 

fringes of smoke back out of his lungs.  
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I can’t tell him why I don’t want him to shave off his beard; I can only whine for 

him not to. We sit together for a long moment, his thin white undershirt, my skinny arms, 

his dark slacks, my red canvas shoes, the shaggy green toilet seat cover underneath us, his 

whistling breath in my straight blonde hair, my snotty wet face. A couple of years from 

now Mama will lock this bathroom door, sit on this toilet seat cover, and fire a round 

from the .22 into the floor. Daddy will shake the doorknob, scream her name, and bang 

the door open with his shoulder because he won’t know she put the bullet into the floor 

and not into her head.  

Now he considers me in a long moment, sensing I need to tell him something and 

he waits. But when he asks why I want him to keep the beard, everything flies out of my 

brain. I don’t know in my head where words are formed that if he shaves his beard then 

he will go back to work and he will not be home with us all day. It will go back to just 

Mama being with us, her with her closed-down ways that mysteriously erupt into rage 

every other day or so. I only know in my heart that I’m scared of something and that 

while he’s been at home I haven’t been scared. I feel these things but I can’t name them 

when I am seven, to him or to myself. I feel the window between our hearts close, not 

because he wants it to, but because I can’t explain this problem and my tears look 

childish, like a sincere and urgent whim that will pass.  

***** 

After too many pictures, too many of Ben’s “who’s this’s,” too many, “that was 

our dog Lum,” or “that was Matt’s confirmation,” or “that was me before a piano recital,” 

I feel annoyed. This kind of attention is pleasant at first, but now I have the urge to say, 

“What are you looking at?” and deflect his gaze, derail the direction that gaze would take 
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me. I don’t know who my brothers are or what they think. I don’t know my parents or my 

sister. Talking about them and looking at their pictures sets me in the dark halls of our 

relationships, wandering from one ghostly bright door sill to the next, where each stands 

like a sentinel, face to the dark of our mother’s illness, back to the electric blue light of 

self. Questions about us quickly lead to answers I can’t give. What’s wrong with your 

mother? Well, I can’t say she’s a bitch. That would be wrong and too simple. I can’t say 

she’s paranoid schizophrenic because I don’t know that yet. I can say quietly that she’s 

alcoholic, but that answer asks the question why? There I am stumped again.  

I get restless and tell Ben I’m bored and I want to do something else. These 

envelopes are like that stack of albums by the stereo. Some of them I don’t like at all; 

some of them I like one or two pictures; some of them I love the whole envelope. The 

pictures I love would be of Daddy, pictures I can tell lots of stories about like those of the 

horse pasture or of The Ranch where we used to hunt and fish. There are fewer pictures 

of Mama than of anybody, but I linger over those, especially the ones of her from before I 

was born. 

Under Mama’s bed she keeps a box full of old photographs. It is a rainbow-

striped clothing gift box from a store called Lords and Ladies whose is address is 109 

East California Street in Gainesville, Texas, a town near the Red River and the Oklahoma 

border, the town where Mama was born and raised. The box is tied with white string and 

it is torn on one long side where the string has cut the lid. Inside are two half-filled photo 

albums and loose pictures and newspaper articles. Their dates range from 1948 when 

Mama was thirteen years old to the 1954 newspaper photo of her as a bride with the 

announcement of her marriage to Daddy when she was nineteen.  
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I am not allowed to look through this box, but Mama has let me sit beside her 

once or twice while she pets each picture with her eyes. Whenever I sit beside her she 

wants me to think the people in these pictures, her aunts and uncles and cousins, are 

special and wonderful people, but I don’t know who they are. There are no names on the 

pictures, or dates. And the stormy cloud knits itself around Mama’s shoulders as she 

pines over these pictures pushes itself between us. This box is a rich slush pile of swarthy 

spirited faces and swaggering smiles compared to the genealogical autobiographical book 

Daddy’s father, my Grandpa Krey, has presented us. The names and dates and 

chronology of his book gives Daddy’s relatives a tangibility that seem to Mama like 

superiority. “You kids don’t care about my side of the family,” she says and closes the 

box.  

The thing in the box she ignores? Her scrapbook of celebrities. She is not 

interested now in these newspaper clippings: Babe Ruth’s death from cancer and the 

great mourning of the fans, a sentimental memorial of the cowboy philosopher Will 

Rogers, features on Roy Rogers and Dale Evans, the ten actors who played the role of 

Tarzan. She circled Johnny Weissmuller’s picture and wrote “my favorite” at the top. 

Then there’s the picture of the actress’s body, Carole Landis, with an empty bottle of 

sleeping pills nearby. Another article describes the death of a high-priced quarter horse in 

his stall at the Southwestern Exposition and Fat Stock show in Fort Worth. Folded. 

Slipped between the thick black pages of the scrapbook is also a newspaper story 

of the local annual circus roundup parade the spring Mama was eighteen. After listing the 

floats and princess names, the article names the winners of the various divisions. In the 
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Mounted Women division, Robby Ann Stark received second prize. Winning the prize is 

not what Mama tells about when she tells the story. 

“I washed Belle Starr and brushed her coat until it shone,” she said, her voice 

lightening. “She was a black and white paint, a pretty little horse with a mind of her own. 

I polished her hooves and braided her mane with ribbons. I cleaned her saddle and 

blanket until they looked like new. Then I got myself dressed. I put on my white western 

shirt and black jeans and tied a red silk scarf around my neck. I pinned the brim of my 

black cowboy hat up on one side, put on my black boots and my matching belt. We were 

a pair and Belle did everything I wanted her to, never spooked or acted up once.”  

Winning the prize was not what mattered to Mama. It was the getting ready she 

remembered most, the symbol of how much she cared about the horse, and the pleasure 

of riding.  

Although she does not let me look through this box she keeps under her bed, her 

high school yearbooks sit on a shelf by the encyclopedias. Sometimes I sit on the green 

shag carpet in the yellow hall by the built-in cabinet and look for her pictures in the 

yearbooks. When my eyes find her face among the checkerboard of black and white 

rectangles, my heart jumps because I see how pretty she was with her wavy black hair 

and her deep bright brown eyes and her red lipstick smile. The page of choir pictures  will 

not get my attention and I will overlook Mama standing among the altos. However, I 

won’t miss her as the girl romantic lead in the one act play, but when I ask her about it, 

she’ll say the boy romantic lead was boring. The signature pages are filled with 

affectionate notes, telling Robbie that she’s “swell” and to “stay sweet.” I wonder how 

she got those popular girls to sign her book, the football guys, and the student council 
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members. The pages of my own yearbooks offer mostly white space, testimonies to my 

preference for fewer, closer friends and my inability to socialize. Because Mama has 

made it a mission to stay out of the camera’s way since I’ve known her, and because 

when she’s mad she cuts herself out of the pictures she finds with a pair of black-handled 

scissors, there are almost no pictures of her from the last twenty years  

 

Another routine we keep happens late in the evening. Mama’s strategy for staying 

thin is to eat one meal a day: lunch. Smoking also helps. As much as she brags about 

eating only once a day, lately she comes out of her room around 8:45, dressed in her 

nightgown and robe, and asks Ben and me to go get her some fried chicken. Hurry, hurry, 

she’ll say, they close at 9:00, and she’ll give us five dollars. We jump in Ben’s car and 

race around the corner to the fried chicken stand and buy her a box of dark meat with a 

biscuit. Other nights we make a liquor run to buy her some wine. We bring it to her and 

she likes for me to sit with her in her bedroom while she eats and drinks, so I do. Ben 

waits one or two hours until I come back to sit with him in the living room.  

She sits on the coral-colored carpet at the foot of her king-sized bed. Her wine 

bottle is to her right and so is her wineglass with the pressed glass bowl. There is no glug 

like the one wine makes as it is poured. The bottle swallows a bubble into its deep center 

with each little gush of wine into the glass. Sometimes I pour it for her. She is very soft at 

this time of night, and warm. I don’t mind her breath. I lean close to her. I think if I listen 

closely enough I will find the answer to why she drinks. I think that if I can learn the 

answer to that question I will be able to fix that problem for her. There is really no end to 

the pathos or the nobility I impose on her through my will to make her well. The dark 
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halls that have separated my family are my mother. When I sit with her at night, it’s as if 

I hold her hand and we walk the passages together. I hope I will discover the object of her 

pain so I can pluck it out with my own hands, show her she is not alone, and take her fear 

away. Conquer it. However, I won’t remember much of what we say to each other on 

these nights because she and I will never find the object of her pain. I listen to her each 

night to try and save my world. She asks me to do this to help her make the transition 

from drunk to passed out. 

Tonight when I return to the living room Ben is watching a rerun of Superman.  

“Why do you go in there with her every night?” he wants to know. “What’s the 

point?” 

“I don’t want her to feel lonely or afraid,” I say. “She needs to know I love her.” 

“I think you’re wasting your time,” he says. “Your mother doesn’t know how 

lucky she is, but she knows you love her.” 

I walk with him to his car. We don’t bother the neighbor’s yard lamp, although 

Ben complains that it’s hard to see the stars at night in the city where there are too many 

lights. He turns his face toward the sky and says, “Look at the stars, Rachel. You don’t 

look up often enough.”  

We kiss. Someday I will tell my daughters with a wink to be sure and marry a 

man with full lips like Ben’s. Right now, though, I have promised myself never to have 

children because I would make a very bad mother. I think I would scream and hit and that 

I would never have enough patience. 

I am surprised when I walk back into the living room. Mama is standing behind 

daddy’s recliner, animated as a helium balloon, weaving slightly, yet looking very bright 
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in her face. Her eyebrows arch and her eyes turn up with her smile; her feet trace a quick 

swerve to the back of her green swivel rocker. 

“Ho chee sechum bocksaw,” she says. She cocks her head to one side as if she’s 

listening, then she cuts her eyes over to me. I have moved to the back of Daddy’s 

recliner, watching her. She has never shared a hallucination with me before. “This is 

Chief Eagle Feather,” she says, her eyes like lasers. “He says, ‘Thaw shree wekum 

selici.’ He’s telling me the wise man’s way.” 

I lean my elbows into the padded headrest of the recliner and nausea squeezes its 

fist around my stomach. Mama dances between us, interpreting and repeating their 

conversation for me, and answering the Chief in his own tongue. My knees shake like a 

cartoon character’s against the chair’s loose back and the edges of the room slip in my 

periphery.  

Then her cigarette holder stops scribbling the smoke of the snuffed filter on the 

air, and she takes a step toward me until she stands still and looks into my face with a 

grin and says, “It’s the smart ones that go crazy.” 
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CHAPTER 18 

 
 Ben’s and my first date was two weeks ago: February 7, 1981. Our first fight was 

one week ago on Valentine’s Day. It seems Ben had a date with another girl already 

planned for that weekend when he asked me out. It was a date to go down to Baylor 

University in Waco to see a girl named Kathy. On his way to see her he stopped by my 

house and brought a separate bouquet of flowers to me and to Krista and to Mama. On 

the porch he said he was going to see Kathy to say goodbye, and I said a college girl who 

lets him stay in her room overnight isn’t interested in hearing goodbye. Still, on Sunday 

Ben comes by and says it is over.  

Any boy who goes out with me more than twice comes with us to feed the horses. 

I tell Ben to come over about 5:00 in the evening so he can go to the horse pasture. 

February is the only month worth being in Texas as far as I’m concerned because usually 

the days are a lightweight 70 degrees and the sky is bright, but tonight it’s cold enough 

for my orange goose down jacket with my boots and tight jeans. Mama and I always buy 

the same kind of cowboy boots: tooled and stitched high top boots that rise over our 

calves with riding heels, 2 inches high and cut in toward the boot to keep your foot secure 

in the stirrup. Walking heels are too flat. We also buy boots with a tapered toe, not the 

pointy cockroach killers and not the rounded work boots. We like black boots best, and 

sometimes red. 

 Ben rides with me in the back seat of Mama’s white 1976 Cadillac Coupe de 

Ville. The upholstery is wine-colored crushed velvet with pinstripes of scratchy gold 

thread running from headrest to underneath the lip of the padded seat behind his knees, 

and he’s thinking I must be rich. It’s a twenty-minute drive from our suburban streets past 
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the Dairy Queen to the four-lane business Grapevine Highway by the Hudiberg Chevrolet 

dealership to another four-lane Davis Boulevard lined with strip shopping center 7-11s, 

daycare centers and veterinary clinics. Then there’s the left-hand veer onto the two lane 

Smithfield Road by the feed store until the curbs disappear and the buffalo grass and 

grapevines wave in our wake as we take the pot-holed curve toward the white wooden 

gates between the stone pillars of Fair Oaks. 

 Krista gets out to open the gates, unlocking the padlock and letting the ends of the 

chain swing against the chipped white paint. The right gate has to be shoved through its 

trench in the sand and clay and the left gate has to be propped open with a large 

sandstone to keep it from swinging closed by itself. This place was built in the 1930s to 

house Tennessee Walkers. Some of the oak trees are tall and some are wide with age to 

the right inside the barb wire fence. Mama pulls the Cadillac up the gentle slope to the 

barn, puts it in park and opens her door. Ben and I climb out from behind the driver’s seat 

and we start the chores. 

I pop the trunk latch and the lid yawns over the huge space that easily contains 

two saddles, two blankets, a riding pad, three bridles, fly spray, curry combs and brushes, 

a quirt, a bat, a buggy whip, a bull whip, and a .22 revolver. I skim our halters off the top 

and hand two to Mama for Big Boy and Jubil and keep one for Kanella and we go 

opposite directions. Big Boy and Jubil stay in a large T-shaped pasture by themselves 

because Big Boy fights with the other horses. Jubil is there to keep him company. 

Kanella runs out back with the other horses where most of the 140 acres is unfenced 

pasture, scrub brush, dry creek and tank. At feeding time all the horses out back 

congregate at the back of the barn and tonight she’s easy to catch. If a horse doesn’t want 
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to put its head in a halter there’s no amount of running after it to force it to. Two nights 

out of ten Kanella ducks and swerves out of my reach and I kick the dust behind her and 

yell that it’s fine with me if she doesn’t eat. Because Ben’s watching I’m glad she’s 

hungry. 

When somebody comes to the horse pasture with me my arms and legs tingle 

from the attention. When somebody is watching I like it that I can hook the halter behind 

Kanella’s ear in one smooth gesture, that she is tall for a Morgan and elegant and deeply 

red. I like it that she is young and powerful and unpredictable but I can handle her. To 

share these things makes me giddy and reminds me of when I was little, the way if an 

aunt or uncle were visiting and showed any interest in me at all I’d trot out a half dozen 

ridiculous toys to show them until my mother said to stop. Ben is beside me with his foot 

on the bottom rail of the fence as I unhook the skinny chain on this wide metal gate. 

Graciously, Kanella dips her head into the halter for me and I show off and time the 

swing of the gate so that as she passes through, the end of it will come close to her rear 

and make her sashay prettily to avoid being hit by the gate. Her long tail brushes the tops 

of her fetlocks as she turns the tight corner I made for her, and she lightly flares her 

nostrils and arcs the trademark Morgan crest of her neck. 

Because there are more than six horses out here we built a row of stalls from the 

west end of the barn. I lead Kanella around to one of these. The barn itself rises from a 

hard dirt floor, thick walls of native sandstone in various amoebic shapes and shades of 

red and brown, any one of the stones weighing as much as a bale of hay, cemented 

together under a tall-pitched roof of corrugated gray tin. Six generous stalls made of 

sturdy planks weathered smooth, half gates with slide latches, feed boxes in the corners, 
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hay racks to the side, and a window cut through the stone and framed with wood house 

the horses during feeding time. The lights in the barn can only be turned on by flipping 

the breaker on the little green frame house that is built 100 yards opposite the barn’s 

entrance. Mama has already used the mop handle to reach the breaker under the eaves on 

the front porch and now the bare bulbs in their ceramic sockets cast a thin soup light, the 

fuzzy cords between them slack and dusty. Big Boy gets the best stall in the barn. Beside 

each gate is nailed a halter hook made from a few of the horse shoes that Mr. Gill has 

taken off hundreds of hooves since he was born a thousand years ago. We don’t use the 

hooks now because there has been a rash of horse stealing going on, so we keep our tack 

with us. 

About the time I finish pouring the feed into Kanella’s box Eugene and Carolyn 

drive up in Eugene’s cream and rust two-toned Chevrolet with a camper shell. When 

Eugene gets out he lets the tailgate down so their dog King can jump down and his 

younger son Keith and his body-builder friend David can get out. Carolyn and Eugene 

met Mama ten years ago when she first bought Big Boy and stalled him close to the 

house we lived in when Krista was born. Ten years younger, with two boys the same ages 

as Krista and I, Carolyn is Mama’s best friend. She wears glasses and keeps her black 

hair short, never wears makeup, and smokes cigarettes. When she laughs, it’s a reluctant 

staccato on a bell curve pitch, like the quick fat raindrops of a sudden thunderstorm 

hitting the dusty ground. We think it’s sweet the way she always sits in the middle of the 

pickup bench seat next to Eugene. Eugene’s a sheet rocker from Abilene and prides 

himself on being able to talk to anybody no matter how high-falootin they are. He wears 

his felt cowboy hat set back on his wiry gray hair and he keeps his sideburns even with 
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the bottom of his ears. He smokes, breaks horses, and says “rurnt” instead of “ruined” 

and “mewl” instead of mule. His frequent laugh is quick and easy. Whenever Mama 

moves to a new horse pasture, Carolyn and Eugene go with her. They own four of the 

horses that run out back and they take care of four others for our attorney friend.  

The horses know their feeding routine so well that once in a while we’ll open all 

the gates in the barn, then go put halters on the horses and fling open the wide metal gate 

behind the barn. We let them run themselves into their stalls, then shut the gates behind 

them in a cloud of dust and laugh about the silly looks on their faces. This late winter 

evening the sky is dark before the horses finish eating. Even though it is cold, Mama, 

Carolyn, and Eugene stand at the entrance smoking and sitting on old sawhorses. Mark 

and LuAnn stand with them, LuAnn’s hands shoved into her pockets and Mark’s collar 

pulled up. Mama has given Mark the other Morgan named Fancy, although Mark didn’t 

want her. This means Mark has to feed her every night. Ben introduces himself to Eugene 

with a handshake. Carolyn nods to him while looking at him out of the corner of her eye 

and turns back to her conversation with Mama. While the horses are waiting to be let out 

Eugene climbs the narrow stairs to the loft and tosses a bale of hay down through the 

square hole in the center of the barn. When he slips his fingers underneath the two tight 

baling wires Ben asks him if he can help, and Eugene lets him open the gate out back of 

the barn. In the yellow light from the bulb in the stall behind the barn Ben and Eugene 

toss the beads of hay around so no one horse can horde the pile. Then we lead the horses 

out one at a time and return to our places at the entrance of the barn.  

“Hey, Ben,” I say. “Watch this. Some rats are going to come down from the loft 

to eat the leftover feed in the feedboxes.” 
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 Everyone looks for the rats. 

“I can’t believe those suckers would come out right in front of us like that,” I say, 

and the others agree. 

About ten minutes after the dust has started to settle a rat plops down to the ledge 

along the top of the stone wall under the eaves of the roof and heads for the feed boxes to 

eat what the horses left behind. I flinch at the sound of their scratches as they climb down 

the wooden posts and the muscles in my arms tighten. 

“I hate those rats,” I say. “It makes me so mad to see them come out here I could 

spit.” 

Ben, Krista, and I stand away from the adults at the entrance and more toward the 

center of the barn. Keith and David stand at the far end. The rats might as well be 

crawling on my head as foraging the feed boxes. So far I think Ben’s impressed with his 

first trip to the horse pasture, and even rats in the barn seem more dramatic than obscene. 

I’m in the mood to show off. 

“It’s time to have some fun,” I say and head out of the barn and to the back of 

Mama’s Cadillac. The trunk light blinks on as the lid rises and I reach for the .22. It’s in a 

brown-tooled leather hip holster. I unsnap the strap over the gun’s black handle and open 

the bullet chamber. Besides .22 shells we keep rat shot in the trunk, which are .22 shells 

filled with BB’s. They’re like miniature shotgun shells. I empty the .22 shells from the 

loaded chamber and grab six rat shot shells and slip them into the chamber slots, close the 

chamber, and set the gun down. I take the holster out of the trunk and buckle it around 

my hips, then slip the gun’s barrel into the holster pocket on my right thigh. I step around 

the Cadillac and back toward the wide slab of light from the barn.  
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Ben’s never seen a woman or a girl touch a gun and he backs up. I stop in the 

center of the barn and let my eyes adjust to the light as my line of sight settles on the 

ledge at the back of the barn. Simultaneously, two gray lumps with naked grayish-pink 

tails trundle toward the center of the wall from opposite directions. 

“Watch this,” I say. Ben looks at me. My hair is pulled back in combs and tight 

curls spread over my orange jacket. My face stills in concentration under my blue eye 

shadow and red lipstick. The rat on the right moves faster than the one on the left and as 

they are about to meet one stall left of center, I raise the .22 and line the sight to just in 

front of the rat on the left. I fire one shot just as the rat on the right comes into my narrow 

periphery. They fall together into a pile of horse manure and bits of hay scattered in the 

corner of the stall. 

“Where’s King?” Eugene hollers and runs to open the stall’s gate. A quick whistle 

and we hear King’s tags strike his collar as he turns the corner of the barn at a run. When 

Eugene sees King he says, “Git it, boy!” 

The part German Shepherd, part Bull Mastiff is a thick-necked dog with a black 

face and brindle colored fur. He goes straight to one rat with a growl and a clamp over its 

neck, charges out of the stall and into the dark, slinging the rat back and forth in a blurr.  

“Well, I’ll be damned,” everyone says at once and I feel claps on the puffy back 

of my orange jacket. Nobody can believe I put two rats down with one shot. They had to 

be nose to nose when I pulled the trigger, they say. I look down and drop the gun back 

into the holster wondering how that happened and glad as all get-out that it did. Krista 

says, “Yeah!” and Mama looks approvingly. Eugene tells Keith to get the shovel and get 
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this other rat out of the horse shit. I glance at Ben and hope I’m giving the other girls in 

his field of vision a run for their money. 
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CHAPTER 19 

 
 Anger makes a delightful and titillating partner my senior year in high school. 

“We’re sexy, we’re fun, we’re the class of ’81!” chants a wiry-haired girl with glasses in 

biology class. Anyone who makes that claim is neither, I think. You don’t hear the 

cheerleaders or football players repeating that stupid rhyme and I wonder what our class 

would have said if we’d graduated the year before.  

 I have two closets full of clothes and can wear a different outfit and one that I like 

every day for two weeks. I keep my long hair permed and rise at 5:30 every morning to 

wash it and then hang my head upside down over the bed until it dries to give my very 

fine flat hair more volume. If I feel like wearing my beige, black, or burgundy stiletto 

heels to school I will. If I feel like wearing the turquoise blue velour dress with the slit up 

the side I do. I drive a 1977 black Ford pickup with red and white pinstripes, jacked up 

tires and glass packs. The boys at school complain that they wish their daddies would buy 

them a truck like that and I say I didn’t ask for it so shut up. I date two or three guys and 

talk to my friends Caren and Lisa at school and Ann at the horse pasture. I don’t socialize 

more than that. In my class of over 500 I make A’s but I don’t try to compete with the 

group vying for valedictorian, at best because I’m lazy, at worst, because I can’t. 

 Recently I stopped painting my fingernails so I could learn to play the mandolin. 

Weekends I go down to Will Roger’s coliseum in Fort Worth to the flea market there. 

That’s where Mr. Brown sells fiddles, guitars, banjos, and mandolins, where he and some 

men play old-time gospel and country tunes and they let me sit in. Evenings I go to the 

horse pasture to feed Kanella, my red Morgan, and Jubil, my dapple gray Welch 
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Mountain pony, two horses for which I never asked. I ride when I want to. In my closet 

hangs a red rabbit fur coat with a red fox collar, something I didn’t want and never wear. 

 Spring semester I enroll in two courses at the junior college, English and History. 

The instructors come to the high school to teach it in the afternoons, and on the first day 

of class when the teacher calls roll I impulsively tell her I go by my middle name Rachel, 

not by Karen.  

Maybe my first name is something else I have that I never asked for. There was 

an afternoon at the kitchen table a few months ago when I wanted to know why Mama 

named me Karen. 

“I took one look at you and didn’t know what to do. I thought you were going to 

be another boy. We had the name Andrew picked,” she tells me. Her salt and pepper hair 

curls over her shoulders. She wears two sets of false eyelashes and blinks them languidly 

in thought. “I was only in the hospital for eighteen hours with you. They were so crowded 

that they put me in the geriatric ward and took you to the nursery on another floor. All I 

could think was ‘give me my baby.’ The day after you were born I told them to bring you 

to me ‘cause I was getting out of there.”  

I watch her. Her eyes leave my face for a moment so she can think. Something 

about the way she speaks makes me believe she’s telling me the truth, as if these are bits 

of information she has pondered in her heart and never thought of mentioning. She looks 

back at me. 

“When I held you the first time, I thought, ‘she has fair hair. She’s not like me.’”  

This triggers a sensation through my scalp. I think of how often Mama has 

launched a diatribe against blonde-haired actresses in movies always playing the good 
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girl, the pure heart, the innocent. “Why don’t they cast black-haired women in those 

roles?” she wanted to know. I think of how it is to face her now as her daughter. She 

knows I’m not as glamorous as she is. My hair is dull. My coloring is bland. But she has 

lavished all her powers on me to make me beautiful: perms, makeup, clothes. These are 

her greatest gifts: Glamour, Drama, and Passion. She has given these to me freely. 

“How did you decide to name me Karen?” I ask. 

“Karen was the name of the preacher’s wife at the Presbyterian church we went to 

in Midland. She was so nice; she was the nicest woman I knew. She had hair colored like 

yours.” 

“I didn’t know you went to the Presbyterian church,” I say.  

“Yes, you were baptized there.” 

What? I’m not even a Lutheran? I think. “Why didn’t you go to a Lutheran 

church?” 

“There weren’t any out there. Presbyterian was the closest your daddy could get. 

He even had me baptized there.” 

“Why?” 

“He was worried about me not getting into heaven. You know, my aunt Ruth 

decided it was against the Bible to be baptized, so my mama went along with that and I 

never was baptized.” 

I thought of Mama wearing a little green wool suit and a pillbox hat, walking 

toward the altar and having the water touched to her head by the pastor there, probably 

during the middle of the week when no one else was there but Daddy. 

“What about my middle name?” I continue. 
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“I was holding you when you were first born, thinking that if you had had dark 

hair like mine I would name you Rachel. But your coloring wasn’t strong enough for a 

name like that. Even if your eyes had been blue, I would have named you Rachel if your 

hair had been black.” 

I wonder what it would have been like if I had looked more like her.  

“Why did you decide to have me in the first place?” I ask. 

Now the flame returns to her eyes and she leans back in her chair. “Out there in 

Midland, Jan and I thought it would be fun to be pregnant together. David was born to 

her in November a few days before you were born,” she says, laughing a little as she 

blows smoke into the kitchen and looks back at me. “That’s all.” 

Now I am telling the college English teacher to call me Rachel. When the teacher 

makes a note in her roll book, a tingle runs through me at how easily she accepts the 

change. College is good.  

In the mornings at my high school I go first to my senior English class, then to 

Government. I like to walk fast and flick my wrists and swirl my hair. I like to make the 

air pop like a whip around me. By 9:30 I kick my locker because I hate second period 

Government. Every day I grab the combination lock at my locker in the long row of putty 

colored louvered metal, spin the face left, right, left, and yank the lock open. I jerk the 

door open, throw my books against the back of the locker, grab some different books, 

slam the locker, jam the lock closed and kick the door as I leave. I don’t know how ugly 

all that looks, and if I did know I would say I don’t care.  

 The tall boy named Ben with brown curly hair at the locker next to mine has his 

head inside his locker getting his books for Government when I start my routine. He 
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backs out of his locker shaking his head a bit and looks me up and down. Today I wear an 

ivory blouse, a pink and brown plaid circle skirt, a brown velvet fitted vest, and burgundy 

high heels. 

 “What are you all dressed up for?” asks the boy. 

 Without looking back at him I say, “Just to impress you,” slam the locker, kick it 

and walk into class.  

His locker mate tells him to stay away from that bitch. Ben walks into class, too. 

The rows of beige desks with their attached gray seats are divided and arranged to face 

each other, half of them backed against the windows and half backed against the opposite 

wall of the classroom. Ben sits on his side of the room in front of the girl with long brown 

hair and narrow shoulders. As she scratches his back he asks her who I am. She tells him 

that my father died last year, that I am mean, and that he should stay away from me. 

The Government teacher stages a mock election. Ben and I represent opposing 

parties. Ben stands at the teacher’s desk, a gavel propped against the cleared surface, his 

right hand resting on the upturned handle while I pace the open classroom across from 

him, orating passionately, fueled by the fear that I am losing this contest. Ben’s blue-gray 

eyes follow me back and forth. It appears I care a lot more about winning than he does. 

He stands casually on one leg, brown suede Hannovers on his feet, a rust-colored plaid 

shirt open at the broad base of his neck and tucked into the narrow waist of his blue jeans. 

Exactly one foot taller than I am Ben played defensive end at the state championship last 

November. I hate football. I never saw him play. Now he smiles as the students in class 

vie for his attention and he laughs a little at their jokes. Perhaps it is his gentle demeanor 

in contrast to his size or perhaps it is the way he turns his palms up and says he’ll leave it 
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up to the crowd that sways them to vote for me. I have my supporters, but I doubt I’d 

have won without his gesture of blessing. He will say he threw the election for me after 

this and I will forever deny it.  

 By February I am thinking of ways to ask Ben on a date when Mama, Krista, and 

I cruise through the Sanger-Harris department store at the local mall. Ben is working 

there selling ladies shoes. He catches up to me at the far shelves and as he stocks the 

Bandolinos he asks me on a date for the next Friday. I say yes and float away. 

 It’s now Friday and he’s supposed to pick me up at 9:00. I am dressed on time as 

always when the phone rings. 

 “I’m sorry I’m not there on time, Karen. It’s taking me longer than I thought to 

tally the register,” he says. “I’ll be there by 9:30.” 

 “All right,” I say with only a slightly hesitant generosity. I hang up and throw my 

legs over the arm of the gold recliner. I hate for people to be late. 

 After two more phone calls, he knocks on the door at nearly 10 o’clock. I usually 

answer the door myself for dates, but this time I am in my room and Krista answers the 

door. Krista is fifteen, has glasses, and likes to wear baseball shirts and jeans. She is 

beginning to grow her medium brown hair out after having made the mistake of cutting it 

too short. At school the ninth graders call her a boy or a lesbian. She’s 5’7” and weighs 

maybe 90 pounds. At home she reads fantasy fiction and writes papers that are so good 

her teachers accuse her of cheating. 

 Ben stands in his suit on the front porch, four square feet of concrete with a white 

post to the side of the top step. The red brick has small spots of white and black mixed in 
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that is complimented by the white eaves and black shutters across the front of the house. 

A sidewalk bordered with matching brick runs straight from the front door to the street. 

 “Hi, I’m Ben,” he says. “Can I come in?” 

 “Yeah, sure,” says Krista and she leaves the door open then walks back down the 

hall into her bedroom and shuts the door. 

 Ben steps awkwardly into the entry. The house is dark except for one light on in 

the living room. No one greets him, so he moves slowly toward the light. When he 

crosses the threshold of the living room he sees Mama sitting in her little green swivel 

rocker. Her legs are drawn up into the seat and she’s wearing black from head to toe, 

sunglasses, and allowing a cigarette to smolder from its tortoise-shell holder between her 

fingers. Her face is pointed at Ben but she says nothing. The room is dark but for the 

circle of yellow lamplight on the table beside her. 

 “Hello, Mrs. Krey,” he ventures. She does not respond. He looks at her. “I’m 

Ben.” 

 Another pause and she draws a long drag from her cigarette before she speaks. “I 

know who you are,” she says in a low vibrato, cigarette smoke sliding over her face into 

the dark above her head. “What do you want with my daughter?” If he hadn’t heard her 

voice Ben might not know she spoke because she remains almost immobile. 

 “I’d like to take your daughter to a restaurant,” he says. 

 “You’d better take good care of her,” she says. 

 “I like your daughter very much and I would never do anything to hurt her,” he 

says. 
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 “You’d better watch, yourself, boy, or I’ll have my sons kick your ass,” she says.

 In time to hear her last comment I come down the hall. “Hi, Ben,” I say. “I’m 

ready.” I ask Mama if I can stay out until 11:30 because we’re getting such a late start. 

She solemnly agrees. I get the idea she may want me to come and kiss her on the cheek. I 

look at her for a silent moment, feel a fist squeeze my heart, and then I walk out the door.  

 A pale blue Ford Fairmont is parked at the end of the sidewalk. Ben’s dad let him 

borrow the car. He opens the passenger door for me and I slide onto the vinyl bench seat 

while he steps to the driver’s side. As we pull away from the curb he says, “Your mother 

is interesting. She thinks she’s tough.” 

 “Yeah,” I say. “She’s interesting.” 

 Ben drives us to Bill Martin’s, a popular seafood restaurant on the West side of 

Fort Worth where he grew up. It’s where the rich live; it’s where they buy their pastel 

colored button-down Izod shirts, their topsider shoes, their khaki pants, Corvettes, and 

gold silverware. Ben has grown up wanting these things, but being excluded from this 

crowd. Ben’s never had money but he’s seen every state in the contiguous union. His dad 

is a traveling salesman and during summer vacation Ben’s big sister, two little brothers, 

and he travel with their parents, pulling a 14-foot pop up camper behind their white 

Suburban from the day school is out until the day before the next school year begins. 

 At the crowded restaurant with its wooden captain’s chairs and its baskets full of 

hush puppies we are seated at a shellacked brown table. Ben looks intensely at my eyes, 

and his face beams with energy. I am wearing a white blouse, a beige-on-beige 

embroidered vest, dark blue wool slacks, and tan high heels. I look at him expecting to 

make him squirm and blush the way other boys do. My demeanor is calm and I usually 
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listen closely to everything a boy says, asking questions and smiling, not to flatter the 

boy, but to maintain control. I am careful to order the cheapest thing on the menu. Mama 

told me a long time ago to be considerate of the boy and not carelessly spend all his 

money on expensive food. 

 As the meal progresses I find myself answering more than my usual share of 

questions, and Ben leans slightly toward me over the table. “You have glassy eyes,” he 

says. I flinch at his vocabulary but am drawn toward the expression on his face. He’s 

beaming without a broad smile, his eyes pressed up at their corners, glistening whites 

around blue irises swirled with gray. His brow is pronounced and distinct, his cheekbones 

smoothed over by taut muscle; his lips are full and his chin is strong. Though his hair is 

rich dark brown now, his eyebrows remain blonde from his days as a tow-headed toddler, 

and his short curls slip into commas across his forehead and at his temples. I know he 

meant to say “shiny.”  

 “You think you’re showing me a mirror,” he says, “but I can see your soul.”  

 Doubt steps across the back of my eyes, but I feel a flutter as if someone has 

opened the door to a cage of doves inside my ribs. “You just think you know what you 

see,” I say. 

 When it’s time to go home he walks me to my front porch and pauses at the steps. 

I don’t realize he’s expecting a kiss and I stop at the top of the steps and look back. We 

talk and he puts his hands in his pockets as he moves up to the bottom step. I lean my 

right shoulder against the white post. 

 “Can I have a kiss?” he asks.  
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 I look at him for a moment and then say yes. He steps up to the second stair so 

now we are eye to eye and he closes the gap between us until his lips are on mine. His 

kiss is as full and warm and wet as mine is tight and dry. He sweeps his tongue between 

my lips and across a prison of teeth. I am clenching my jaw as tightly as I can, thinking 

that he can keep his goddamn tongue out of my mouth. He withdraws enough to look 

questioningly into my face, then he kisses me again. This time my neck may be a little 

less stiff, but the teeth haven’t budged. 

He backs down to the sidewalk and asks if I will go out with him again next 

weekend. “Yes, I’d like that,” I say. We thank each other for the evening, and as he’s 

leaving he shakes his head to himself. Ben is dating three other girls right now, and in all 

the years he’s been giving and receiving kisses since grade school, he’s never had to ask 

for one. 
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CHAPTER 20 

 
 The renters of the house on McKibben are bringing the rent check today because 

it’s March 1st. Daddy and Mama said they thought this couple kept pot in the walls of the 

house, but Melissa seems harmless to me. Early March can be bright or gray here in Ft. 

Worth, and this one comes at the end of a warm February. Melissa squints behind her 

round gold-framed glasses as her eyes adjust to the noonday shade of our living room. 

She indicates that her husband is waiting in the car. Mama sits in her green swivel rocker, 

one foot tucked under her knee, her cigarette in its holder, signing the air. 

 The front door stands open and light sifts under the eaves through the glass screen 

door, glazing Melissa’s glasses. Her wide cheeks dimple when she smiles. She ducks her 

head as she hands Mama the check. Mama accepts it with a queenly nod, and Melissa 

swings her straight blonde hair behind her shoulder as she straightens and backs toward 

the hearth a step. One week after Daddy dies our red brick fireplace hearth is covered 

with potted plants, ivy, ferns, and yellow mums in clay pots, wrapped in a bright yellow 

plastic. The potted plants seem like a good source of small talk against Mama’s silent 

countenance.  

 “So,” she stammers, “did your horse die?”  

 I watch Melissa and Mama from my corner on the gold couch. On the secretary 

desk behind the scrolled edge above the beveled mirror door sits a lead crystal decanter. 

My parents celebrated their 25th anniversary last October and one of their friends gave 

them this. However, on the wall behind the decanter hangs a 3’ x 4’ oil portrait of Big 

Boy, a full body profile. Above the TV is an oil painting of the stone barn. There are two 

brass horse head coat racks, one by the front door and one by the kitchen. Mama wears 
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boots and jeans whenever Melissa sees her, and she takes the attitude of a bandy rooster 

with a six-gun on her hip to ensure her idea of authority as landlord. As unwitting as the 

question is, it is not unreasonable for Melissa to ask it. This is the kind of setup Mama 

loves.  

 Leveling her gaze on Melissa’s face, Mama’s brown eyes lasso the blue ones 

behind the glinting glasses, and as she pulls the rope tight she says a slow and soft and 

direct, “No. It was my husband.”   

 Melissa’s shoulders slump and her chin juts slightly forward with her hesitance in 

knowing how to respond to this. A very satisfactory reaction and I smile to myself. If I 

had a kinder heart I could feel sorry for Melissa. Instead I’d rather kick her in her pillowy 

stomach with an emotional boot.  

Some people ask the question, How can you hurt someone the same way you have 

been hurt? Why do parents abuse their children after they themselves were abused as 

children? Why do I think it’s funny to see Melissa’s shock when we say Daddy’s dead? It 

has to do with the loss you feel when you’ve been hurt. You feel loss first, loss of 

innocence, loss of trust, loss of confidence. Then come anger, distrust, and shame. Those 

emotions make us behave in ways that try to get back what we lost. But, of course, that is 

an impossible task. The next best thing to getting back that innocence, trust, or 

confidence will have to do.  

The next best thing is seeing someone else lose what you have lost and seeing in 

her eyes the pain you know was in yours. To see the light in someone’s eyes change with 

new knowledge of a pain never before felt is a recognition of the value of what you lost. 

If it hurts another, then that validates how it hurt you, too. It’s a mirror for you because 
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you remember well what hurt you and you see yourself in the eyes of the freshly injured. 

Perhaps what you want is a companion to help you bear the pain, someone to 

acknowledge the reality of your hurt. In one way, this new hurting of someone else 

works. It tells you that the kind of pain you felt really does hurt people, not just you 

because you are weak or stupid or deserved it. It feels good to see you weren’t being a 

crybaby about it. The person you are hurting now recognizes your pain! See her tears? 

See how her face has changed? You know now you are not alone. 

However, this new recognition of pain does not fully requite, because the new 

person who is now hurt does not ever acknowledge the hurt you are trying to comfort in 

yourself. She can’t. She’s been blindsided by a hurt, just as you were. She doesn’t know 

where it came from. She knows it happened when she was with you, but she doesn’t 

know it came from you, that it came through you from your past.  

To fill the pain of loss takes more than shocked recognition of the pain. You do 

need someone to see that what hurts you is real and that it would hurt anyone who goes 

through it. But that is still not enough. You also need someone also to tell you that what 

happened to you should not have happened. You need someone to say it wasn’t fair for 

you, because probably you can’t say it. You need someone who can absorb your pain 

without passing it on. That someone is not an unsuspecting victim. An unsuspecting 

victim can reflect, but that is all. She can’t hear you and she can’t say to you, I 

understand and I wish it hadn’t happened to you. Until someone is able to do that for you 

or you learn to do it for yourself, you will never be satisfied. 

The thing that is so strange to someone who has had a cruel childhood is that the 

world can be a safe place. People who can listen and tell you what you need to hear are 
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out there. Lots of them. Children of cruel childhoods learn the world backwards. Instead 

of discovering you can be hurt when you go out into the world, you learn it in the home. 

It’s the heart-to-heart talks from either end of a belt that teach you. That the world does 

not have to be this way is something for you to learn when you go out into it. That’s the 

gift of a cruel childhood. 

However, when I am seventeen I am stuck between worlds, and Krista will laugh 

when I tell her about Melissa, the same way we laugh on the way back from the doctor’s 

office. Mama is quick to take us to see doctors. The last time she took me it was because 

she thought I was anemic. The doctor humored her as she pointed out my fingernails to 

him, noting how purple they were. It must be from learning to play the mandolin, they 

concluded. This time we go to a dermatologist. I have a bad complexion.  

“She has cystic acne,” Mama screams into the phone in order to get an earlier 

appointment than the one the receptionist was offering her. On our first visit Krista and I 

work our routine on the nurse who is filling out paperwork. 

“What does your father do for a living?” she asks. Her blonde hair curls in a big 

wave toward her chin. Her white lab coat says “Cindy.” 

“He’s a musician,” I say from the examining table. Mama sits in a chair in the 

corner and says nothing. If I am smirking, Cindy tries not to notice. 

“Oh, how interesting,” she says. “What does he play?” 

“The harp.” 

“Really! Where does he play?” 

“In heaven,” I reply. “He’s dead.” Then Krista and I burst with laughter at 

Cindy’s confused, shocked expression. In truth her feelings are hurt from being the butt 
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of a joke. In the car on the way home we’ll repeat the scene to each other and laugh some 

more. This is what the Germans call Schadenfreude, a malicious joy taken usually from 

other people’s misfortune. Krista and I, however, have developed a masochistic form of 

it, wielding our misfortune like a whip, delivering the information with a sting that is as 

close as we can come to garnering sympathy. What we want is for someone to 

understand. What we get from these kinds of scenes is a reputation as untouchables.  

Mama won’t put up with any smarmy whining or feeling sorry for ourselves. 

“Bless ‘em wittle heart,” she says when we complain. 

 After Melissa realizes the mistake she’s made, Mama waits silently for her 

apology without speaking or rising from the chair. She listens for her good-bye, and then 

watches for her to show herself out the door. What empathic control it must take to hold 

your audience down to receive pain without being tempted to sympathize, how 

completely you must understand subordinance. Mama likes to see recognition in 

another’s eyes and that is all she wants. 

 

 Three weeks after Daddy dies, I meet a handsome hispanic guy at a fashion show 

I work for the local bridal shop. I model petite-sized wedding gowns. Eddie models 

tuxedos. He’s probably twenty-five years old and I am seventeen. Angela, the bridal 

shop’s owner, has paired Eddie and me because we are about the same height.  

 “What is your name, bonita?” he asks me in the hall after our trip down the 

walkway and back. He puts his face close to mine and a blush rises over my chest. I tell 

him my name is Karen and when he asks for my phone number I write it for him on a slip 

of paper.  
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 He takes me to a Kip’s Big Boy restaurant near my house, and over a plate of 

chicken he asks me about myself. When he wants to know what my father does, the 

answer rushes up and cuts off my windpipe. I’d rather not have to say he’s fertilizer at 

Blue Bonnet Hills cemetery because that’s not the kind of bomb I want to toss into this 

conversation right now. If I tell him in a civil way that my father is dead, how do I say it? 

Do I give some warning or do I just tell it? Nobody wants to hear crap like this. It is also 

fair to say at age seventeen, that I never give anyone much credit for trying. I’m tired 

already of people’s surprised expressions, their stiffening, their hasty “so sorry’s.” 

 I hesitate barely enough and begin to answer softly enough that Eddie gets an uh-

oh look on his face. I stick my fork into the piece of chicken and sigh, glance sharply into 

his eyes and down again, then say, “He died three weeks ago.” 

 Eddie says a gentle “oh” and wants to know how it happened.  

 “He had a sudden heart attack,” I say, wishing it didn’t feel as if this were fresh 

and real. A chill goes through me as I feel myself tear up, and then the other side of my 

brain shoves a fist behind my eyes and I blink and swallow. I sip my Dr. Pepper through 

a straw, then I say, “Yeah. It is such a drag. The doctors told Daddy that by the tenth 

anniversary of his first heart attack, if he didn’t have any more problems, he would be as 

good as new. We were planning a party to celebrate; he died one week short of it.” This 

bit of coincidence probably makes me smile. 

 Two or three times a week Eddie takes me out. When he sits in the kitchen to visit 

with Mama, she shows him my senior portrait she had made with the photographer she 

likes in addition to the portraits I had to do at the photographer commissioned for the 

high school yearbook. She spreads my pictures out on the table like cards or money.  
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 “You were thinner then,” he observes. “Look at your cheeks now.” 

 “Yeah,” I say. “That was ten pounds ago when I weighed 105.” Mama gives him 

a picture of me.  

Soon I have a one of him also. At night before bed Mama says to bring her his 

picture. I take it from my desk and hand it to her as she sits in her chair. 

“What are his kisses like?” she wants to know. She looks at his picture with warm 

smeary eyes. “Are his lips soft?” She seems to want to hear from someone with a level of 

expertise I don’t have. I don’t know how to describe his kiss, I think to myself, and my 

head pushes a hand down into my stomach and digs around for an answer to a question 

that feels slippery as a greased bone. I never think of telling her it’s none of her business. 

She holds the picture close to her face. I wade into this weirdness up to my knees, but 

that’s as far as I go. For two weeks she asks for his picture at night and asks about his 

kisses. I say lots of “uh’s,” “I don’t know’s,” and “It’s okay I guess’s.” I think she must 

be missing Daddy. 

Krista turned fourteen ten days before Daddy died. Unless my boyfriends bring 

her presents she turns them into jokes. She makes fun of the sound of Eddie’s last name 

by calling him Eddie “Tostada.”  In Mexican food restaurants she also thinks it’s funny to 

order “sofa pillows” from the waitress for dessert when she wants sopapillas. I usually 

laugh at these sloppy puns, too, as long as I don’t have to sit with someone who orders 

“fuh-JIE-tuhs” with an American pronunciation when he means “fajitas.” 

Eddie dumps me after I go with him to look at apartments. On the night he tells 

me he’s not coming back, he says he just needed my opinion on the apartment he’s 

picking out for his real girlfriend. That line does not make sense to me, but I don’t care 
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because I am glad he’s gone. No more questions from Mama and no more complaints 

from him about my miserly physical affections.  

When the twenty-six year old cowboy, the son of our new farrier, shows interest 

in me at the horse pasture, Mama does not discourage him. Rusty breaks horses and I 

watch him ride our red sorrel Morgan Fancy around a small pasture. He rides like a man 

who understands horses. You never see any sky between him and the saddle and the little 

mare minds him though she will never mind anyone else. I lean my elbows over the 

wooden gate to this pasture and crook the arch of my boot against the bottom board and 

watch them work. The line of Rusty’s back undulates with each lunge of Fancy’s hard 

fast lope, and he leans toward her head enough to make me think he must be speaking to 

her. They can work for hours. 

 A large oak tree in this pasture spreads a blessed shade over the dust. The 

concrete water trough, big enough for a man to lie in, holds cool water in a liner of algae 

that rises and falls with the water level. After Bog Boy and Jubil eat, they swish their 

muzzles in this dark water, and bits of sweet feed float out, and half a dozen goldfish gulp 

them into their bulging stomachs. We buy these goldfish for a dime a piece and they 

grow to be thick and several inches long. Daddy used to laugh when the horses drank 

here because their ears would flick with each swallow and Daddy would count, “One 

gallon, two gallons, three gallons.”  

Lately, while the horses eat, and if Rusty is not out here, I’ll bring Mama’s 

bullwhip to this spot under the tree. The whip is longer than I am tall and I coil it on the 

ground with the handle in my right hand. To crack it I have to swirl it over my head, 

drawing an L-shaped figure eight from my right hip to my left shoulder. If I get it right, 
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the tip of the whip pops and the sound shoots toward the hill and I wonder if anyone 

thinks they hear a gun. Like whistling through my teeth, I practice this until I get the 

sound of something immediate and shrill, something sharp with the element of surprise, 

and I get it right every time. 

At the kitchen table this afternoon Mama wants to know if there is any 

“chemistry” between Rusty and me, you know, if anything happens when we kiss, like 

sparks flying or bells ringing. I like Rusty; he’s good-looking with brown eyes and a dark 

moustache and a sinewy build. “Sure,” I say. She watches my face for a moment. 

“Have you let him feel your breasts?” she asks.  

“No,” I say, my face reddening. I know I’m not supposed to do that. Mama made 

it clear to me a long time ago that I had better be a virgin when I married. 

“Well,” she says, “I think you should let him feel you. I need to know if you like 

it. After that business with my daddy I want to make sure you like boys. That kind of 

thing could turn you into a lesbian, you know.” 

I’m not surprised at Mama’s line of reasoning, but I am surprised at the reference 

to that afternoon on the patio of our old house on Strummer. Mama’s father, who told us 

to call him by his first name and not Grandpa, Frenched me when I was twelve years old. 

I did not know what French kissing was then, but now I do. This incident still bothers 

Mama, but I haven’t thought of it in a while. During conversations like this I am vaguely 

aware somewhere on my skull’s periphery that there is something crazy in talking about 

how kissing your grandfather can make you a lesbian. That I could be sitting here having 

this bizarre conversation with Mama comes from my habit of emptying myself and 
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becoming a blank slate for her. It’s a perversion of listening that must invite comments 

like this from her.  

It’s also a way to function in a situation I can’t get out of, like letting my 

grandfather French kiss me. I did it because he wanted me to. I told myself he was 

hallucinating that I was my grandmother, though I knew he wasn’t. The quickest way 

back to normal when things are getting strange is for me not to resist, isn’t it? Especially 

when the strangeness is not a one-time incident with a beginning and an end, but a daily 

routine, beginning from before you can remember and ending somewhere in the future 

you can’t see. This is a kind of incest between Mama and me. She almost never touches 

me physically, but my mind and my heart are free territory for her. She may have mental 

problems, but she also has a keen intuition, and she uses it to regularly to fondle the firm 

lobes between my ears and the warm hole between my ribs. 

I take her advice to let Rusty feel me up as I am told and I like it in ways I never 

knew were possible. Rusty wants me to quit high school and marry him. When I explain 

to him that I want to go to college, he doesn’t get it. His frustration with me peaks one 

night after he leaves my house, drives back, and calls me out to the porch. 

“What is it?” I ask, pulling the front door closed behind me. 

With his right hand against the bricks of the porch wall he leans toward me and I 

step back. My back is against the brick wall beneath his hand and he presses his crotch 

against me.  

“I got a blue steel,” he says in my ear. “I can’t take this anymore. Why don’t you 

want to get married? What are you waiting for? Don’t you love me?” 
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“Yeah,” I say, scooting out from under him, “but I don’t want to quit school. How 

am I supposed to support myself?” 

“You don’t have to work when you marry me,” he says. “I don’t want you to.” 

“But I want to go to college,” I say.  

He steps back onto the top step and looks at me. “You’re just a tease,” he says and 

spits on the sidewalk. He heads for his truck. “You need to grow up,” he says, hopping 

into the cab and shutting the door. I stay on the porch and am glad he’s leaving. I think 

I’m supposed to love him, but love had better be more than this for me to marry anybody. 

I’m going to college. 

In my mind this means I don’t have the capacity to love anyone. If I love Rusty, 

why am I not showing it? If I don’t love him, then maybe I just can’t love at all. 

In the weeks after Daddy died, my brother Matt has moved home and lives with 

us for now. When I’m not lying back passively during episodes with Mama, I attack daily 

life with zeal. I go to school early in the mornings so I can look through the newspaper 

for recipes I cook for supper. Matt eats what I cook and says it tastes good. It’s nice of 

him. At the same time, he backs away from my ferocious enthusiasm. It’s one thing to 

cook bacon-egg-and-cheese spaghetti; it’s another to sit there and watch him eat as if my 

cooking dinner is saving the world. I slow down on my Mary-Sunshine routine after I 

hear someone call me “Miss Perfect” at a family get-together in Gainesville where I 

impose my peach cobbler on the hostess.  

Everywhere I go I push my maturity into people’s faces like a garish bouquet of 

plastic flowers. I volunteer at the parents’ meeting at church to buy the altar arrangements 

for the confirmation class ceremony Krista will take part in. I write all the thank-you 
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notes to acknowledge the cards, flowers, and donations we received in Daddy’s honor 

after his funeral. I clean the house. I shop for the groceries. It’s the flip side of being a 

blank slate. 

At school the National Honor Society notifies me I have been accepted into their 

ranks. Something about this sets me off. Immediately I take it as a coup for Daddy, a kind 

of taking back what could have been his. Daddy never gave a rat’s rear about doing well 

in school, though he did well anyway. His sisters were the honor society members, not 

he. The disapproval from his teachers of his antics at school and his sense of humor led 

him to eschew honor societies partly because he could be in them. I agree to join our 

honor society and the night of the initiation I drive myself there, light their candle and 

repeat their chants. In a way that has almost nothing to do with Daddy, I feel I have him 

back. 

The next afternoon Krista comes into the kitchen where Mama and I sit. She takes 

the chair opposite Mama. Krista’s hair is now chin-length and tied back with a ribbon. 

She wears her purple and white baseball shirt. Mama’s got her cigarette pointed straight 

up from where her elbow rests on the table. Her eyebrows arch. This is not good timing 

for Krista to start to cry. 

“I miss Daddy,” she says.  

Daddy had all kinds of nicknames for her. She was an unexpected pregnancy and 

if Mama said, “accident,” Daddy said, “love child.” He called Krista Peanut or Dynamo 

or Leather-Lungs or his Little Buddy. He took her fishing. I don’t know if people patted 

Mama on the shoulder when Daddy died and told her to take care of us children, but 
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surely they did. I do know that people patted Krista and me on our shoulders and said, 

“You be sure and take care of your mama.” Now Krista is crying for Daddy. 

Mama tips her cigarette, lowering its point until it is eye level with Krista. “You 

shut that bawling up right now,” she says, jabbing the cigarette against the air between 

Krista and her. “I don’t ever want to hear you blubbering about him again. ‘I love my 

daddy, I love my daddy,’” she mimics. “You make me sick.”  

Krista dries up. I don’t say a word. To fight will provoke more. We both just sit in 

fresh wounds and we let Mama have her way.  

When we get to the horse pasture I hit the ground running behind the barn. The 

horses are eating and my boot heels are pounding the dirt trail along the barbed wire 

fence to the abandoned orchard. I slow to a fast walk and jam my hands into the pockets 

of my denim jacket. The wind is blowing bunches of gray clouds above the trees, where 

the leaves that never fell before winter and now flutter and escape like applause. The 

spindly wire gate lies over on the buffalo grass and I step around it toward the old peach 

trees. Iris leaves stand in bunches here and there and I growl through my teeth and smear 

the back of my hand across my cheek.  

“I hate you!” I shout inside my head or out, I can’t tell. I’m talking to God. “You 

never knew what it was like to lose someone you loved. You knew you were going to 

raise Lazarus. You knew you were going to see him again!”  

I pace inside the small group of trees and shake my fists against the palate of late 

winter browns and grays. Tall dry grass whips my kneecaps. Mesquite thorns menace the 

nude bent branches. Krista and I call these “friendly trees” because of the two-inch 

thorns. 
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“You don’t know what it’s like to want to crawl into a grave and never come out! 

I will never see my daddy again and you don’t care because you don’t know what it’s 

like. Don’t tell me you understand what it’s like to be human because you don’t!” I punch 

my fist into the wind and cry. My face feels numb and my head spins. 

After I have spit my anger into the wind I pause and let my hair blow over my 

throbbing face. The trees continue to bend around me, but a stillness rises and I am 

wrapped in quiet. I may have made myself hysterical, but the presence I feel and the 

words I hear are not just in my head. My eyes lose focus and the gray landscape darkens 

as if someone covers me with a blanket and leans close to my ear. 

 “Because of me, you will see him again.” 

I was not expecting God to answer, but I have no other explanation for what I 

hear. God answers me not from a burning bush or from a mountain, but from an 

abandoned peach orchard that never changes appearance. I will see Daddy in heaven. The 

words repeat once more, then the stillness is gone and I feel the cold wind. It will rain 

soon. No change anywhere as I head back toward the barn. No scales have fallen from 

my eyes; I do not have to wear a veil to keep people from falling dead at the sight of a 

face that has seen God. Mama is still alive and Daddy is still dead. I wanted my world to 

change, but it hasn’t. I want to never go home again, but I am walking back to the barn. I 

want to scream at Mama and make her change, but she will drive us home and I will get 

her wine for her. No amount of praying will make her well or keep Daddy alive. No 

amount of trying to take care of everything will make anyone see I need help. A tomb is 

sealed, so to speak, over how much power I think I have. There has been a change, after 

all: I now have a stone in my heart where before it was fire.  
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Mama looks at me over the kitchen table. “Your daddy called you one night not 

long before he died,” she says. “but you didn’t hear him. He was coming out of the 

bathroom when he staggered a little and went down on one knee over by the bed. He 

called for you. I think he knew he was sick before he died. I think he knew something 

was wrong.” 

I look at her and wonder why she is telling me this. From now on I will have a 

memory of something I never saw and never heard. In my mind I see Daddy wearing a 

white A-shirt, boxer shorts, tall black socks, and his dime store reading glasses. Maybe he 

grabs his chest. “Karen,” he says and probably means for it to be much louder than it is. 

Our bedrooms are on opposite ends of a long house. My door is closed. Do I think I hear 

something, stare at the closed door and do nothing? What would have happened if I had 

heard him?  

The memory now also shows Mama sitting on the floor at the foot of their bed 

beside her wine bottle, too drunk to help him, but not too drunk to remember this. I 

wonder how awful is that, knowing he was in danger, hearing him call someone else, 

watching him fall and being unable to move to help him. How did it feel to know he 

couldn’t call on her and to know he understood that as well as she did? 
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CHAPTER 22 

 
 On a Sunday afternoon in the fall this year I build an altar in my bedroom. I am a 

junior, about to turn seventeen, and the Sunday stillness lays around me, making no 

demands on my attention. I look out the window: Gray sky, the wind kicking a few leaves 

into a circle by our neighbor’s garage. Krista’s in the bedroom next to mine, reading a 

book. Daddy’s sitting in his recliner reading the newspaper. Mama’s taking a nap. I pull 

the white crocheted shawl higher onto my shoulders. It’s the shawl Matt gave me for my 

birthday. I was surprised at its beauty and that he would think of me. Some years he gives 

me the loveliest gifts. I look at the music box on the shelf near the window. It plays three 

different songs, another gift from Matt. When I asked him, did he know I could play all 

three of those songs on the piano, he said no, it was just a coincidence.  

I pick up the music box and place it on the cherry-wood drop-leaf table in the 

corner under the two other windows. The table’s leaves are dropped and there is not 

enough room for the music box, so I turn the table and pull the arms out underneath each 

leaf, tripling the table’s area. I look at the built-in bookshelf filled with knickknacks. The 

table needs something else now. My Bible lays in the center of the bottom shelf. I touch 

its thin white pages. This is what the table will be for, I think. It will be my holy place. 

I take the antique mirror place mat and set it on the table, then lay the open Bible 

at its center. I go back to the bookshelf for more. I choose two bisque figurines for either 

side of the Bible. Next I take a bud vase of silk pink poppies, a tiny white plastic 

grandfather clock, a framed print of a girl in a white dress with a blue sash, and set them 

on the table. I wonder what it would be like to kneel here and I try it out. The height is 

just right. I open the Bible to its inside cover and see Mark’s handwriting: Karen--Either 
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this book will keep you from sin, or sin will keep you from this book. He copied this 

admonition from Mama’s Bible before they gave me this one for my confirmation. I open 

the book up to the Psalms and I smile. No one will ever know this is an altar. 

 This evening at bedtime I pause by Daddy’s chair to tell him good night and slide 

my hand into his. 

“I love you,” I say. 

“I love you, too. I sure do,” he answers and squeezes his broad hand around mine. 

“Good night, Mama,” I say to her. She’s in her chair, drinking her wine. They’re 

both watching Johnny Carson. They look at the TV and not at each other. I give her a hug 

and say, “I love you.” 

“I love you, too,” she responds.  

I go into my room. He says to her, “I never heard of such damned expensive 

medicine for a dog. That’s ridiculous.” 

She says to him, “Leave my dog alone. I’ll do anything I goddamn well please to 

take care of my animals.” 

I put on my nightgown and a question rises to my attention. What if Daddy dies? I 

look in the mirror and brush my teeth to ignore it. What if Daddy dies? The idea floats up 

unbidden from my center and blinks calmly into my brain. It’s an innocuous question that 

does not come from my tendency to exaggerate worry into real problems. It seems to 

exist on its own: what if Daddy dies? I don’t see anything wrong with him. The doctors 

keep saying he is doing great. My parents remember the tenth anniversary coming up 

next February of his first heart attack, and we are looking forward to it. So why do I keep 
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hearing this question? I go to my altar and pray. Dear Lord, I’m worried Daddy’s going 

to die. 

In the morning I see something like water in one of Daddy’s shoes beside his 

recliner. It smells sour like wine.  

“What the hell happened to my shoe?” Daddy says from the kitchen. 

“Yogi pissed in it!” yells Mama from the bedroom. 

“Damn dog,” he says under his breath and goes to empty out the shoe. I laugh at 

this to myself; this should turn it into a joke later. 

I quit my after school job at the dime store to be in the chorus of the drama 

department’s presentation of South Pacific. My parents come to the last performance but 

leave at intermission because Mama can’t stand the crowd. When the show’s over we 

have our Christmas break. Daddy wishes I’d get another job, but I don’t get one. For 

Christmas my aunt sends me a photo album. I excavate pictures from behind the beveled 

glass mirror door on the secretary desk to put in it. I fill the first five pages with pictures 

of Daddy.  

What if Daddy dies? The question has not gone away. Every day it asks itself like 

a bubble popping gently in my brain. Before I go to bed I kneel at the altar. Dear Lord. 

Why do you have to take Daddy? Why can’t you take Mama instead? She’s the one who 

wants to die! I think about how it would feel if Mama died and we lived with Daddy. It 

would be like turning the lights on in the dark halls that seem to connect us. It would be 

like blinking our eyes in the new light, looking each other and seeing that what we were 

afraid of in the dark is not a real threat. We would feel a sad and tired kind of peace. 
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It’s February 1980 and the question comes several times a day. It makes my heart 

beat faster and makes my stomach hurt. At night I pray Dear Lord. You can’t take Daddy 

away from me. I won’t be able to live with Mama by myself. He protects me. If he’s gone 

I won’t know what to do with her! I cry. The Psalms say something about setting my feet 

in a large room in the presence of my enemies, promises an escape route if I’m faithful 

enough, but the Scripture blurs and I can’t think. I’ve been on my knees but now I sink to 

my feet. God, I’ll kill myself if you take Daddy.  

It’s a threat, I know. I’m bargaining with God, blackmailing, doing the thing I’m 

not supposed to do. I’m also telling him what I have been worried about and have been 

afraid to say in my own mind. Some nights I practice putting a cord around my neck and 

pulling it tight. I don’t want to die, but I don’t want all this pain. I’m frightened to think a 

part of me would really do it, the dark part, the part that feels so strong. As I’m sitting at 

the altar with my head on my hands I think I could fast. They’ve been talking about it at 

church because this is Lent. It’s starting this Wednesday. That’s what I’ll do: I’ll fast on 

Fridays! I rise and make my promise to God. I’ll fast to show you how important this is, 

God. You have to understand. Amen.  

On Friday February 22nd I do not eat my cereal for breakfast. At lunch in the 

grayish cafeteria at a round table under florescent lights the girls at my table notice I do 

not have my usual lunch of a brownie and a Dr. Pepper. They ask why and I say I am 

fasting. They don’t know what that means. 

During fifth period shorthand, the office assistant knocks on the classroom door 

and hands a note to Mrs. Dougherty. She reads the note and gives it to me. It says, Karen, 

you are needed at home. Signed by the principal. I sigh and return to my assignment. I 
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think it’s annoying. Probably Mama having hysterics over something stupid again. I 

finish the question I am working on and get my books together.  

On the way to my locker I decide to stop in the office and ask the principal about 

the note. She’s a tall woman and I look up at her face under her frosted light brown hair 

and ask her, “How did my mother sound? Was she upset or something?” 

“Karen, I think you need to go on home,” she says, keeping her blue eyes steadily 

on mine. I return her gaze and it clicks. 

“It’s my father, isn’t it?”  

She raises her voice to shout, “Be careful,” to me but I’m running down the hall. 

Even as I run, some part of my brain considers whether I should put my books in my 

locker or take them home, what about homework? I toss them into the locker and keep 

running to the parking lot where my black pickup sits. I jump in and peel out of the lot 

and around the corner. Every stop sign strangles me. The sky is a beautiful 70 degree 

blue. I am wearing a cotton madras blouse and jeans. The loose spare tire rod under the 

bed of the truck falls to the asphalt. I fishtail around corners while it clanks and sparks 

between the back wheels. I park in front of my house and run inside. 

Mama’s friends Jan and Carolyn sit in the green swivel rocker and the gold 

recliner.  

“Your daddy’s had a heart attack,” says Jan in a voice that pats my knee. “They 

don’t know how he is, yet. We think it’s serious, but he’s going to be all right, sugar.”  

I sit on the gold couch. Somebody brings Krista home from the junior high. 

Mama’s car pulls into the driveway. Matt is here from his job at a cabinet shop in Fort 
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Worth. He and Mama walk in through the front door. Mama sits on a footstool and Matt 

stands beside her. 

“Your daddy’s gone home to be with Jesus,” Mama says and she cries. 

 “Lord have mercy,” says Jan.  

My brain throbs. I don’t scream or cry; I clean. People are coming in and out of 

the house. I ignore them. After three hours I am scrubbing behind the kitchen faucet 

when little blonde-haired Shirley walks up behind me and exclaims, “Well, I expected to 

at least have some dishes to wash when I got here.” Having known Mama for years, 

Shirley has always made a point of noticing Mama's housekeeping, comparing it 

unfavorably to her own. She had prepared herself for a pigsty, I guess. I slap the sponge 

down on the rim of the sink and walk out of the kitchen.  

Jan says to me, “You’ll make some man a good wife one day.” 

Although Mama never attends our Lutheran church, the women of the church fill 

our house with casseroles and macaroni salad. Her friends are standing behind her as she 

sits at the kitchen table, each one offering her a bite of something. “You have to eat,” 

they say. 

Mark walks in the front door. He’s just driven up from Huntsville where he’s 

going to graduate from Sam Houston State University this semester. He’s wearing his 

beige prison guard uniform. He works full time in the psyche unit.  

I give him a hug, but he doesn’t look at me. “Where’s LuAnn?” I ask.  

“The doctor said she couldn’t travel,” he says. “If Dad could have just waited a 

little longer he could have seen his first grandchild.” Mark always tried hard to please 

Daddy. 
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The world seems to stop and to pour in through our front door. The pastor comes 

over to counsel Mama and to make plans for the funeral. Activity sits in our laps like a 

bright balloon as everyone quivers around us. The organist Mr. Collever notices me and 

puts his arms around me. He says it’s okay to cry and he holds my face to his shoulder. I 

can’t cry. What is wrong with these people? What the hell do they expect of me? 

Saturday morning the five of us get into Mama’s white Cadillac and drive 

downtown to a funeral home. The grit of the sidewalk sounds like sizzle under our leather 

soles as we head to the heavy double doors of the place, the boys on either side of Mama, 

Krista and I a step behind. The air is clear and cold as a bell. The doors close with a 

muted thud and it’s like descending into a fishbowl of ink. The red carpet, the floor 

lamps, the mahogany picture frame paneling swallow me.  

A man in a suit greets us. He talks to Matt and Mark. I don’t try to understand 

what they say. He leads us to the casket showroom. In this room the caskets rest on 

stands at table height. Some stand open to show their velvet or satin linings. Some stand 

closed to show their fine finishes. We can’t walk as a group in the narrow aisles, so we 

split up. The boys go with Mama to the left. Krista and I go together to the right. I’m at a 

loss for how to choose. I don’t want Daddy going into any of them, but we decide on a 

pearly brown casket with oak tree insets. Every sight fishhooks me until I feel paralyzed. 

Krista shadows me and I do nothing to comfort her. She does nothing to ask. The boys, 

now 23 and 21 years old share the adult decisions being made this morning because 

Mama moves like puppet whose strings have been cut.  

When the man in the dark suit shows us to an office, Mama and Mark sit in the 

two chairs facing the broad oak desk and Matt stands beside Mama, leaning against the 
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wall. Krista and I find two more chairs and sit behind Mama and Mark. The man on the 

other side of the desk is balding, and he bends over the white ink blotter to fill in the 

blanks on his form with our answers. Do we have a headstone? No. Do we want a 

military funeral? Yes. Do we need to use the funeral home’s chapel? No. After each 

answer he sits up again and his head dips into the stream of light coming from the 

window high behind him.  

This man doesn’t care who we are. If Daddy were here, he’d shake the man’s 

hand; he’d ask him if he likes to fish. Daddy’d smile and lean back in his chair, crossing 

his ankle over his knee. He’d be all right negotiating his own funeral if the man would 

just acknowledge his presence. 

“Excuse, me,” Matt says, standing back on both feet. He takes his hands out of his 

pockets and points at the form on the man’s desk. “Is that blank checked on the form that 

says we agree to use the funeral home’s soloist?” 

This alerts Mark to other blanks that have been checked without our permission. 

Dollar signs fly up in their minds and black shields of distrust glint in their eyes. “We 

also have our own organist,” says Mark. We are dragged out of our shock. We must be on 

guard against getting screwed by these people.  

The door opens behind us, and a technician enters from the embalming room. 

He’s wearing blue coveralls and carrying a plastic bag. He drops the bag on the floor by 

the man’s desk. Daddy’s brown boots are in that bag and his suit is crumpled in there 

with his shirt and his boxers. The technician tosses a plastic baggy on the desk and we see 

Daddy’s wallet, his watch, a necklace, and his wedding ring. 
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This rouses Mama and her voice teeters in a higher register. “Put his ring back on 

him!” she says. “And his necklace, too!” Mama had that necklace made for him. It has “I 

love you” engraved on it in Danish. “Jeg elsker dig.” The man behind the desk hands the 

ring and the necklace back to the technician.  

“There’s a problem with those boots you want put on him,” says the technician. 

“His feet are so stiff we can’t get the boots on.” He sniffs and shifts his weight to the 

other foot. 

“What the hell are you telling me?” Mama demands. “You get those boots on him 

even if you have to cut them to do it.”  

At the funeral on Monday, Mama will ask our cousin David to open Daddy’s 

casket and check to see in his jewelry is still on him and if he’s wearing his boots. I will 

want to jump up and peer into the casket, too, but I will stay in my seat in the front row at 

the gravesite, my eyes locked on the raised casket lid.  

With the plop of the plastic bag I think of Daddy lying on the metal embalming 

table above a drain in the center of a tiled room. I see only his pale legs and the foot with 

the darkened toenail. That happened to him when he served in the Army in Korea. He 

said he lost the toenail and it grew back looking thick as a piece of bark. We used to 

laugh and call him Pecan Toe. Now they’re trying to shove his black lizard skin boots 

over it. We leave the funeral home hating everyone there. 

When the pastor comes over Saturday afternoon, he sits at the kitchen table the 

way he used to when he’d visit with Daddy in the kitchen, laughing at his jokes and 

drinking tea. We all like the pastor’s easy smile and his black horn-rimmed glasses. Now 
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he asks about the hymns and scripture for the funeral. Mama sits in her chair at the 

kitchen table, the pastor sits at one end, and Matt, Mark, Krista, and I fill in around them. 

“Now, Robbie, is there anything special you think Norman would have wanted us 

to say?” he asks in a gentle voice. 

I slam an answer on the table before she can answer. “I don’t want any of that 

“ashes to ashes, dust to dust” crap.” 

Pastor Schmidt blinks at me. “Well that’s a beautiful passage and it has so much 

meaning.” He’s keeping his voice calm but I can tell from his vague frown that he 

doesn’t like what I said. 

“I don’t care. I know what Daddy’s favorite scripture was,” I say. “It was I 

Corinthians 13. The love chapter.”  

Matt, Mark, and Krista look at each other then at me. If there had been any room 

for considering texts and hymns, now it is gone. Mama has no opinion and she sits in her 

chair like a shocked bird, her head lowered and her shoulders limp. Were someone to 

hold a mirror to my face right now, I might be surprised by the ferocious light in my eyes 

or by the desperate set of my mouth. I don’t know how anger looks on me. I may as well 

be knifing someone as rising from my seat to make sure the pastor agrees to the text I 

want. It isn’t the scripture or the songs that warrant this kind of delivery from me. Pastor 

Schmidt doesn’t really care whether I want Corinthians or Psalms or whether we sing 

“Amazing Grace” or “Just as I Am.” No one does. It’s the looming anger that roars 

behind my face, swiping at a way for me to feel I have my dad back. Only I know what 

his favorite hymns were. No one else does and I want to make damn sure they understand 

that. 
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There is a viewing of Daddy’s body on Sunday that I’m vaguely aware of. Mama 

forbids Krista and me from going. She says it will be the only thing we remember of him. 

I know she’s trying to protect me. She wants to keep a memory from me she thinks will 

bother me. Daddy’s parents want to go sit with the body. Grandma Krey has written a 

letter she wants to tuck into the casket with her only son. Grandpa wants to take pictures. 

To us, that seems ghoulish. We don’t understand their old country ways, but someday I 

will wish I could see the photographs. For now I stay home.  

For the next twenty years my heart will jump every time I catch out of the corner 

of my eye that certain shade of red hair faded to gold. Once in while in the mall or at a 

concert I will see this color on the head of a man about six feet tall moving through the 

crowd going someplace else. 
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CHAPTER 23 

 
 I sign up for country and western dance lessons at the local recreation center. 

Don’s the instructor, and although I’ve never before met him, he goes to my high school. 

He wears his light brown hair long enough to touch his collar and it feathers back away 

from his face. He’s thin and built like the wiry clay-mation character Gumby. I am 

itching to dance with him, and when it’s my turn, a surprise spreads over his face and he 

tells me as he looks behind us over the top of my head that I’m easy to lead and dance 

almost as well as his own partner. That puts a feather in my cap, and when he asks me out 

I say yes.  

 Because I don’t care about cars I won’t remember what kind of car Don drives, 

but when the bag of marijuana falls out of his glove compartment, it’s the first time I’ve 

seen weed. He does not offer me any and I don’t want it. I hand him the comb he asked 

me to find for him and close the weed back up in the glove box. This spoils him for me, 

like oil spreading over water, but it doesn’t stop me from going to dance with him at the 

Broken Spoke Inn. 

 When a boy asks me to a rock and roll concert, my parents say no, but when Don 

asks me to a honky-tonk they say yes. Mama says be home by 11:00. The cars in the 

parking lot are crammed in cattle-style around the Broken Spoke in a half-circle. Don 

parks, we go in and two-step all over that dance floor. I never lose a sense of what time it 

is because I know mama means be in the door at 11:00. At 10:30 I tell Don we need to 

head to the house. We find his car blocked in from behind by a pickup and my rib cage 

clamps down on my stomach. Of course, no one responds when we ask the attendant at 
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the door to announce we are pinned in and we need somebody to move a pickup so we 

can get out. 

 We go in and out of the honky-tonk for an hour until the pickup is gone. I sit in 

the passenger side of Don’s car not saying much, my chin dipped in and my eyes staring 

at the road.  

 “Are you going to be in trouble?” he asks. 

 “I called Mama to tell her what was happening. What else could I do? We can’t 

help being late. She’ll understand that,” I say. 

 He parks at the curb and follows me up the dark sidewalk. “I’ll come in and help 

you explain,” he offers. I tell him to wait on the porch. 

 Three steps through the tiled entryway and there are no lights on in the house. 

Mama sits in her green swivel rocker watching for me. The dark is alive and awake with 

her presence and I feel the heat of her body. 

 “Where have you been?” she hisses. I return to the open front door, push the glass 

screen open and step back onto the porch. 

 “You need to leave,” I tell Don. 

 “But I’ll go in and talk to her,” he says. I’ve not seen Don be this thoughtful 

before. He always seems to be thinking of being somewhere else, whether we’re at school 

or at the recreation center or a honky-tonk.  

 “I appreciate it, but that’s all right,” I say and walk toward him so he backs down 

the steps onto the sidewalk. “I’ll be fine.” 

 “Really I don’t mind,” he begins.  
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I put my hand on his chest and give him a little shove toward his car. “No really. 

It’s better if you go. I’ll call you tomorrow.” He acquiesces and I return to the house. 

This time as I enter the living room I can see Mama’s silhouette weaving against 

the light from our neighbor’s back yard shining through the white sheers on the French 

windows.  

“Why the hell are you late?” she demands. 

“I called you twice to tell you we were pinned in by other cars. People would not 

move for us.” My words fall stupidly like rocks down a well or like pennies in a fountain. 

“God damn it to hell, Karen. I won’t put up with this!” 

I am standing in the center of the room and Mama begins circling me in the dark. 

My eyes adjust and I can see the glow of her pale nightgown as the hem swerves over the 

floor.  

“I ought to beat the shit out of you for making me worry,” she says. 

If I say I’m sorry I don’t know. I am saying something, and the words feel like 

books falling closed on the floor, the answers in their pages. I can only think of how my 

voice leads her to me in the dark and how I must answer. 

My gut hunkers down because I expect her to hit me, but she does not. She 

hesitates. Is it that she is too drunk to hit a target? I don’t think so. It’s as if her mind is 

telling her to hit me, but her body won’t follow through, as if there is a thin filter of 

consciousness between the impulse in her skull that says to hit me and the nerves that tell 

her arm to move. Perhaps I can negotiate my way out of this. She jabs her fist at my 

stomach but doesn’t make solid contact. The blow feels like a soft bird thudding lightly 
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then fluttering away. I step up my apologies. She maintains her case. Still circling, she 

takes another jab at my kidney.  

Daddy appears like an apparition from the dark kitchen and he sits in the captain's 

chair by the telephone. He’s wearing his A-shirt and boxers. He sets a brandy snifter by 

the phone. “What the hell is going on?” 

“This little bitch came home late,” she answers, staggering to a stop. “I told her to 

be home on time. She makes me sick with worry.” 

“I called to tell her we couldn’t get out of the parking lot because we were pinned 

in,” I add. 

He sits in the chair and I hear the whistle of his breath, I hear the warm dry 

sssshhhh when he slides his fingers together loosely in front of him. The chair creaks as 

he leans forward.  

“I hope she kicks your ass,” he says. 

A gauntlet has been thrown down. Is he talking to her or to me? My hesitation is 

my loss. Mama takes up the gauntlet and lands a sloppy fist on my ear. I accept this 

verdict and the floor drops out of my stomach. I cover my face with my hands. 

It’s a clownish assault. I could easily strike her blows away, or run, or mount a 

counter attack. Instead I wait because Daddy is sitting there and I let him lead. Maybe I 

deserve for Mama to kick my ass. Maybe that is easier to accept than the idea that I 

should kick her ass. That possibility disarms me. My habit of subordinance leaves me 

unprepared to act on my anger. Just as she cannot hit me harder than she does, I cannot 

grab her wrists and pin her to the floor. We all live in a purgatory between what we 

should do and what we really do. Then Daddy speaks. 
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“If you don’t stop,” he says in a slow growl, “I’ll break your neck.”  

Her animation stops. My hands return to my sides.  

“Now go to bed,” he says, and we do. 

We are feeding the horses the next evening when I catch Daddy alone in the 

breezeway of the barn. I look at his profile and ask him, “Last night when you said, ‘I 

hope she kicks your ass,’ who did you mean?” 

He takes a step away from me and says, “I don’t want to talk about it.” I start to 

follow him out of the barn but he picks up his pace and I understand to let him go. We 

never speak of it again. 
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CHAPTER 25 

 
We go to the feed store on the way to the horse pasture once or twice a month and 

buy four fifty-pound sacks of sweet feed, a mixture of oats, corn, and alfalfa pellets 

coated in molasses. We store at the barn in an old oil drum. At the feed store they have a 

rusty barrel just like ours mounted above the overhang of the porch. Theirs tilts and has a 

pair of old boots sticking out of the barrel as if somebody fell in while scraping the 

bottom. Inside we buy fly spray, blue lotion for cuts, and apple treats that look like giant 

pieces of cereal, so tempting that I taste one.  

I’m fourteen now and I wear my western pants tight and my long hair feathered 

like Farrah Fawcet’s. My arms are folded across my stomach. My boots scatter the grit 

and dust in small swirls on the concrete floor of the feed store as I shuffle back and forth 

in front of the shelf where they keep their horse blankets to sell. Mama has decided she 

wants to buy me a new horse blanket for Jubil. I don’t care about a new blanket. I ride 

bareback most of the time. She wants me to want a new blanket; she wants my eyes to 

light up and for me to smile at her as if my heart would break with pleasure if I could 

have a new horse blanket just like the one on this shelf. 

Only I am tired. It is hot in this store and shopping is mind numbing. I think it’s 

buying for the sake of buying and I resist. I balk as the drawbridge of anger raises behind 

my eyes. I can’t refuse this task. I can’t show anger; so I focus on the murky mote of 

indecision. Do I like the ecru blanket with red Indian-stripes and fringe or the blanket 

with stripes and fringe in three shades of avocado green? 

Mama looks at my obstinate adolescent face and her posture sharpens. She wears 

western slacks that fit tight on her butt and loose on her skinny legs. Her brown boots 
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angle prettily under the flare of her matching slacks and she leans on one foot. Her large 

sable-colored leather purse rests against her hip from the strap hooked on her squared 

shoulder, pulling the v-neck of her ivory stretch shirt. She keeps her sunglasses on inside 

the store, and her arm lies over the hump of her purse, her keys and rose key ring flicking 

with a soft jingle in her fingers. She makes a quick move toward the red blanket and 

brushes the long fringe. 

“This one would look nice against Jubil’s gray coat,” she observes. She’s irritated. 

I continue to vacillate. 

“If you loved me you would choose the red one,” she says. 

“I like the green one,” I say. “I think it will look great on Jubil.” 

She accepts this as my negative answer to her do-you-love-me question and buys 

the green blanket. I feel I have stood up for myself by rejecting her insistence that I prove 

I love her; it’s a bitter victory. 

Still I sit up with her at night. Daddy has gotten to where he’ll go on to bed and let 

me. Her body anticipates the booze now so that she acts tipsy even before she has a drink. 

I don’t try so hard to save her anymore. I just hang on for the ride. 

“Karen, do you love me?” she asks. There is no glug like wine as it’s poured, no 

clink like the bottle on the glass. 

“Oh, yes,” I say, “with all my heart.” I don’t want to go with her anymore into her 

pain. 

“Karen, would you miss me if I were gone?” 

“It would break my heart,” I say. The first few times she asks me this I cry.  
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“Tell me, Karen, what would you do if I died?” She breathes the sour feather 

words around us. My answers are impossible answers. She’s asking me to show her my 

grief over her death, time after time.  

“I’d cry. I wouldn’t know what to do. I couldn’t make it without you.” The words 

I give her overdub my muteness from somewhere outside my head.  

“You’ll have to make it, Rooney,” she says. “You’ve got to be strong.” Rooney is 

her pet name for me, our secret. One of her favorite aunts used to call her Little Annie 

Rooney after the comic strip. She shortened it to Rooney and bequeathed it to me when I 

was little and I received it like a precious gift.  

When I tell her, “please don’t die,” it’s like grabbing for someone who’s 

drowning. When she asks me the same thing over and over, it’s as if she’s come to the 

surface for air and when I answer, instead of getting a hold of her and pulling her into the 

boat with me, I seem to inadvertently push her under the water again.  

“I ought to blow my fucking brains out,” she says just before she’s at the point 

where she can pass out. She usually makes it to the bed first, and then I pick up the wine, 

her glass and her empty plate. I take them to the kitchen sink. I pour the wine down the 

drain. 

 

Once in a while I talk to Daddy about Mama’s drinking. I ask him what’s wrong 

with her meaning now and not when she first got sick. I’ve heard grown-ups in the family 

mention Mama’s “nervous breakdown” and everyone agrees it happened when they lived 

in Midland, Texas for those eighteen months around 1962 when I was born. However, 

now I make suggestions as if no one has ever thought of helping her before. Daddy’s 
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voice is tired when he answers that there’s nothing else to do. Mark will point out to me 

someday that Daddy tried to help her: he bought her art lessons, let her have all the 

animals she wanted, bought her books and enrolled her in college. When the family 

doctor suggested that Mama see a psychiatrist, Daddy took her. It’s too bad they found 

someone unethical enough to tell Mama all his own problems. The medication he 

prescribed is what caused Mama to go crazy that night and try to kill somebody. They 

finally settled on tranquilizers, and no one ever found out the roots of Mama’s problem. 

 

Mama can be pretty happy when she gets new things, though. Daddy takes her 

and buys nine pairs of high-heeled shoes in one day. He brings home seven loose 

diamonds in his pocket one night. We kids stand around the kitchen table as he draws a 

piece of waxed tissue paper out of his pocket. The paper unfolds like a grandfather’s hand 

and inside, the creases they shimmer like seven white holes, each at least a fifth of a 

carat. Mama jumps up to give him a big kiss and Matt and Mark shove their hands into 

the back pockets of their jeans and whistle through their teeth. Mama gets a new car, the 

first new car they’d ever owned: a dark purple Lincoln Continental with a white leather 

interior. Mama buys a CB radio to mount on the dash and she uses it every night on the 

way to the horse pasture. “Breaker, breaker 1 9. This is the Purple Bird; come back.”  

Over the next couple of years Mama will trade the Purple Bird for a brand new 

Cadillac Coupe d’eville. It is white with a burgundy crushed velvet interior. With this car 

she changes her CB handle to Snow Queen. Daddy even gives himself a handle: Sweet 

Pea. It’s a joke because he’s diabetic and he tests his blood sugar level by peeing in a cup 

and measuring the amount of sugar in it with the kit his doctor gave him.  
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Mama gets a black mink jacket and has her name embroidered in its lining with 

24-carat gold thread. If she’s happy she’ll go into the living room and put on a Tina 

Turner record, turn it up loud and dance. 

She decides she wants to buy two Morgan horses and she and Daddy drive up to 

Kansas. They come home with Kanella and Fancy. Mama tells me Kanella is for me and 

that I am supposed to take care of her. I still have Jubil and feel guilty for neglecting him, 

although he probably could not care less. I don’t want another horse to care for, but I 

develop a relationship with Kanella and we get along. I think she has a weird name until I 

find out it sounds like the Spanish word for cinnamon. She’s tall and has a longer 

smoother gait than Jubil. I show her off to my friends. Once Mama thinks I love Kanella, 

whenever gets mad at me she says Kanella isn’t mine anymore and “takes her away” until 

I am good again. 

I have chosen not to go down under the water with Mama and she has chosen not 

to get in the boat with me. We both know it. I can’t feel good about it, though, and am 

flooded with guilt. She knows and plays that against me as often as she can. 

When Mama decides she wants another fur coat she insists Krista and I go with 

her and Daddy downtown to Koslow’s where she buys her furs. This will be her third fur, 

a silver fox. She now has a ¾ length black mink cape in addition to her first jacket. We 

drive to Koslow’s on a sunny Saturday. 

We step onto a circle of white marble from the cement sidewalk as we pass 

through the heavy glass doors with gold handles of Koslow’s. Mama stands expectantly 

in front of Daddy at the edge of the silvery white carpet and waits for the salesman to 

acknowledge her presence. A man approaches Mama from the desk and extends his hand. 
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“Good afternoon, Mrs. Krey,” he says and makes an imperceptible bow. His hair 

is thinning and he is slim. His navy blue suit is tailored with a white kerchief in the breast 

pocket, and he wears discreet silver cuff links in the French cuffs of his white shirt.  

“Won’t you say hello to Mr. Koslow?” 

Mr. Koslow is Russian. He is shorter and stockier than the salesman is and he has 

lost most of his hair. Mama loves to hear his accent. Just to our right is a room with glass 

walls, a round table, and two or three leather chairs. Mr. Koslow has a variety of pelts 

arranged on the glass tabletop. 

“These pelts are the finest to be found,” he says, indicating a strip of blonde mink. 

He turns the strip over to explain the garment’s construction. “I have developed an 

exclusive disappearing stitch, and as you can see, the seams are invisible.”  

He holds the pelt out for us to touch. Mama caresses it long enough to show she 

appreciates it but short enough to not be too impressed. Krista puts her fingers deep into 

its pile. Daddy says, “hmm,” in an absent way, and I brush my fingertips against it to 

keep from appearing impolite. 

We are led to a smaller room down a short hall where we can each sit down and 

be served a drink while the salesman brings in different coats for Mama’s inspection. At 

one end of the room is a small platform, flanked by a three-way mirror. Mama tries on 

several coats and turns in front of the mirror. I imagine her first visit here to buy a coat 

was more fun to her than this one. Like wine, buying furs has lost its edge. Her jaw is 

square and her mouth is set as she pivots between us and her reflection.  

Krista and I are excruciatingly bored when the salesman brings in a coat that has 

short hairs and is a blended mix of grays, browns, and whites. 
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“Allow me to show you the latest trend in fine fur,” he begins and drapes the coat 

over his forearm. “Aren’t you surprised at how soft it is? This is the fur of the opossum.” 

Krista and I perk up at this and look at each other with our mouths open. This guy 

is trying to pass off this varmint hide coat like it was ermine or something. We look back 

at him. 

“Oh!” I say. “You mean possum!” This does not put a smile on his face. 

“No,” he politely replies, “this is Opossum.” 

“Oh! Possum,” exclaims Krista. 

“No,” he counters and more clearly enunciates, “Opossum.” We expect the guy to 

catch onto our joke, but he persists as long as we do. We repeat this pattern until Krista 

and I give up out of boredom with his dullness. 

Mama is not satisfied with anything and asks to browse the showroom. We are led 

out of the little room. Mama wastes no time on the threshold but I pause at the effect of 

the showroom on my eyes for the first time. The walls are upholstered with deep pleats of 

white satin from the floor to the ceiling and fastened with brass sconces that emit a light 

bright enough to see by and soft enough to flatter. Along the walls of the immense white-

carpeted room are coves of fur coats hanging together according to color. The room 

smells like clean animals. Our footsteps are inaudible.  

Mama, Krista, and I spread out. I like the reds of the fox furs, but they feel too dry 

and bushy. The hot pink and turquoise blue minks shock me. Sleeves of beaver are so soft 

I can barely feel them across my skin, as are the sables. I put on a white beaver jacket and 

look at myself in the mirror. I think of Mama’s advice to me once in the country club rest 
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room: never stand too close to the mirror to put on your lipstick. Let all the other women 

stick their faces up to the glass. It’s unflattering. You stand back and keep your dignity.  

I have put away the beaver and am wandering aimlessly. I wish I could go home. 

A ruffle of energy erupts from Mama’s side of the room as she sees herself in the silver 

fox she will buy. She’s pleased. She’ll take it. She hands it to the salesman and she heads 

toward me, falls in beside me at the rack of reds and thumbs through the jackets. The 

hangers are padded with pleats of velvet and the fabric-covered hooks whisper as they 

slide toward me. 

“Did you find anything you like?” she asks and I feel it coming on. She’s going to 

try and get me to buy a coat, too. 

“Not really,” I say. “I don’t want a new coat.” I am careful not to indict fur coats 

in particular. She ignores me and lays her hand on the shoulder of a rabbit jacket dyed red 

to match the fox collar. I am before a mirror and she is insisting I look good in it even 

though I think the red in the coat fades my own complexion. Am I saying I don’t want the 

coat? Doesn’t my face look sad, the way children look when they are forced to eat 

broccoli? She arranges to have my name embroidered in the iced coffee satin lining. 

Karen Rachel Krey.  

I try to wear the coat, but where does a sixteen-year-old go that calls for fur? The 

coat has become a token, an albatross. She watches for me to come home from school 

when it’s cold. She questions me from her side of the kitchen table. 

“Did you wear your fur today?” she asks, knowing that I did not. 

“No,” I say, “it’s too fancy for school.” 
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“So what? Those piss-ants don’t know class when they see it. You’re not chicken 

to wear it, are you?” This challenge pokes my face into a scowl. I don’t like to be called 

chicken. And so the afternoons go. Did I wear the coat? Well, why not? 

“I spent five hundred dollars on that coat. The least you could do is wear it,” she 

says. Then finally it comes to, “If you loved me you would wear the coat.” 
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CHAPTER 26 

 
Mama does not try anymore to be careful enough with her drinking to keep me 

from seeing it. Maybe it is because now that I’m twelve I’m allowed to stay up until 9:00. 

After we’re grown up Mark will say the same thing: that he doesn’t know when she 

started drinking and that he learned of it when he was old enough to stay up past 9:00. I 

don’t wonder when the drinking started now and I don’t feel alarmed to see her sitting in 

her green swivel rocker in the den with a wine bottle sitting on the floor beside her chair. 

I’m not upset by it because Mama and Daddy are not. They smile, laugh a little. The 

calmness makes me feel giddy and their friendliness makes me feel invited to sit on the 

couch beside their chairs. Sometimes I do and they don’t shoo me away. They let me ask 

them questions—Did you have acne when you were a teenager? At school they are 

talking about abortion in social studies. What do you think of it?--and they tell me 

sometimes that I’m smart or wise for my years. This sets off a beehive of happiness in my 

head and it makes me want to come back. Sometimes I hang around Mama too much. 

 “Go the hell to bed!” she yells and I wince and get out of there. 

 Maybe because I feel tolerated by my parents, even liked, I immediately want 

more. I make myself useful by bringing Mama food to eat during these late evenings. I 

pour her wine. I smile and respond cheerfully to her conversation. She pays attention to 

me and says that because I am growing up I should shave my legs and wear lipstick. 

When I show her a two piece bathing suit in the catalog I’d like to have she accuses me 

of just wanting to show off my body like a whore. She wants me to put on her pantyhose 

and show Daddy what good-looking legs I have, and this makes him uncomfortable. He 

looks at me less often after this and takes an emotional step away. 
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 And now because I see Mama’s drinking I feel intimate with her. When she tells 

me things she thinks, I imagine myself as one of her friends. So I start to feel guilty on 

the weekends when Daddy takes us kids to his hunting and fishing lease we call The 

Ranch. She never wants to come. I worry about her being lonely and decide to stay home 

with her one weekend and let Daddy, the boys and Krista go to the ranch without me.  

After they pile in Daddy’s company car, a gold Ford Fairmont, Mama says we’ll 

go shopping and she takes me to the new mall. With generosity and leisure she strolls 

through the Striplings department store.  

“You need a new nightgown, don’t you?” she asks me. She reaches for a shiny 

white nylon gown with red ribbon trim.  

“Feel this,” she says as she holds the collar open. “You certainly don’t want 

anything scratchy.” She enthralls me with her confidence as she looks at the gowns.  

She pulls one out and says, “Turn a garment inside out before you buy it; check 

the seams to be sure there are no holes. Turn it back outside in and look at the hang of it. 

Does it pucker anywhere? Does the zipper lay flat? Now you take a gown off the rack 

and check it.”  

I imitate her every move and she is pleased. She finds me a pink gown with a 

fitted waist and a matching ruffled robe. I imagine it could be for a princess and my 

cheeks glow with pleasure as we stand at the cash register. The perfect pair of slippers 

catches her eye as we pass the shoe department and she buys them without asking me if I 

want them. Since I am all smiles she doesn’t need to. After I have my new treasures she 

buys herself a new gown as well. The salesladies admire Mama’s rings or her manicured 
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nails or her pretty hair. They almost always compliment her on something. She answers 

them with a beautiful smile and a soft voice and a punctuating shake of her keys. 

“We made out like bandits!” she says with a smile on the way to the car. 

Climbing in, I agree, feeling the dollop of shopping confection on my lap through 

the department store bag.  

We drive to the horse pasture after a quick stop at the house to leave our new 

things. She turns the country and western music station up on the radio and I sing all the 

words to Lynn Anderson’s “I Never Promised You a Rose Garden.”  

“I liked her until she crossed over into pop and sold out,” chides Mama.  

At the pasture Mama lets me do what I want while she visits with Carolyn. I’m so 

happy I take the brush and tie Jubil to the hitching post and brush his dark gray dapple 

coat until it glows, reaching his favorite spots under his belly and behind his ears. I comb 

his long white tail. Then I fish his old brown leather bridle with the braided cord reins out 

of the trunk along with the red plaid riding pad and put them on him. The riding pad is 

almost the same as riding bareback because it has no stirrups and only one easy buckle 

around Jubil’s girth. I use it to keep horsehair off my butt. I swing up and we take off for 

the tank. To get Jubil into a lope I have to goad him through a long and hard, choppy trot, 

but he finally eases into my favorite gait. We mess around by the tank and head back to 

the barn in thirty minutes or so. Jubil eats and I turn him out. It’s dark by the time we go 

home. Mama buys me a fish sandwich and a Coke from the Dairy Queen drive-through 

on the way. 

At home we get ready for bed. She goes in her room to wash her face and put on 

her new gown and I go in my room to do the same. We meet in the kitchen and admire 
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each other, and Mama gets out her wine. I fix her a plate of cold sliced steak and cream 

cheese. She sits in her green swivel rocker and I sit in Daddy’s gold recliner. In this 

house on Strummer Drive their chairs back up to a white wall where mounted deer antlers 

hang, souvenirs from Daddy’s hunting trips. There is new green, white, and brown shag 

carpeting wall to wall, chosen to show the least amount of dirt. The Spanish lamp with 

the hexagon-shaped base sits on a small, freestanding cabinet of the same style and shape. 

Her cigarette smoke draws a white crazy straw in the air between us, and the rest of the 

house has been darkened for the night. 

“Karen,” she reminisces. “When I was a girl my mama was never home for me 

after school. She worked. I remember coming home to that empty house and I swore I’d 

never do that to my kids.” 

This confidence draws me. I am finding out what causes some of Mama’s 

sadness. My heart beats faster. Maybe she will tell me more of what bothers her and that 

way she’ll feel better. “I’m so glad you stay home for us,” I reflect back to her. This 

praise makes her glow. “What did you do by yourself?” I ask. 

“I loved the creek,” she says, her eyes brightening as she blows smoke toward the 

dark beside her. “I’d go crawdad hunting. Sometimes I’d take my horse Belle with me 

and let her wade in, too.” 

“Wow,” I say and I think of Mama as a girl with long black braids digging in 

crawdad holes along the sun-dappled creek. I think of how she wanted to be with 

somebody but everyone was too busy, how she may have poked into the crawdad holes 

with a little spite. At the same time, I can see her coaxing the crawdads out and admiring 

the way they swim, laughing and encouraging them, telling them she won’t hurt them. 
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“Mama never cooked because she had to run the café,” she says.  

“What’d you eat?” I ask. 

“Oh, I could go to the counter of the café anytime I wanted and get me a 

hamburger and some French fries, a shake or a coke, whatever I wanted,” she says. Her 

voice melts around me like butter. I think it would be fun to eat at a diner that way. 

“Daddy used to plait my hair for me before school,” she says, skipping to another 

subject, talking now of Clyde. “I loved him for doing that with his big, old, rough hands, 

taking care of me.” 

I sit with her for an hour until I get too tired to stay up. She will have begun to 

slur her words only a little bit by the time I kiss her good night, but I like being with her. 

This time of the evening feels like a privileged state to me, when the hard lines of her 

body soften and the demands of the day have ceased to vex her. I hum to myself and 

smile as I go to sleep. I am unlocking Mama’s secret pain and that I am doing it by loving 

her with all my being, by showing her that love by listening to her.  

This is when I learn that her father played Spanish-style guitar, that she never felt 

close to her mother, that she was known as a renegade because she wore jeans instead of 

dresses. She tells me, “Daddy was a broad-minded man; he had them on his mind all the 

time,” and that her mother once beat the tar out of one of Clyde’s girlfriends behind their 

café. Mama tells me her mother’s sister Ruth was a religious freak and repeatedly told 

Mama what a sinner she was for wearing pants. I listen so hard that it makes her think 

everything she says to me is all right to say. I think she’ll tell the secret she’s never told 

anyone and that she’ll tell me because I am especially gifted. I feel omniscient and love 

her enough to withstand any secret she could utter, and I think that when she does tell me, 
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I am going to absorb it through my ears and bury it in the white-hot center of my love for 

her. I am strong enough to listen without flinching and to comfort her in the way no one 

ever has. I pet myself with these thoughts each time I go to bed after sitting up with her a 

while. 

For a few months we continue this way. Daddy stays with her most of the time 

and when they go to the ranch, I stay home. The more I stay at home the harder it is to go 

to the ranch even when I want to. The late evening visit begins to feel like a ritual and I 

dread it. Maybe I stay up later or she drinks more and faster, but now when I sit with her, 

it seems the slurring begins earlier. Her cigarette weaves more as it skids to a slow-

motion stop between her lips and then back to the ashtray. It is understood now that I will 

get her something to eat without having to be asked or told. I am caught with her during 

the precarious stage of drunkenness that loosens the reins on her emotions.  

During the day Mama is tight-lipped and stoic about what she sees and hears in 

her head. She might click her eyes to one side and tilt her head as if she’s listening, 

pausing in her afternoon conversation with Daddy at the kitchen table to smile or shake 

her head. Then she looks up again and refocuses on him. I look at her with wonder when 

she does this if I am passing through the kitchen when it happens. She never explains it 

and I never ask. But the expression on her face is one of amusement when she looks away 

from us and I envy what looks to me to be private delights. Now when I sit with her at 

night the air feels heavier, as if we have taken a turn, down to deeper waters. 

The pleasure of the first glass of wine has lost its power to please her. In a way 

the drinking has become a chore. What used to be relaxation for her in the first glass or 
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two, the warming and softening, the easier smiles, now is dulled by repetition into the 

necessary prelude to the oblivion she seeks. The innocent blush has lost its charm. 

“Why do you drink wine at night, Mama?” I ask her once in a quiet voice. 

“I drink because I have nightmares,” she says. This is the stage of drunkenness 

she hates and I see her reasons for drinking pressing their thumbs under her eyes, drawing 

dark lines as their hands pull the lines of her face down. She has begun the skid into 

forgetting, but it exacts its toll. Her body goes faster than her mind and she hears the slur 

of her words, she sees the lurch of her step. Intoxication hurts. She will destroy her body 

in order to bring down her mind, the parts of herself she can control are torn into darkness 

because she can’t touch the monster in the center of her head. She can’t bring herself to 

say its name.  

“What kind of nightmares?” I ask. Any label for her pain makes it seem 

conquerable to me, but I can only imagine my own nightmares. I face her with the same 

quality of response she must get from others she has tried to tell. To ask the question, 

“What kind of nightmares,” implies that nightmares are not really terrifying to normal 

people. Her listeners invite her to name her fears and then hold up a mirror like a shield, 

saying at once, “This is what you experience, not what I experience.” Mama is then left 

with the impossible task of explaining, an act that reduces the power of her fear, until this 

reduction makes it seem that her fear is not a real fear and that her problems must be the 

result of a weak will.  

She cuts her eyes to my face and her features sharpen. “The kind that are too 

horrible to talk about.” Her eyes linger on mine with a fire behind them that tells me not 

to ask her again. I don’t understand how annoying the bliss of my ignorance and the 
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freshness of my energy are. Mama has been battling the monsters in her head for a long, 

long time.  

She wants to drink until she passes out. I want to stop her. Now she has a witness 

who senses what she’s doing but who doesn’t understand the futility of goodness. I can’t 

see how my face has become a mirror instead of an invitation and that it has turned on the 

dime of judgment. I have made a judgment about Mama’s pain: that it is not so bad it 

can’t be fixed. But for Mama to choose to fix her pain will require her to admit she has 

been handling it the wrong way all this time, and the floor around the closet in her mind 

where her monsters live is littered with mines like these. She prides herself on never 

saying she’s sorry. 

“Wouldn’t it be nice if you could sleep without the wine?” I venture. I don’t know 

that Daddy drinks brandy at night to be able to sleep with her, that she grinds her teeth 

and acts out the struggles of her dreams in bed. The question I ask lights her fuse. She 

unfolds herself from her chair and rises. 

“You don’t know what it’s like to have nightmares like these,” she intones as she 

raises her arms in emphasis. The sides of her caftan fan out and undulate as her voice 

takes on the timbre of a bass drum. “Don’t you ever try to tell me what to do.” 
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CHAPTER 27 

 
 

Mark is sixteen years old now and works at a nearby grocery store sometimes 

until 11:00 at night as a stock boy, a sacker, and a cashier. Mama and Daddy start 

fighting between ten and eleven. I have been in bed beside my sister since eight-thirty, 

and Mark is not yet home from work. I lie on the left side of the double bed under an 

avocado-green bedspread. Krista must be asleep, because she will not remember this. The 

first image I will remember is my Raggedy Ann doll sitting on the brown dresser 

opposite the foot of the bed. Raggedy Ann is my favorite doll, but she looks scary sitting 

there, her black button eyes casting shadows from the indirect light coming through the 

open bedroom door. 

 My parents’ bedroom door faces Krista’s and my bedroom door at the end of the 

hall in our one-story ranch-style home on Strummer. The lights are on in their room. I 

hear sounds of a struggle. Raggedy’s yarn hair stands out on her head, and the lump of 

her triangle nose slashes a shadow above her embroidered mouth that is turned up on its 

ends. I don’t think I ever take my eyes off that doll. Light cuts in from the left of the 

room where the door stands open against the wall straight and still. I lie straight and still 

in the bed on my back like a mummy, like a person in a coffin. Around my toes, the 

bedspread forms a ridge and I worry that my toes show too much, might call attention to 

me, though there is no way my parents can seen me in the dark. 

 In my mind’s eye I can see Mama and Daddy in their room across the hall, but it 

is my dad’s voice that makes my insides quiver. Daddy is gentle, happy, tall, and solid. 

He never raises a hand against me, almost never raises his voice. I hear Mama’s voice, 
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too. Involuntary huffs and grunts follow her flailing arms as she strikes Daddy. I imagine 

her curly hair shaking and her dark eyes terrified with rage. She wears her yellow 

nightgown with a sheer nylon top layer, edged in white lace. She wants to scratch his 

face, to poke out his eyes, to knee him in the groin. Daddy said once that he’d seen all 

kinds of drunks when he was in Korea, and that Mama falls into the category of “mean” 

drunk. Daddy knows how to handle drunks from his Army days as a bouncer in officers’ 

clubs and bars, but he never handles Mama that way. Usually he quiets her down with 

some stern words and a change of subject. Not this time. 

 I hear them—she striking, he blocking—at the foot of their king-sized bed, the 

pops and shushes of flesh against flesh. He must see something strange in her eyes 

because I can hear his words, “Stop,” and “Stop this,” as he catches her arms to slow her 

down. But Mama isn’t stopping. She breaks for the door. The only sight I will remember 

other than my doll is the white-laced edges of Mama’s nightgown brushing the doorframe 

of my bedroom as she runs up the hall. 

Then I hear the squeak as the drawer in the kitchen is pulled open and the metallic 

clink as the utensils slide together to the front of the drawer. There is a frantic swishing 

sound in the air, gasps and grunts from my mother, high-pitched and wild. The light is on 

over the sink and they stand in their bare feet on the low-pile sculptured kitchen carpet.  

“My God, look what you’ve done!”  

That is my dad’s voice, the patient man who never loses his temper.  

“What have you done? Look at this blood!”  

His words tremble; they fly up in fear and disbelief. Whose blood is it? 
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“Give me the knife!” he says, but she drops it and is already running for the 

garage. He follows her out the back door and I can’t hear what’s happening. The energy 

in the house swooshes after them and I’m vacuum-sealed in plastic terror, my ears filling 

the eyes of my brain with chaos. I know something now I should not know. Mama is out 

of control. 

 A symptom of her mental disease has escaped her head and is beating its wings in 

the garage around my parents as Mama gouges a pitchfork at daddy from a corner of the 

workshop. Because my eyes have seen Mama run and daddy chase her, because my ears 

have heard their voices tangle and climb, a path to my soul has been laid open. The 

violence that has slipped out of Mama’s mind can tell that I know it’s here. I think of it as 

a demon; it’s a vulture that feels the pull in the air as the pathway to my brain ties itself to 

what is happening in my house. That pull is an invitation and this new knowledge finds 

me in my bed, folds its wings, and sits on my chest. What do I know? That Mama is 

trying to hurt someone, to kill someone. That she has escaped Daddy’s grip. The 

knowledge laughs because I didn’t know it sooner and it puts its beak in my chest, gleeful 

and satisfied to have finally broken my thick, thick skin of innocence. 

 The back door bangs the wall. Mama runs back to their bedroom, Daddy a pace 

behind her. Shadows flit by my threshold. Is the .22 in the drawer by their bed? Metal on 

a wooden drawer. Wedding rings on metal.  

 “Mark!” she screams. “Mark!” her voice chokes and cries. “I’ll call my son, you 

bastard! Mark!” 

 “Settle down!” he says, his voice fielding hers. “Calm down for God’s sake!” 

 “He’ll help me,” she spits. “Mark!” 
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 How do I know the butt of the gun is against her right palm? How do I know her 

fingers wiggle for the trigger? Wrestling on the floor, the bump of a hip or a head. I hear 

the bullet chamber rattle against the latch. The thud of metal on the carpet. A stillness. 

My eyes wide and cocked to the left.  

No shadows. No voices. Just the creak of Daddy’s knees as he rises. The front 

door opens to Mark’s key. It must be 11:00. Daddy’s toes pop as his shadow passes 

toward the kitchen. I hear voices but I don’t understand their hushed words, only that the 

trembling in Daddy’s voice is probably louder than he wishes. Mark’s voice is calm and 

saws the darkness in the kitchen with the monosyllabic answers of listening. The bullet 

chamber is opened and bullets bump and scatter over the oval kitchen table as they empty 

the gun. 

Mama wears a scarf around her neck for the next couple of days to cover the 

bruises and she moves like a zombie. Daddy choked her enough to make her pass out to 

stop her. He didn’t know what else to do. No one knows I heard what happened last 

night. I go to my fifth grade class the same as any other day. I won’t remember anything 

about today or the next few days and weeks except that no one speaks of what happened 

across the hall from my room. I won’t know until I’m grown up that the silence that felt 

so heavy to me last night just before Mark came home from work was Mama being 

strangled to keep her from shooting herself or us. 
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CHAPTER 26 

 
 

Mama and Daddy go to Rivercrest Country Club on a Saturday night in February 

1971 and dance the jitterbug. Daddy clutches his chest and stumbles to the floor with his 

first heart attack. An ambulance arrives and the paramedics carry him over the red carpet 

and between the wide roman columns, then drive him to All Saints Hospital in downtown 

Fort Worth. Mama tells her sister it’s “serious” and she asks if Krista and I can stay up in 

Gainesville for a while. After two weeks they let Daddy out of the hospital and we come 

back home. At school, my teacher has me stand in front of the class and she tells 

everyone my daddy had a heart attack. She must explain where I’ve been for so long. I 

feel the same way I felt when I stood in front of the class three months ago and they sang 

“Happy Birthday.” I put a paper candle on a paper cake. I don’t smile now either. I don’t 

know why they are all looking at me.  

Mrs. Harvey stays at our house all day every day to help Mama take care of us 

four kids and Daddy. Mrs. Harvey is our babysitter. She smokes and likes to drink Sanka 

coffee. She plays paper dolls with me. She took me to school my first day of first grade. 

She stood me against the front door to take a commemorative picture. I don’t know why 

Mama or Daddy did not take me to school, and I don’t know why Mrs. Harvey 

sometimes stays with us so much. Mama feels better when she’s here.  

Daddy stays home in bed for six weeks after the heart attack and he grows a 

beard. Mama gets pissed off one day and gives Daddy a tranquilizer. She tells him what a 

son-on-a-bitch he is for having a heart attack while Daddy just sits there and grins. 
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 I sit in my desk one day at school. Our desks are made of brown wooden seats and 

shiny smooth desktops set in metal frames that open under the seat for us to store our 

books. The mothers are supposed to sew a bag to tie on the right side of our desk to hold 

our supplies. Mama doesn’t do that. She pays our babysitter Mrs. Harvey to do it. I sit in 

the row by the sink and one day a strange feeling sets down over me like a bowl. I don’t 

hear what the teacher is saying as she stands in front of the class in her red dress and 

black pumps. I think I hear my mother screaming my name, “Karen!” I feel as if I am 

rising from my seat and walking toward the classroom door, as if I hear Mama’s feet 

stomping down the hall toward me. I put my hand on the cool classroom door and push it 

open like a coffin lid and I wish I didn’t have to go when Mama called me. I don’t see 

anything on the other side of the door but a dark hall and green and orange splotches. 

Then the bowl over my head lifts and I feel tired. I am still sitting in my desk. The 

teacher is not looking at me. Did I leave me seat? Did I open the door? 

 Matt and Mark have friends across the street, two brothers they play with. The 

brothers have an older sister. She is nice to me. She even comes to my house and plays 

with me one day. She comes to my bedroom and plays dolls. I ask her to come over again 

and she says she will. She says she will come over again tomorrow at 3:00. I wait by the 

front door for her but she does not come. I know she hopes I have forgotten her promise. 

I stand at the open front door looking across the street at her house until I understand she 

is not coming. Mama has been watching me. She heaves a sigh and walks toward me at 

the door, ready for my tears. Oh, well, she says and she starts to pat me on the shoulder, 

but I surprise her.  
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 “That’s okay,” I say. “I know Jenny isn’t coming over any more, but that’s okay.” 

Mama looks at me as if she were ready to commiserate and is interrupted. When she 

looks into my eyes she sees it’s true. I’m not mad or hurt. 

 “You’re not like me,” she says. 

 

 I’m nine years old and the house across the street is burning against a black dawn. 

I stand on our cold concrete porch with the whole family. The father in the burning house 

has escaped out the front door and then run back inside to save his family. He finds the 

three-year-old boy and gets lost in the living room. They both die. The neighbors break 

the glass in the baby’s bedroom room and pull him out, and they tackle the mother in the 

front yard to keep her from running back inside. The baby dies. Only the mother lives and 

glass splinters come out of her feet for the rest of her life. Next door, the second 

explosion kills the lady living there. Natural gas has leaked into the yards. When a light 

switch gets turned on it sparks and ignites the gas. 

 All six of us stand on the porch without touching each other or talking. Daddy’s 

red hair fades into the dark as he crosses the street to see if he can help. When he returns 

his face is pale but his blue eyes are bright. “The heat was incredible,” he says. He stood 

at the edge of the fire with the neighbors, the house burning with people inside, feeling 

the urge to lunge through the flames to save them, save them, the leash of knowledge 

holding him back. You can’t go into a burning house or you may die, too. The people 

inside are hysterical to get out, they want out but they get lost. Why? Why does this 

happen to people? 

 In the morning a fireman knocks on the door.  
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 “Ma’am, we are requesting that you evacuate your house while we test for more 

gas leaks,” he says. He’s young and the morning sun shines around his back and the 

sloped brim of his hat. Mama has answered the door in her robe. 

 “I’m not leaving until I get my makeup on,” she says. This can take her a long 

time, but as I stand close beside her I say nothing. The fireman hesitates. Maybe he’s one 

of the firemen who saw the other family die. Should he force Mama to leave? Can he? 

Something in her face hushes his instinct to pull her out by her arm. He tells her she 

should hurry and then he walks to the next house. We leave when she’s good and ready 

about two hours later. 

  

 Later this winter the boys are throwing snowballs in the front yard. It’s a colder 

winter than normal and we are home on Strummer. Matt runs back and forth across the 

street taunting Mark to hit him with a snowball. Mark has a stack of ammunition behind 

the front holly hedges. He lobs a ball and hits Matt. Matt laughs and says, “Can’t you do 

better than that?”  

 When a station wagon lumbers over the loose, thick snow, Matt notices the young 

man driving along with his windows rolled down. The impulse to throw a snowball in the 

window can’t be resisted and the young man receives a smack of snow against his cheek. 

He wheels the station wagon, skidding to a stop over the curb and jumps out of the car. 

 “What’s wrong with you?” he yells and takes a swing at Matt. A heavy gray sky 

presses against the backs of the houses around us and no one else appears in their yards. 

Matt’s quilted jacket is pea green and the zipper ends flap as he runs. Mark’s coat is navy 
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blue. The young man is older and taller than sixteen-year-old Matt, and Matt easily 

dodges the lanky fist. 

 “Ha ha, you missed me,” says Matt. The young man waves his arms in front of 

him and they circle each other. 

 I am watching from the window in the garage door because daddy has gone to the 

store and I am anxious for him to return. This fight has just started when daddy drives up 

and parks the car in the driveway. The young man falls in the snow near the driveway 

after taking an empty swing at Matt. “Clod,” says Matt. Daddy gets out of the car slowly, 

most likely having sized up the situation as he approached the house. He’s wearing his 

corduroy coat with the lamb’s wool collar and some black pants. He sets two paper bags 

of groceries on the trunk of the car, and speaks calmly. 

 “All right, boys. What’s going on here? 

 “He threw a snowball in my car and almost made me have a wreck!” fumes the 

young man. His cheeks are red and props himself up on his elbows but doesn’t get up. 

Daddy looks over at his car and back at the young man. 

 “Your car looks okay,” he says. “What are you doing driving with the windows 

down on a day like this?" 

 “My defroster’s broke,” he answers. “That little jerk could have made me wreck 

my car!” 

 Daddy doesn’t like this guy’s tone, so he puts the situation this way: “Well, son, it 

looks to me like you are trespassing on my property and assaulting my two underage 

boys. This might be a good time for you to get up and leave.” 
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 The young man kicks his wet tennis shoe at Daddy in reply. When I see this, my 

insides slip around like I was on ice, too. Daddy hesitates for about one second. 

 “Git him, boys.”  

 The young man scramble to his feet and Matt comes in for a jab at the guy’s chin, 

then they roll over into the snow with Matt on top and the guy trying to push him off 

while Matt punches his face. They roll again and are on their feet when Mark comes from 

around the hedge. There’s a “pop” and blood pools on Mark’s lip. This sends me into the 

house after mama. 

 “Mama, Mama, some guy’s in the front yard fighting with the boys and he gave 

Mark a fat lip!” 

 Mama wastes no time. She heads out through the garage and stands at the edge of 

the yard looking at the offender and looking at Mark’s lip. The action in the yard comes 

to a stop in front of her and her voice bounces out over the snow like the sound of a 

hammer pinging off a sweet anvil. 

 “Are you the son of a bitch that hit my son?” 

 “Yeah, lady,” says the guy just before his eyes stop on her face. 

Mama stands perfectly still and there are no goose bumps on her bare arms. “I 

ought to slap the shit out of you,” she says as if she’s talking to a dog that ought to know 

better, as if she wants him to understand how much trouble he’s in. 

 “Go ahead!” he shouts in untried defiance. 

 I can’t believe what an idiot this guy is. Mama rears her right hand back and her 

square little muscular palm goes “pow” against the guy’s face. He draws in his breath and 

pulls his face back around toward hers. 
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 “Hit me, again, lady!” he cries, his voice cracking. 

 SMACK. 

 This time the young man does not ask for more. He looks for his stocking cap in 

the snow, picks it up and gets back into his car. It lurches back over the curb and he 

drives away. 

 “What a dork,” says Matt. Daddy tells him to get the groceries and I follow Mark 

and Mama into the bathroom where she cleans him up. 

 

 If it’s suppertime then Mama is heading out to the horse pasture, leaving Daddy 

and us four kids to eat without her. Krista and I ask for nothing but the skin off the oven-

fried chicken. Mark’s chore is to do the dishes afterwards. Sometimes after supper Daddy 

takes out the flat green poker cloth and the carousel with the poker chips in it so he and 

the boys can play. I don’t care about cards. Other times the boys go off and do what they 

want, Mark in his room working on model airplanes and Matt in the workshop tanning 

the hide off some dead animal he found. If everyone is occupied, Daddy might go in the 

living room and play the piano. 

 It’s a spinnet bought in 1954, the year Mama and Daddy married. She bought it 

for him against his wishes and he’s played it ever since. He plays by ear and if I see him 

go in the living room to play I follow him. He pulls the leather-covered bench out and 

sets an ashtray on the piano to his right. There’s no need to turn on any lights; just let the 

light falling in from the kitchen keep the keys barely illuminated. I sit in the square 

brown chair jammed against the side of the piano. In the mirror above the piano I can see 

the top of Daddy’s red hair as he rocks back and forth, playing “Your Cheatin’ Heart,” 
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and “St. Louis Blues.” His left hand easily reaches the octaves needed to do a walking 

boogie-woogie bass and his right jumps the syncopated rhythms of the treble.  

 “Let’s sing good and loud,” he says to me. “You sing good and I’ll sing loud.” 

“Mama’s little baby loves shortnin’ shortnin’, Mama’s little baby loves shortnin’ 

bread…” he sings and thumps the pedals to the beat. When a song finishes I hear the hum 

of the strings fade into the woodwork as Daddy takes a drag off his cigarette. The crackle 

of the cigarette sounds like the hiss of the grooves between songs on a record. I watch the 

red tip of the cigarette draw an arc in the mirror.  

 

 Mama lets me go into her closet sometimes and try on her clothes and shoes. She 

opens the accordion doors wide and pulls the chain to turn on the light. Satin robes, suede 

skirts, silk dresses hang in whispers and smell like White Shoulders. “Your fragrance 

should be your signature,” she says. 

 “Can I try on your shoes?” I ask. 

 “Yes, but don’t step in the arch and break them,” she says. I put on a pair of mules 

made of shimmering taupe satin and festooned with champagne-colored ostrich feathers. 

She lets me wear her gold chains and bracelets and I stand at her full-length mirror.  

 “You are going to be a beautiful woman, someday,” she says and I smile shyly at 

my reflection. 

 

 One of Krista’s and my favorite games is one we play outside with our rag dolls. 

Grandma Krey made a Raggedy Ann or Andy doll for each of her grandchildren. Mine 

has brown yarn hair and Krista’s has orange. For this reason, Krista has named her doll 
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Go Rilla. My doll’s name changes; sometimes she Sara, sometimes she Ann or Mary. On 

a warm spring evening we walk out to the mulberry tree in the front yard by our bedroom 

window. It’s easy to climb because we can reach its branches and the bark is smooth. 

From the branches I launch Raggedy Ann through the air about thirty feet from the tree. 

 “Oh, my baby!” I shout in mock horror. “I must save her!” 

 I climb down the tree using large gestures and squealing with distress. As soon as 

I touch the ground I turn toward the doll and take large clownish leaps in her direction, 

running in a slow-motion way. “I must save my baby!” I say in route.  

Krista cheers me on from the tree. Then just as I reach the doll I do one of two 

things: I make my foot “accidentally” kick her another ten feet or I “accidentally” step on 

her as I run past her. After the scene is played out, I grab the doll, take a bow, and run 

back to the tree so Krista can have her turn. Go Rilla flies over my head as I climb up. 

 

 When I’m ten years old and Daddy says it’s time to go to The Ranch I stuff my 

Barbie dolls in a bag, put on some shorts, some canvas shoes with no socks, and grab a 

bathing suit. Mama braids my hair. We take off on a Friday evening and drive an hour 

and a half south to Glen Rose where Flat Top Ranch is. Now that Mama has her horse 

pasture, Daddy’s got himself a lease that gives him access to hundreds of acres and seven 

lakes for hunting and fishing. He buys an old house trailer that’s about as wide as a hall 

for us to stay in when we’re there. If we are hungry at bedtime, he puts white bread in the 

toaster and we sit at the gold-flecked table and put butter and honey on as many slices as 

we want. Before bed we shake the scorpions out of the sheets. The trailer radiates the 

day’s moldy heat over our noses as Krista and I lie in bed, and I crank open the slits of 
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green glass at the skinny window. A tree line banks our side of the trailer and armadillo 

or raccoons scuffle through the leaves after dark. Sometimes we find deer tracks in the 

morning. 

 Daddy’s footsteps rock the trailer with creaks in the morning. I love to hear it the 

same as I love to hear his knees pop as he walks by our bed at night. Before we get out of 

bed in the morning he makes coffee in a percolator and I don’t open my eyes until it has 

stopped its perking and wheezing because Daddy is singing “Frankie and Johnny” while 

he mixes pancake batter and heats the skillet on the little electric stove. After breakfast he 

washes the dishes in the same shallow sink we throw the scorpions in before we spray 

them with Raid. 

 “Go on,” he tells us after breakfast instead of having us do the dishes. “Run.” 

Krista and I don’t go far, but we could. We climb the trees with deer stands in them and 

sit up there with the ants and the ticks, walking stiff-legged Barbie around the splintered 

rails. We lie on the dock while Daddy and the boys filet the fish they catch and wash 

entrails and skin off into the green lake water. Under the dock a water moccasin wriggles 

and glides, eating the fish guts. I know he’s poisonous, but I’m attracted to him. He’s 

darker green than the water, really a dull brown and about three feet long. I throw dead 

minnows out of the minnow bucket to him. I name him Mortimer. One day the man in the 

trailer next to ours blows a hole in Mortimer with a .22 rifle because he doesn’t like 

snakes. 

 The dirt here is white from all the limestone and we sunburn and peel several 

times every summer. Matt is seventeen and he wears nothing but baggy cut-offs and track 

shoes. He hunts with a bow and arrow, mostly carp in the creek up the road from our 
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trailer. They line the bank, nineteen or twenty of them, each weighing at least ten pounds. 

“Trash fish” is what they are: no good for eating. That’s why it’s okay to thunk them in 

the head with an arrow.  

 While the boys are fishing I walk around the shore of the lake. Inside a coffee can 

a spider has spun a web that looks like a cyclone or a ratted up ball of twine. Knowing the 

spider is in there, I want to prod it. I find a stick and poke at it, making its black toothpick 

legs paddle the air over its web. I throw the coffee can as high and far as I can. I run up 

and see the spider scamper over the white rocks. Its body is shiny black. I stop it with my 

stick and flick it. It rolls and I see the red hourglass on its belly. I know it’s a Black 

Widow and I think it’s sad how it lives alone in this coffee can by this lake. I block its 

way so it can’t return to the can. How would it feel for this spider to bite me, I wonder? I 

imagine a pinch on my arm and the hot red swelling. I poke the stick into the spider’s 

belly and she splits like an olive. I know I should have left her alone. I feel a spear of 

meanness rise up from my guts and prick the bottom of my heart. I gag a little at the sight 

of the spider on the rocks. I kick the can into the lake and watch water flood the web as it 

submerges. 
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CHAPTER 27 

 
 Daddy’s company transfers him three hundred miles from Dallas to desert-like 

Midland, Texas in 1961. He buys a three-bedroom house in a suburb with a yard of sand 

and stickers. Mama has never lived so far from her family in Gainesville and she cleans 

the house every day, every day. Matt is six years old and Mark is four. The housewives 

who get to know Mama worry about her and one of them introduces her to Jan because 

she thinks they will get along. Jan’s a buxom brunette, the daughter of a Cajun from 

Louisiana. They hit it off and remain lifelong friends. When they meet, both are already 

pregnant. Mama is also already taking medication for her nerves. 

 Jan invites Mama and the boys to her house for a visit. Mama sets her purse down 

beside the wall near the kitchen table. 

 “Come here, boys,” Mama says. “Sit in those chairs and be still.” 

 Jan looks at the boys as they obey. “Well, Robbie, it’s all right with me for them 

to go outside and play with the girls. Why don’t you let them? I bet they’d get along with 

Barb and Debbie real well.” 

 “No,” Mama answers. “I said for them to sit in those chairs and by God that’s 

what I mean.” 

 “Would you boys like some Kool-Aid?” Jan asks. 

 “No, thank you, ma’am.” Matt answers for both of them. 

 “What a polite little man you are! Lord have mercy if I could get my kids to be 

that polite,” she says looking at Mama with a questioning smile. Then to the boys she 

says, “Well, just let me know if you want anything,”  

 “They’re fine. They had something at home,” says Mama.  
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 Jan’s girls run in from the back yard, opening the sliding glass door. Sand falls 

from their shoes onto the linoleum.  

 “Can we have a drink?” they ask. 

 “Why sure, darlin’.” Jan pours blue Kool-Aid into two plastic cups. Both girls, 

brown-haired and tanned, gulp their drinks and set the empty cups on the counter. 

 “Hi,” says Barb to Matt and Mark. “Y’all want to play?” 

 Matt shakes his head no.  

“Their mama says for them to stay in here,” Jan tells them, trying not to offend 

Mama. Barb shrugs her shoulders and says okay. She and Debbie run back outside. 

 “So how’s Norman’s work?” asks Jan. “I hear they’re grooming him to be the 

next vice-president at Dowell.” 

 “Vice-president or no, they’re not transferring me to Oklahoma,” answers Mama. 

“That’s what it would mean for Norman to be vice-president. They’d transfer him to that 

God-forsaken place, and I’m not putting up with that.” She taps a Tarleton 100 out of its 

pack. 

 “Yeah, but what can you do?” Jan asks. “If your husband gets transferred, you got 

to go.” 

 “The hell I do. That’s what I told Robert Munson on the phone,” Mama says, 

sitting straighter in her chair. 

 “Who’s Robert Munson?” 

 “He’s the company president. I told him he could transfer Norman to Oklahoma 

over my dead body.” 
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 “Oh my God, Robbie. How in the world do you talk that way to a man like that?” 

asks Jan with a surprised laugh. 

 “By picking up the phone and dialing the number. I’ll be damned if they send me 

to another hell hole like this one,” Mama tells her. 

 “I swear Murphy would kill me if I ever did anything like that,” says Jan. 

 “I’m telling you, I can’t go to Oklahoma,” Mama says, leaning into Jan’s 

judgment of the situation, looking her in the eye. “And no one can make me.” When Matt 

and Mark hear the quick jingle of Mama’s car keys on the rose key ring they know it’s 

time to leave. 

 At home Mama bakes a coconut cream pie. She always bakes two at a time 

because pies are so much trouble and they don’t go very far. Her crusts are flaky and 

tender; her fillings are rich and smooth. Everyone loves her pies. When Mark sees she 

has baked a fresh one his mouth waters. 

 “I want a piece of pie!” he says a little too insistently. 

 “No. You need to wait until after dinner,” Mama tells him. He begins to cry. 

Children who cry make the hair on the back of her neck stand up. She tenses her 

shoulders and sets the pie plate on the counter. She turns quickly on her heel toward him 

and looks into his face. 

 “All right!” she says. “I’ll give you a piece of pie!” She wheels back around and 

flings open a cabinet door, grabs the top plate off the stack and sets it on the counter 

beside the pie with a loud whack. Mark watches her and cries louder now. She pulls open 

the drawer and jerks out a knife, slams the drawer, and makes quick jagged cuts into the 
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pie to pull out a piece to put on the plate. It’s a large slice, large enough for a hungry 

man. 

 “You’ll have your pie,” she says and Mark cries more than ever. She picks him up 

under his arms and sets him down hard at the table. Then she brings the plate with the 

quivering pie warm from the oven to the table. Snot runs from Mark’s nose and his sobs 

are like chokes now.  

 “Eat it!” says Mama, smacking the fork on the table beside the plate so the tines 

sing. “You wanted a piece of pie, by God, now you have one. You don’t get up from this 

table until it’s gone!” 

 By now Mark’s crying too hard to eat, but she makes him put bite after bite into 

his mouth until it is gone. He gags the whole thing down. She tells him to stop his crying 

and act like a man. 

  

 It is hoped in the family that this next baby will help Mama be happier. The older 

folks tell Mama, now that she’s had two boys she should go home and have two more. 

She picks the name Andrew for this baby and waits.  

I am born on November 16, 1962 just before noon. Daddy celebrates that it’s a 

girl. Maybe this will give Mama someone she can dress up and fuss over all she wants. 

He writes a letter to his sister saying hooray now he has a redheaded daughter.  

 I am a baby in my crib. I lie on my back and I am aware of myself for the first 

time. The awareness pulls me by the ears with the thump of angry footsteps. My head is 

turned to the right and I see where the slats of my bed go up. My throat is dry from 

crying, hollow and black and dry. My chest vibrates and I know my cries have been loud 
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and I feel afraid, the kind of feeling that is like something in the air leaping back into 

your chest and trying to hide. The stomping feet come toward the head of my bed. It is 

daytime. My crib is white. An arm reaches into the crib and I see its olive skin and the 

fine dark hairs. The arm is bare and it reaches down. A hand presses under my chin and I 

can’t cry anymore. My eyes see the arm and then my body behind it: bare round belly, 

white cotton diaper, bare legs, and white socks. My eyes look up the arm and there is the 

white sleeveless shirt and my eyes click on Mama’s eyes. They are like hot black swirls 

and her eyebrows point down in a frown. Her lips are red. She’s angry. I flinch and try to 

pull my voice back and try to not have been heard. The hand squeezes under my chin and 

a blanket of darkness rises over my head.  

My red hair falls out when I am eighteen months old. Mama puts bonnets on me. 

Because no one knows why this happens, it becomes a family joke, my billiard ball head, 

something to make light of until the hair grows back. The doctor doesn’t know either why 

my hair fell out. It could be a disease. He says the hair will grow back and it does: now 

it’s dark blonde. 

 Daddy is transferred to Fort Worth, Texas by the time I am three years old. In my 

closet hang six dresses with petticoats, and on the floor sit three pairs of patent leather 

shoes. Mama pins bells to the hems of these dresses so I jingle when I walk. My favorite 

dress is made of red calico polished cotton. All is quiet in our house in a happy sort of 

way. Mama is fixing dinner in the kitchen; the boys are watching TV. Krista is sleeping 

in her crib and Daddy will be home soon. I like to play by myself. I am sitting on the 

scratchy aqua-colored carpet in my bedroom beside my bed, making a doll walk from a 

block to a shoebox. The block is a stove and the shoebox is her bed.  The afternoon sun is 
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bright outside the trees shading my windows. Content, I move the doll from bed to stove. 

A thought pops into my head. I should go see my friend Claire. I drop the doll on the 

floor, and jump up.  

 I run noisily through the kitchen. “I’m going outside to see Claire!” I say to Mama 

on my way to the back door.  

Claire is invisible to everyone but me. She lives in a tall bush outside Mama’s 

bedroom window. At the edge of the bush I stop at the place where the branches separate 

and say, “Hello.” She answers me with a smile and a gesture of her finger inviting me 

inside the bush with her, holding the branches back for me. She has wispy gold hair and 

wears a sleeveless cotton dress. Her smiling makes me smile. Her voice tells me things 

inside my head without words. Her lips never move except to part in a smile. She is 

barefoot. I look at her smooth white feet and unbuckle my shoes. Claire floats above the 

hard brown grass and I want her to show me how to do it, too. I stay outside for a long 

time.  

Claire will not come in the house with me. I do not think of going to see her when 

I am sad or afraid, only when I feel a certain kind of contentment. One day when I am 

with Claire, something goes wrong. “Hello,” I say and she moves to hold the branches 

back for me. This time at the moment she should answer me I hear a different voice, no 

longer in my head, but outside somewhere. “How are you today?” It’s a silly singsong 

voice. I peer inside the bush. Claire’s smile fades and she withdraws deeper inside the 

bush. The wind blows my hair into my face. I haven’t answered her question. The voice 

repeats the question, and I stand silently. “Do you want to play?” The image and the 

voice come from separate places. I can’t answer it. Then Claire recedes into the bush, her 
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face looking sad and I stand there for a moment, my shoes pressing heavily on the brown 

grass.  

Back inside the house Mama is sitting with Daddy at the kitchen table. She looks 

at me and laughs, “You are so cute!” Mama rarely uses the word “cute.” It’s a word she 

doesn’t like. “You don’t know this,” she continues, “but whenever you go outside to see 

Claire, I open the bathroom window and talk to you like I’m Claire.” 

“Oh,” I say and nothing more. I feel ashamed and wonder what I have said in all 

those happy private times. It is as if the locked door to my own secret thoughts has 

opened and Mama has walked out holding a key I didn’t know she had.  

 

 Before naps, Mama brings me into her bedroom to read me Bible stories. I love 

the technicolor pictures of Adam and Eve, Moses, and Jesus in this 1954 book for 

children. She reads in her soft alto and the warmth of her voice makes me love the 

stories. I pretend to read them to her, moving my fingers under the words I have 

memorized. On Saturday afternoons she sits on the end of her bed and I stand between 

her knees. Daddy will take me to church tomorrow and Mama wants me to memorize a 

Bible verse. She says she doesn’t go to church because she doesn’t want anyone to 

mistake her for a Christian.  

 She tilts her chin up and says a phrase of the verse for me. I look up at her and 

repeat. Our dark silhouettes mingle against the white Venetian blinds drawn against the 

afternoon sun and my hand is on her knee. Her short hair curves in tight salt and pepper 

waves at her cheekbone and jaw line. Her eyes are smooth and relaxed, her mouth like a 

kiss. She looks into my blue eyes, and my heart beats on the stake of her beautiful gaze. 
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She says from memory, “Fear thou not; for I am with thee,” pausing for me to repeat. 

Next she says, “for I am thy God: I will strengthen thee; yea, I will help thee; yea, I will 

uphold thee with the right hand of my righteousness.” She tells me this is “Isaiah 41:10,” 

her “life verse,” as if she is placing a pearl in the palm of my hand. 
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CHAPTER 28 

 
 It’s now July 1994 and Mama died over two months ago. Ben and I and the girls 

are at my sister-in-law’s house where they’re having a birthday party. After presents are 

opened, the adults sit in the living room while the kids run back and forth from one room 

to the next. I can’t stop thinking about Mama’s autopsy report. I know Mark has the 

report, but he has avoided telling me about it. I remember that it’s not long distance to 

call Springtown from Fort Worth, so I walk into the kitchen and call Mark on the 

telephone. I stand in her kitchen in front of the sink where dishes from the cake are piled 

and I look out at the peach tree in their back yard when Mark answers. I want to know 

what the autopsy says. This time he hesitates as he considers what to say and then he 

sighs. 

 “It says she committed suicide,” he says, but he qualifies it. “They have to choose 

that answer when someone causes their own death, even if it’s accidental.” He tells me 

this as if he’s hoping it will be enough information to satisfy me. 

 “They don’t check that box if somebody dies because they went to sleep with a lit 

cigarette, do they?” I ask. “What does it say she died of?” 

 “Her heart stopped,” he says. 

 “What about her blood? What was in her bloodstream?” I ask. 

 “Her heart stopped,” he continues, “because her breathing stopped. After she 

passed out, she vomited. She asphyxiated in her own vomit. That’s why her heart 

stopped.” 
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 The noise of the birthday party rises and falls. In my mind I see the spongy pink 

blob on the brown calico carpet of Mama’s kitchen floor the night she died. I put my 

finger in one ear and press the phone closer to the other. Mark listens to my silence. 

 “Karen, I don’t think Mom killed herself,” he says. 

 “Why don’t you think so?” I say and wipe the back of my hand across my cheek. 

 “There were no signs of distress on the body,” he answers, sounding like a 

policeman. “Her eyes were not squeezed shut as if in pain; her body was not curled up in 

a ball. Her face was relaxed.”  

I think about how Mark has seen a lot of bodies. In my mind I see Mama on her 

back on the kitchen floor. The lines of her face are smooth as if there had been an 

accident, as if she hadn’t had too much wine, as if she weren’t about to lose her house to 

the bank, as if we loved each other, as if I had come been the one to find her. I pet her 

black and gray hair and I squeeze her shoulders. She’s cold but not too cold yet. She’s 

heavy but I lift her onto my lap.  

“So you don’t think she did it on purpose?” I ask. 

“No. I think that night she did what she’d been doing every night for twenty 

years. Only this time her body said, ‘that’s enough,’ and it quit.” 

“Well, thanks for telling me,” I say and I tell him I have to go. 

A month after this conversation I call Matt to ask for a copy of the death 

certificate. Annette mails it to me. It is a legal size form on white paper, a Certification of 

Death Certificate. In Section 35 the blank asks for the immediate cause of death. On the 

front of the certificate is typed, “cardiopulmonary arrest pending studies.” An amendment 

to the form is on the back. On the back in Section 35, the immediate cause of death is 
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now listed as “mixed drug intoxication (ethyl alcohol, nortriptyline and ethchlorvynol).” 

The manner of death is now “suicide” and the description of how the injury occurred is 

typed in all caps: “DRUG OVERDOSE.” 

Ethyl alcohol is common wine. Nortriptyline is an anti-depressant; ethchlorvynol 

is a sleeping pill. To know how much of each of these substances was in her bloodstream 

I would have to see the toxicology report with her autopsy. A high amount of either of the 

medications would indicate to me that she did it on purpose. If the amount of alcohol is 

higher than the medicines, then that might mean she had a “normal” night and, like Mark 

says, her body said, “enough.” 

When I tell Matt I think she committed suicide, he says, “Why would Mom want 

to take herself out? She’d been talking to me right after that last Christmas about her 

taking a vacation to Alaska. She even had some brochures she’d sent for. She sounded 

like she had some dreams, something she wanted to do. I didn’t get the impression she 

was suicidal.” 

Krista and I never speak of Mama’s manner of death. She accepted the first 

pronouncement that it was a heart attack and never presses to know more in a way that 

respects the ignorance of bliss. 

I sit with the death certificate in my hands. It’s like a flag or a banner. This death 

certificate speaks the black and white for me in the thin boxes, yet I don’t feel vindicated. 

It’s a flag stuck in a hill no one else was fighting for. Am I to show this to someone and 

receive confirmation that it matters how she died? This does not happen. The certificate 

becomes a piece of paper on a shelf and the talismanic power of the word “suicide” is 

reduced to two dimensions. 
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The meaning of her death remains central in my thoughts with barely a shift from 

the previous obsession, “what if she kills herself?” to “did she kill herself?” Her suicide 

indicts my choices to stay away from her and fulfills her admonishment to me to never 

leave her, just as the threat of her suicide damned my love for not being enough. The 

worst that could happen if I left her has happened. The idea of her despair wrings my 

hands, as I picture the scenario that precedes the last handful of pills and swallow of 

wine. That despair has directed me since I was a child. I think of it as a bridge she runs 

across whenever she decides to do something violent, when the world on her side of the 

abyss becomes too painful and she tries to run to what looks like a better place. I watch 

for the bridge to materialize for her and when it does I place myself in the center of it to 

stop her, to catch her if she falls, to hold her until she’s ready to go back to the living side 

of her world again. I must never ask for anything, except for her to let me stop her.  

Slowly I become aware of the emotional posture of anticipation, the static energy 

of staying ready to jump toward her in time to stay the gun or the glass. My tongue 

presses behind my teeth ready to shout, “No!” in between her action and the consequence 

of that action. There is no curtailment of her acceleration toward destruction. Instead, I 

must be hypervigilant to that moment of transition between states of wake and sleep, life 

and death, to catch her while she is vulnerable to rescue. That she’s dead now changes 

nothing. 

An image begins to haunt my thoughts. Angry black eyebrows and red blotches 

hover in the back of my brain. I draw pictures of a monster with a humped hoary back, 

angry eyebrows and teeth like knives. I actively search my brain for memories from my 

childhood, trying to explain why I now cannot sit in a room by myself at ten o’clock at 
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night without the hair on the back of my neck rising in fear, or why I am so jumpy in the 

day. If I could know the cause I think I could make the fear go away. I wonder how to 

call up repressed memories. It doesn’t matter anymore if the memory is horrible—I want 

the fear to go away. I prepare for the memory to not be that bad and accept that I may 

have had a strong reaction to something relatively benign, try to get over the idea that 

maybe I am a wimp in order to let the memory surface without my judgement against it. 

Still nothing changes. 

Then on a drive home from seeing a movie, the eyebrows from my monster take 

their place. The scene rolls in Technicolor up from the base of my brain. I see Mama’s 

face and feel her hand closing down my windpipe as I lie in my crib. This is like no 

experience I’ve had before and I say to Ben, “I think Mama choked me when I was a 

baby.” 

He pulls the car into the drive of a local park and listens. He’s not surprised or 

upset. Maybe he’s relieved that we’ve gotten to the bottom of some of this. I wonder 

whether I can trust this memory, whether I willed something to answer my need to know 

instead of allowing it to come on its own. 

“This feels like the answer to a very old question,” I tell Ben.  

What truth there is in this memory I will never be able to prove in fact. This may 

be a terrible misrepresentation of Mama’s actions, but it fits in with the character of many 

of her actions toward me and toward our family. All the other memories written here 

have been verified by my brothers, by my sister, and by friends who knew Mama. 

Because I can’t prove something like this, however, I determine to never seek repressed 

memories again. On one hand it scares me to think I could make something like that up. 
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On the other hand, this memory is a metaphorical truth that accurately represents who I 

think I am and how that feels. For Mama to have wanted to kill herself translated into my 

emotional development as a want to kill me because, for me as a child, killing herself felt 

the same as killing me. I would rather imagine her killing me than to imagine her killing 

herself. I don’t want to be responsible for her anymore.  

For me to interpret her wish to die as a judgment against me allows suicide to 

continue in my life. I pull her desire for self-destruction onto myself because I think it 

feels worse for me to witness my failure to love her enough than it would feel for me to 

die. When suicide is an option for you, it becomes the only option. Maybe to think about 

killing myself is the way I am being loyal to her since I couldn’t save her life.  

“Save my death, Karen.” Is that what she is saying to me?  

If she were here now, what would we say to each other? Say the French door by 

my kitchen table opened right now. It would creak and a brisk autumn air would blow the 

leaves on the porch. Mama would step in, no bigger or smaller than she was in real life, 

exactly my height, her arms thinner than mine. Her hair would be short and curled toward 

her face. She’d look me in the eye and say nothing, but her gaze would be warm and 

commanding. She’d sit at the round table and I would sit at her right. Facing the light, she 

lets herself be real so I can see her dark brown eyes mean what she says. 

“Live your life, Rooney,” she says, breathing her cinnamon sweet words around 

my ears. “Don’t hang on to my death anymore. I don’t need you to. I’m in a good place 

now.” Her eyes rest on my face. She looks peaceful and waits patiently for the soldiers in 

my soul to put down their weapons. They don’t need to fight for her anymore. She takes 
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the noose out of the executioner’s hand. I don’t need to judge myself anymore. She takes 

a ragged puppy out of my arms. I don’t need to cower for her anymore.  

Next she takes a little girl’s hand and puts it into mine. The girl is eleven years old 

and has straight blond hair. The girl’s eyes are bright and she smiles back at Mama as she 

takes her place by my side. 

“You take good care of her, now,” Mama tells me with a wink and a small wry 

smile. “I saved her for you until you were able to handle her.” 

“I don’t know what to do,” I say in a way that sounds like “thank you” and “don’t 

go” at the same time. 

“Just love her like I know you can. You’ll be a good mama,” she says, and rises 

from the table, picking up her keys on the rose key ring. She gives them a jingle and 

kisses my cheek before she goes. She shuts the door behind her and does not look back. 
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